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Abstract 

Until now the unsafety or accident potential of road locations has been assessed usually 

solely from their accident history. But this approach has been criticised as fundamentally 

misleading and inaccurate by many authors. Safety evaluation, particularly in Ghana, is 

also still restricted to isolated blackspot analysis. Because of its site-specific nature, this 

represents a less efficient use of scarce resources whilst there is generally a dearth of 
knowledge regarding the accident potential associated with various road locations and 
features. 

Based on a case-study of unsignalised urban junctions in Ghana, this dissertation presents 

the Empirical Bayesian procedure for the estimation of site-specific accident potential as a 

superior alternative that automatically addresses the shortcomings inherent in the sole use 

of recorded accident counts. The refined estimate is produced from a uniquely weighted 

combination of the recorded accident counts of the particular site and the expected 

accidents for sites with similar characteristics as the one under study. 

A unique feature of this study is the demonstration of the framework for integrating 

comprehensive accident model predictions with the Empirical Bayesian procedure, to 

improve further upon the quality of the estimates and extend the applicability of the 

procedure to relatively smaller reference populations. Despite the acknowledged 

advantages of this approach, little work has been done in this direction, largely due to the 

absence of appropriate prediction models, particularly for traffic conditions in developing 

countries. 

Thus, a key part of this study has been the development of accident prediction models for 

unsignalised T- and X -junctions. The models were of two types, namely, the coarse or 

flow-based, which included only traffic exposure functions as the explanatory variable, and 

the full or comprehensive models, containing both exposure functions and other significant 

road and traffic variables. Separate models have been developed to predict the three-year 

frequency of total accidents, injury accidents and five other types of accidents defined by 

the primary collision types involved. The unique ability of the Bayesian analysis to treat 
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accident potential at a site as a random variable was utilised to outline new probabilistic 

criteria for accident blackspot identification. Existing criteria for ranking accident 

blackspots for treatment have also been revised and an improved criterion called the 

Amended Potential Accident Reduction proposed. 
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Glossary of Accident-Types 

Definitions by Severity: 

FATAL An accident in which, at least, one of the casualties 
dies within 30 days of its occurrence. 

SEVERE INJURY A non-fatal accident in which the worst casualty 
sustains injuries that require hospitalisation for a 
minimum duration of 24 hours. 

MINOR (SLIGHT) INJURY Accident in which the worst casualty sustains injuries 
that require only first-aid treatment 

DAMAGE-ONLY Accident resulting only in damage to property 

PERSONAL INJURY 
ACCIDENT (PIA) A fatal, severe or minor injury accident 

Definitions by Collision-type: 

HEAD-ON Accident-type in which the primary collision (initial 
impact) involves the front parts of two vehicles 
crashing into each other. 

PEDESTRIAN ACCIDENT Accident in which a pedestrian is hit by any type of 
vehicle in the primary collision 

REAR-END Accident in which the initial impact involves the nose 
(front part) of one vehicle crashing into the rear (tail) 
of another vehicle. 
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RIGHT-ANGLE 

SIDE-SWIPE 

Accident in which the two vehicles involved in the 
primary collision crash with each other, 
approximately, at a right-angle. 

Accident in which the initial impact involves one 
vehicle crashing into the side of another vehicle at an 
angle less than 90 degrees. 

SINGLE VEHICLE Accident in which the primary collision involves only 
one vehicle and no other road-user. 

xvi 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The Problem of Traffic Accidents 

To say that Ghana has a traffic accident problem is an understatement. It is estimated 

that 15,000 road traffic accidents occur each year resulting in 20,000 injuries and 

substantial damage to property. Fatality rates over the last ten years have also averaged 
90 per 10,000 registered vehicles (Salifu, 1996; BRRI, 1999). This rate of deaths is 

more than 50 times that of Sweden, for example, an industrialised country with one of 

the highest levels of motorization but one of the lowest accident rates. When it is 

considered that the above statistics are based on police reported accidents, then it is not 

difficult to imagine that the problem could be much worse than portrayed, given the 

high likelihood of under-reporting. 

Going by the experience of the industrialised countries, Ghana's current car-ownership 

ratio of 80 cars per thousand population is quite low and the country has yet to launch 

into the rapid motorization phase as the economy improves. With increasing numbers of 

vehicles will come increasing potential for accidents and the problem, therefore, is set 

to get worse before it gets better. Countries like Sweden and the United Kingdom have 

worked tirelessly over the years to ensure that accident rates (per 10,000 vehicles) are 

now on a downward trend even as the number of vehicles on the roads continues to 

grow. They have achieved this through concerted and targeted action in the areas of 

legislation and enforcement, road safety campaigns, driver training and licensing, 

engineering interventions and higher safety standards of vehicles along with many other 

measures. We in Ghana can learn from these experiences as we strive to build the 

capacity to tackle the imminent "explosion" in traffic accidents. 

Fortunately, recently reported findings that the country could be losing up to US$ 70 

million per annum through road traffic accidents alone (Ghee et al, 1997) are beginning 

to hit the right chord. Policy-makers in Ghana are beginning to appreciate that road 

traffic accidents are as much an economic problem as they are a threat to public health. 

Road safety improvement, therefore, is currently an urgent national priority. The most 



recent demonstration of this was the passing by Parliament of the National Road Safety 

Commission Act, at the close of 1999. The Act has effectively transformed and 

empowered the former National Road Safety Committee to take up the challenge of 

direction, co-ordination and control of a more structured approach to road safety issues 

in Ghana. The current thesis is intended as a contribution towards this national effort, 

particularly, in the specific areas of road safety engineering assessments and 

intervention strategies. 

Although human error, in one form or another, has been identified as the main 

contributory factor to most accidents, road-related factors are no less important. Since 

there is rarely one isolated cause of an accident, human factors will often occur 

alongside engineering-related deficiencies in the road infrastructure. For example, 

accidents resulting from persistent over-shooting of the stop line at junctions are usually 

associated with improper junction layout design and the absence of channelisation or 

adequate road markings. Engineering factors become dominant where there is a 

clustering of accidents of a particular type at a specific location in the road network. 

Engineering measures, therefore, have a vital role to play in accident reduction and 

nowhere is the potential for making a big impact more apparent than at urban junctions. 

More than 2 in every 3 accidents recorded in Ghana occur in urban areas and, of these, 

about 50 per cent occur at junctions. 

1.2 The Problem of Unsignalised Junctions 

Junctions, as an integral part of every road network, have the function of resolving the 

conflicts between opposing streams of traffic. To ensure that this function is performed 

efficiently, a variety of means is usually employed, ranging from simple road-line 

markings and signs, through channelisation with ghost islands or physical demarcation, 

to the use of traffic signals. It would appear that the main criterion for preferring one 

type of control to another is often the desire to minimise delay and increase capacity 

(TRL, 1991; MUTCD, 1978; HCM, 1997). Although safety considerations do 

sometimes play a role (ITE, 1982), the analytical basis of safety warrants has been 

strongly criticised by a number of researchers as being "shaky" (e. g. Persaud, 1988; and 

Hauer et al., 1989). 
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For the broad group of unsignalised (non-signal-controlled) junctions, however, the 

choice is often between different levels of priority control. This group constitutes the 

preponderant majority of junctions in urban areas of Ghana, probably due to their 

simplicity and relatively cheap costs of installation and maintenance. Because priority 

junction controls are usually not self-enforcing, the potential for inter-vehicular conflict 

and accidents at such junctions is usually very high, especially in conditions where 

driving quality can at best be described as suspect (Salifu, 1998). 

Notwithstanding the important role unsignalised junctions play in traffic management, 

and the fact that they currently account for about 70 per cent of all accidents at urban 

junctions in Ghana, little to date is known about their accident potential relative to other 

types of junction. Also, little or no information exists about the accident potential of the 

many different types of unsignalised junction. The absence of such information is 

clearly a significant handicap in the safe and efficient management of traffic in urban 

areas. 

1.3 Drawbacks of the Current Approach to Safety Appraisal 

Currently, evaluations of junction safety are accomplished only by means of isolated 

blackspot studies (e. g. BRRI, 1998 and 1999). Under these studies, accident-prone 

locations (blackspots) are identified and ranked for treatment using the total number of 

accidents recorded for a given period of time as the sole criterion. The subsequent 

analysis is then based on the principle of identifying a clustering of "treatable" accident 

types and common deficiencies in the site characteristics, which might have given rise 

to the accidents. 

Thus, the current method does not account for the intensity of use or exposure to 

accident at any site and it is also statistically deficient, because it fails to address the 

"regression-to-mean" effect, i. e. the fact that sites with above-average accident numbers 

or rates in one period must be expected to show a decrease in a subsequent period even 

without treatment, and vice versa. The site-specific focus of the method also means that 

it is resource-intensive, since the findings from one site are often inapplicable to other 

sites. Another significant drawback is that the method is entirely dependent on the 
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availability of relevant accident records. Unfortunately, the data is often several years in 

arrears, due to the lengthy processes involved in its retrieval and processing. As a result, 
by the time data is available for analysis, it has often become obsolete, because the site 

conditions may have changed already. 

1.4 Justification for a New Approach to Safety Appraisal 

In the light of the above shortcomings of the current method and the reality of shrinking 
budgetary allocation to road safety work, a new proactive approach is required that will 
be more cost-effective, with broader applicability and improved accuracy. Such is the 

methodology that the current study has sought to establish. A key component of this 

alternative approach is the collection of "standard" accident data, at a representative 

sample of "identical" junctions, covering a wide range of traffic and road conditions 

and the determination of causal relationships between these factors and accidents at the 

selected junctions. 

These relationships and their predictions are then integrated into a tool for appraisal of 
the accident potential and the effectiveness of intervention at any one of the "family" of 
junctions. In this way, comprehensive accident prediction models can be utilised both as 

a tool for investigating the type and scale of influence of various road and traffic factors 

on accidents and also as an input into the Empirical Bayes procedure for improved 

accident estimation. The establishment of such quantified relationships, between 

accidents, on the one hand, and traffic flows and site characteristics, on the other, 

should also enable priorities for improvement to be more realistically assessed (Hall and 
Surl, 1981). In spite of the apparent potential advantages of this procedure, it is rarely 

used in practice, primarily due to the problems of identifying suitable predictive models 
(Mountain et al, 1995 and 1998). 

Unsignalised urban junctions have been targeted for this study, because immediate 

significant impact could be made with safety improvements, given the strategic role 

they play in traffic management and their large share of the accident burden. 

Unfortunately, results from several previous investigations into the relative safety 

merits of various types of non-signalised (priority) junction controls and a comparison 
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of these with signal control (e. g. Polus, 1985; Lum and Parker, 1982; Chadda and 
Parker, 1983; Lum and Stockton, 1982; Frith and Harte, 1986; and Frith and Dery, 

1987) remain largely contradictory. 

On the other hand, most studies on accident prediction modelling have addressed rural 

or urban signalised intersections (e. g. Kulmala, 1995; Lau and May, 1986; and Hauer et 

al, 1989). The few which have targeted unsignalised intersections in urban areas (eg. 

Rodriguez and Sayed, 1999; and Layfield et al. 1996) have been based on data from 

industrialised countries, where road and traffic conditions can be quite distinct from that 

in a typical developing country, such as Ghana (Salifu, 1996; and Hills and Jacobs, 

1981). The need for further in-depth research on the subject of junction control and 

accidents, as outlined in this study, is therefore self-evident. In the context of road 

safety and traffic management in Ghana, this study is expected to lead to qualitative 
improvements in accident blackspot programmes, as well as provide an opportunity to 

re-examine the rationale for choosing the thresholds for application of specific junction 

control options, essentially, from a safety perspective. 

1.5 Objectives and Scope of the Study 

The main aim of this study, therefore, is to develop suitable accident prediction models, 

as an integral part of a more cost-effective tool for accident appraisal and evaluating 

alternative interventions at unsignalised urban junctions in Ghana. To accomplish this, 

the following objectives were set: 

" to review previous research that has addressed the subject of safety appraisal and 

accident prediction modelling for junctions, especially unsignalised urban junctions; 

" to retrieve and analyse accident data, in order to establish the scale and main 

characteristics of accidents occurring at unsignalised junctions in urban areas; 

" to collect data on traffic volumes, spot (approach) speeds and aspects of junction 

geometry and control at a representative sample of unsignalised urban intersections 
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and analyse these, in conjunction with the relevant accident data, to determine the 

relative risks of accidents for traffic using different junction types; 

" to assess the relative contributions of specific road and traffic factors to accidents at 

given junction types, using appropriate statistical methods, and to formulate models 
for the reliable prediction of accidents at such junctions; and 

" to establish guidelines for the integrated use of model predictions and Empirical 

Bayesian accident estimation procedure for more refined accident "blackspot" 

identification and ranking. 

In terms of scope, the study focuses on unsignalised junctions in urban areas of Ghana. 

A representative sample was selected from amongst junctions in a designated case- 

study area, which had not experienced any major changes over the preceding three-year 

period (1996-1998) and at least one of whose arms is an arterial road. The junction was 
deemed to include its centre and immediate area of influence, which for the purpose of 

this study was defined as the area within 25 meters from the centre of the intersection 

along each arm. This definition is consistent with the guidelines for coding the location 

of the accident data. However, it is to be noted that the concept of a junction's zone of 
influence is much more complicated than that. Essentially, it is the area within a given 
distance from the centre of the junction along any of the arms, over which traffic 

activity (i. e. queuing, collisions, etc. ) is influenced by what is happening at or in the 

immediate vicinity of the centre of the junction. In principle, therefore, its extent can 

vary from site to site, depending on site and traffic conditions, and even for a given site, 

this is likely to change at different times of the day. 

1.6 Structure of the Thesis 

The rest of the thesis is organised, as follows: 

Chapter 2 presents a detailed review of the relevant literature relating to methods used 
in the assessment of junction safety and comparative studies for the evaluation of the 

safety merits of various types of junction control. State-of-the-art methodologies for the 
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development of accident prediction models have also been reviewed. In Chapter 3 are 
discussed the design of the case-study, methodology for data collection and the type of 
data collected. The chapter closes with a presentation of the junction types covered by 

the study and detailed examination of the characteristics of the accumulated database. 

Chapter 4 discusses the main characteristics of accidents at unsignalised urban junctions 

in Ghana. This is done at three main levels. To start with, the subject is put in 

perspective with a discussion of urban accidents in general. Then the scope is narrowed 
down to accidents pertaining to unsignalised junctions. The third level is a more 

quantitative comparative evaluation of the accident records of the different types of 
junctions in the case-study database. From these analyses, candidate parameters that 

appeared to have some association with accidents were selected to be tested, among 

others in Chapter 5, as independent parameters for accident prediction models. Thus, 

Chapter 5 presents the methodology and procedures adopted for the development of 

accident prediction models and discusses the different models developed. 

The use of Empirical Bayesian procedures, as part of a proposed new approach to safety 

appraisal, accident blackspot identification and ranking, is discussed in Chapter 6. The 

particular role of accident prediction models in this context has been highlighted. Also 

presented in this chapter are nomographs representing probabilistic decision criteria for 

identifying accident blackspots at T- and X -junction sites. 

Finally, the main findings of this study and recommendations for further research are 

presented in Chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF PREVIOUS STUDIES 

2.1 Introduction 

In order that the state-of-the-art methodologies for safety appraisal and accident 

prediction be identified and utilised for the current study, a comprehensive review of 

published works on relevant previous studies was carried out. The review was also 
intended as a means of appraising these methods and related findings, to structure the 

current study in a way that it will address the gaps in knowledge in the selected area and 

achieve reasonable quality assurance in the data collection and analysis. 

The Transport Operations Research Group (TORG) and Robinson libraries of the 

University of Newcastle upon Tyne provided the main sources of reference material, 

complemented by occasional WorldWideWeb Internet searches. A scan of papers 

published in Ghana was also undertaken, to identify those which might be relevant to 

the current study. The pertinent literature, located amongst peer-reviewed journals, 

periodicals and other technical publications, could be placed under one or another of 

four categories; namely "before and after studies", "accident prediction models and 

statistical methods", "traffic conflict analysis" and "other related studies". The review is 

presented under these broad headings. 

2.2 "Before and After" Studies 

Studies of this nature generally deal with the comparison of safety levels during 

equivalent periods before and after the implementation of specific road measures. 

Support for this approach is offered by Hauer and Lovell (1986), who insist that the 

safety effects of various measures are better extracted from real-life implementations 

than from experiments that are staged to meet the dicta of rigorous scientific design. 

Their contention is that the implementation of a real measure, such as safety 

interventions, is usually fashioned by the circumstances of the real world and only 

seldom by the requirements of scientific experimental design. Since most data on the 
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safety effects of measures come in the form of before and after accident counts anyway, 
it was hardly surprising that the bulk of literature located was in the category of "before 

and after" studies. 

2.2.1 Safety Effects of Increasing Levels of Junction Control 

Polus (1985) carried out a study of this nature, where he investigated the associated 

changes in accident rates when "YIELD" signs were replaced with "STOP" signs, at 

selected unsignalised urban intersections, because of their accident history. He reported 

that the increase in the level of control at such junctions through replacing "YIELD" 

with "STOP" signs tends to increase vehicle accidents but reduced pedestrian accidents. 

On the whole, therefore, he concluded that increasing the level of control at 

unsignalised junctions would not necessarily result in an overall reduction in accidents, 

although it might reduce, on average, the severity of injuries. 

Although Lovell and Hauer (1986) presented contrary evidence, after reviewing a 

number of studies on the conversion of two-way to four-way controls, many other 

studies reported by Lum and Parker (1982), Chadda and Parker (1983), Upchurch 

(1983), Lum and Stockton (1982), David and Norman (1975) generally agreed with the 

conclusions of Polus (1985) and decried the "over-use" of "STOP" signs or four-way 

control, as being merely restrictive and not justified by the operational and 

environmental impacts resulting from their use. 

Furthermore, King and Goldblatt (1986) investigated the change in accident patterns 

accompanying changes in intersection control. Using analysis of variance and 

regression techniques, they observed that, whilst there was a definite shift in the 

distribution of accident-types, there was no clear-cut evidence that the installation of 

signals had reduced accidents overall. On the contrary, they noted, in some cases, 

signalised intersections could actually have higher accident rates. Frith and Harte 

(1986) and Frith and Dery (1987), however, were less equivocal after carrying out 

similar studies. Whereas the former observed that "in appropriate situations, all control- 

changes offer considerable safety benefits", the latter presented contrary results, albeit 

acknowledged as not being statistically significant, and urged caution in assuming that 
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signalising an intersection will automatically lead to an aggravation of its underlying 

accident problem. 

Other researchers have discussed the problem from the perspective of warranted and 

unwarranted changes in traffic control. For example, Hanna et al (1976) compared the 

safety performance of warranted and unwarranted signal installations on rural roads and 
found similar accident rates for both types of installation. In other words, whether the 

signals were installed at locations meeting the requirements for replacement of 

unsignalized control or not, the resultant effect on accident numbers was the same. On 

the other hand, Hakkert and Mahalel (1978) and King and Goldblatt (1975), from 

studies of urban intersections, reported a tendency for accident rates to increase with 

signalisation, especially at intersections not meeting the volume or accident warrants. 

Similarly, Persaud (1988 and 1986) reviewed a number of studies that investigated the 

effect of increasing the level of junction control through conversion from two-way to 

multi-way stop control. He reported that the observation by most of these studies was 

that the measure appeared more effective when implemented on intersecting roads, 

where the traffic volumes are nearly equal and the total of these volumes is between 

6,000 and 12,000 vehicles per day. This seemed to agree, generally, with the provisions 

of the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD, 1978). The Manual 

stipulates that multi-way (4-way) stop control is warranted where "the volume of traffic 

on the intersecting roads is approximately equal" and "the total vehicular volume 

entering the intersection from all approaches averages at least 500 vehicles per hour for 

any 8 hours of an average day". 

However, in his own study following the review of previous studies, Persaud (1988 and 

1986) seemed to contradict the above conclusions. He argued that there was no credible 

evidence to suggest that stepping up the level of control at a junction is effective in 

reducing accidents only for certain ranges of total entering traffic volumes. Neither is it 

apparent, in his opinion, that the safety effectiveness of such a change in control 

depends on how this volume is split among the approaches. Instead, he concluded that, 

in the case of the conversion of two-way to muti-way stop control, the safety 

effectiveness of the measure (i. e. percent reduction in accidents) was higher only at 

sites with greater numbers of expected accidents. 
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The apparent implication of Persaud's (1988 and 1986) conclusion is that, there is no 

obvious relationship between the expected number of accidents at a site, i. e. the site's 

accident potential, and the total traffic inflows or the relative split of the flows among 

the junction approaches. That is intriguing, to say the least. Junction throughput and the 

share of minor road traffic are generally seen as indices of exposure of traffic to the risk 

of accident and if these are said not to have any influence on accident numbers, then it 

leaves one with some confounding questions. First of all, what then will constitute an 

appropriate exposure index and, secondly, is one to believe, as Persaud's (1988 and 

1986) conclusions appeared to imply, that traffic accidents could arise out of zero traffic 

flows? In an attempt to escape these difficult questions, the author suggests that "there 

could be other exposure measures which could have an influence", although he is 

unable to suggest any credible alternative. 

Hauer et al (1989) also cast doubt on the credibility of traffic control warrants as safety 

interventions, as well as on studies that appear to lend uncritical credence to them. The 

authors are of the view that the analytical basis in either case is faulty and tends to lead 

to exaggerated conclusions about the effectiveness of traffic control measures. One of 

the key criticisms of these studies was that they were based on comparisons of "before" 

and "after" accident counts, when instead they ought to be comparing "after" accidents 

with expected accidents, with the measure not having been implemented. 

Despite the lack of consistency, the above findings have some potentially interesting 

implications for traffic management and safety overall. The very rationale and 

appropriateness of safety warrants, as recommended in various manuals (i. e. MUTCD, 

1978; DOT (USA), 1981 and Highway Capacity Manual, 1997) has been questioned, 

since, as a rule, these manuals will recommend higher levels of control at sites with 

high accident rates. As a result, it is has often been taken for granted that increasing the 

level of control at junctions, through signalisation for example, is an effective remedy 

for unsignalised sites with bad accident records. But, as the above results would show, 

the issues are probably, not as clear-cut as that. 

In practical terms, what the findings mean, if only on account of their safety 

performance, is that unsignalised junctions could be maintained to cater for some levels 

of traffic currently deemed manageable only by signals. In the process, by delaying the 
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introduction of signals, or other "higher order" type of control, the extra resources that 

would otherwise be required could be utilised for more effective safety interventions 

elsewhere in the network. Also, reducing the incidence of restrictive controls, which are 

not justified on account of the accident savings in particular, is likely to increase their 

effectiveness and the respect for them by drivers at other places where they are 

warranted. Such developments should have an overall positive impact on network-wide 

safety levels. But clearly, more information is required, particularly with regard to what 

could be the acceptable threshold limits and conditions for extending the deployment of 

non-signalised junctions for traffic management, essentially from a safety perspective. 

Thus, Rosenbaun (1983), Polus(1985) and Frith and Dery(1987) have all called for 

further research that will provide better experimental evidence into safety at 

unsignalised intersections, particularly, in the development of more empirically derived 

guidelines for use of "YIELD" versus "STOP" signs, including models for the 

prediction of accident rates at different types of intersections for differing traffic 

control and characteristics. 

The inconsistencies in the results of many "before and after" studies have been 

attributed to a variety of reasons. The main one, cited by a couple of researchers (e. g. 

Persaud, 1988; Lovell and Hauer, 1986; and Hauer and Lovel, 1986), is that most of the 

reported studies fail to account for the regression-to-mean effect. Regression-to-mean is 

the tendency for accidents at a given site to increase or decrease in successive periods, 

independent of the effect of traffic measures or the underlying growth trends of traffic 

through the site. Consequently, part of what has usually been presented as the 

effectiveness of some traffic measures, in the opinion of Lovell and Hauer (1986), is 

actually an "artefact" of the regression-to-mean. The other important point, according to 

Hauer et al, (1989), is that "before and after" studies are almost always too small to be 

statistically conclusive and there is always the threat to the validity of inferences 

beyond those that the data permits. 

Commenting on the results of cross-sectional (i. e. "with" or "without") studies in which 

the safety performance of traffic signals is compared with unsignalised junctions, 

Persaud (1988), like Frith and Dery(1987), criticised so-called "incorrect inferences" 

and advocated caution in using comparisons which invariably lead to the conclusion 

that signals have a poorer record, because (as he noted) the sites for signals could have 
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had a bad previous accident record even before their installation. This refrain, however, 

appears to be begging the question, for the fact remains that even after the signal 

installation, the accident situation did not improve or may even have worsened. The 

inescapable conclusion, therefore, would be that signalisation, at best, does not solve 

the problem. 

To improve the credibility of "before and after" studies, which Hauer and Lovell (1986) 

admit constitute a "ubiquitous source of information", despite their shortcomings, 

Persaud (1988) recommended the adoption of more refined safety appraisal methods 

that will account for the regression-to-mean effects, as described by Hauer and 
Persaud(1983 and 1987) and Hauer et al (1986). He calls for "afresh start, using recent 
data and more advanced methods of analysis to come up with reasonably accurate 

answers to the question: Given a set of circumstances for an intersection (approach 

volumes and speeds, geometry, accident history, junction control etc), what is the 

expected safety impact of installing a signal? ". To accomplish this task successfully, 

the importance of adequate knowledge of the safety status of various pre-signalisation 

(non-signalised) intersection controls cannot be over-emphasised. 

2.2.2 Accounting for Regression-to-mean Effects 

Many researchers have demonstrated that the regression-to-mean phenomenon is real, 

significant and warrants consideration in any accident analysis, particularly those 

involving unsually high accident frequencies. For example, Wright and Boyle (1987) 

estimated that up to 30 per cent of apparent reductions in accident frequencies at 

potential blackspot sites could be due to the regression-to-mean phenomenon. Similar 

estimates (20-25 per cent) were reported by Mountain et al (1998), in a study of 

remedial treatments at 1500 high risk sites identified by 10 local authorities in England. 

At this scale, it must be clear how the effectiveness of most remedial measures, in 

simple "before and after" comparisons, can easily be overestimated. Also, because the 

magnitude of the effect varies from one site and treatment type to another (Abbess et al, 

1981; Wright et al, 1988; Kulmala, 1994; and Mountain et al, 1998), direct cross- 

sectional comparisons could be equally misleading. 
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Persaud and Hauer(1984), Hauer and Lovell (1986) and Wright et al (1988) present a 

number of methods by which accident data analyses can be purged of the biasing effects 

of regression-to-mean. The use of matched control groups is recommended, because it 

offers a good opportunity for obtaining estimates of the accident frequency during the 

"after" period, in the absence of any intervention and, by so doing, it isolates the true 

effects of the intervention from the regression-to-mean. But the problem with this 

method lies in the difficulty of identifying similar sites in the control group, which 

would have recorded the same number of accidents in the "before" period. There is also 

the potential for "contamination" of sites in the control group, through the phenomenon 

of "accident migration" (Persaud, 1986; Wright and Boyle, 1987; and Maher, 1987). 

Alternatively, other methods, both parametric and non-parametric, are offered. The non- 

parametric method, as presented by Persaud and Hauer (1984), uses observed accident 

frequencies to estimate the expected number of future accidents, based on the sole 

assumption that accidents at a given site (e. g. junction) are Poisson-distributed. Unlike 

the alternative method, no assumptions are made about the underlying distribution of 

accidents across sites. To estimate the number of accidents ((Xk) expected to occur 

during an equivalent after period at a junction that experienced k accidents in the before 

period, for example, the following factors need to be known: Nk - the number of 

junctions with k accidents in the population of similar junctions, Nk+1 - the number of 

junctions with (k+l) accidents in the population of similar junctions. Then, 

ak=[(k+1)Nk+1]/Nk" 

The parametric or Bayesian method, on the other hand, relies on a further assumption 

that the means of accidents across a population of similar systems (junctions) are 

approximately Gamma-distributed. With the two assumptions (i. e. Poisson for 

individual junction accident frequency and Gamma for mean accident frequency across 

all junctions in a population), the number of junctions of the given population with k 

accidents, according to Persaud and Hauer (1984), must generally obey the Negative 

Binomial distribution. Thus, the expected number of accidents ak(exp) in the after period 

at a junction that had k accidents in the before period is given by 

ak(exp)-[(k+l)Nk+1(exp)]/Nk(exp)" To employ this method, the before period accident data 

are used to obtain the sample mean and variance for the population and from these, are 

estimated the parameters of the Gamma distribution. Following comparative 
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assessments of the two methods, by applying them to a large number and variety of 

data-sets, Persaud and Hauer (1984) and Hauer and Persaud (1987) concluded that the 

Bayesian method generally provides more reliable estimates. This corroborated the 

evidence of Abbess et al (1981), who had reported that the Bayesian approach 

automatically takes care of the regression-to-mean effect. For systems with zero or one 

accident, however, the authors found that the non-parametric method gave slightly 
better results and its use may be preferred under such conditions. 

A related study was undertaken by Mountain et al (1992a and 1992b), in which the 

accuracy of two variants of the Bayesian method were compared with a "regression 

method", through application on a group of treated intersections and links. The first 

variant (EB1) relied on computations of sample means and variance (i. e. method of 

moments), whereas the second (EB2) used predictive equations, as in the COBA9 

Manual, to produce estimates of the effectiveness of different treatments. In the 

"regression method", accidents at untreated sites in two consecutive time-periods were 

fitted into a regression equation to determine coefficients which, in turn, were used to 

compute expected mean accident frequency for a site. The conclusion was that there 

appeared to be little to choose between the two EB methods and the regression method 

in terms of the accuracy of the estimates, although the quality of the estimates in each 

case depended on the quality of the data used to calculate the regression coefficients. 

In an alternative approach, Hauer and Lovell (1986) suggested that the main task is to 

obtain a good estimate of the number of accidents expected to be recorded during the 

after-period, had the treatment not been implemented. To do this, the authors present 

two options. For both cases, let x be the number of accidents recorded at a given site 

(e. g. junction) during the before-period. Then, the expression 4(x) = M(x); where 4(x) 

is the estimator function and M(x) is the "average after-period count of accidents on 

those entities (junctions) that recorded x accidents in the before-period and were left 

without treatment", amounts to stating that: "it is expected that had the treated entity 

(junction), which in the before period recorded x accidents, been left untreated, it would 

have recorded during the after period, on average, what has in fact materialised on 

similar junctions that were left untreated". Thus, the junctions with x before accidents, 

which were left untreated, are regarded as a control group. Although this is relatively 

easy to compute, the difficulty in selecting appropriately matched control groups of the 
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right sample size makes this type of estimate subject to random fluctuations and less 

reliable. 

The second and more preferred estimator is given by 4(x) = (x+1) n(x+l)/n(x); where 

n(x) and n(x+1) are the number of similar entities recording x and (x+l) accidents in the 

before-period respectively. The advantage of this estimator, in the opinion of the 

authors, is that it is justified on theoretical grounds and also that only data about 

accidents occurring in the before period are required. To obtain smooth estimates, two 

distinct approaches are suggested. First, a continuous function 41(x) may be fitted to the 

points (x+l) n(x+l)/n(x). When the plot of points indicates a non-linear fit, ordinary 

least-squares curve fitting techniques are used to obtain 41(x). Otherwise, the second 

approach is to compute the estimator as 42(x) =x+ 
(x / s2). 

Cx 
- x) , where x and s are 

the sample mean and variance respectively. 

In the study on intersections (Mountain et al, 1992a), little difference in the accuracy of 

estimates was observed between the empirical Bayes and regression methods. But, on 

application to the link data (Mountain et al, 1992b), the EB2 appeared to offer better 

estimates. The apparent discrepancy in results was attributed by the authors to the 

different volumes and levels of aggregation of data. Hauer and Lovell (1986) 

recommended both the "regression" and Empirical Bayes approaches, preferring the 

former in conditions when the plot of points indicates a non-linear trend. 

The connection between data volume, level of aggregation and accuracy of estimates 

was stressed by Wright et al (1988), who observed that the accuracy of the parametric 

method, in particular, is enhanced when it is applied to accident data accumulated over 

a long time and when study sites are disaggragated according to layout and physical 

characteristics. Splitting the observed accidents into "treatable" and "non-treatable", 

however, did not appear to cause any appreciable improvement in the precision of the 

estimates. Curiously, Wright et al (1988), just as Mountain et al (1992a and 1992b) 

subsequently, observed also that the proposed parametric (Bayesian) method appears to 

be quite insensitive to assumptions about the form of the distribution of accident rates 

between different sites. This assumption, incidentally, is a distinctive feature of that 

methodology. Kulmala (1994 and 1995) employed accident-prediction models to 

account for the bias due to the regression-to-mean. The models were used first to 
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determine the expected number of accidents before the implementation of a measure. 
The expected number of accidents during the "after" period, if the measure had not been 

implemented, was then estimated by correcting for changes in traffic volumes, etc. 
Following the lead of Hauer and Lovell (1986), the author suggested that an even better 

estimate could be obtained by feeding the model prediction into the Empirical Bayes 

formula. 

In the studies reported by Kulmala (1994 and 1995), likelihood functions were used to 

determine the accuracy of the estimates of effects of road improvement measures. Road 

lighting, stop signs, signal control and the lowering of the speed-limit were found to 

decrease accidents, whereas additional lanes for turning vehicles and road widening, for 

example, did not have any significant effect. Fridstrom et al (1995) also used prediction 

models, albeit in a uniquely different way. Using generalised Poisson regression 

models, the authors were able to decompose the total variation in accident-frequency 

estimates into purely random and systematic (causal) parts. By so doing, the true effects 

of the intervention measures were isolated from the spurious effects, such as the 

regression-to-mean. 

2.3 Accident-Prediction Models 

2.3.1 Functional Form of Models 

Although the single event of an accident is almost impossible to predict, due to its rare 

and random nature, researchers have found that the aggregation of a large number of 

accidents over a sufficiently wide area and/or long period of time tends to exhibit a 

level of predictability that can be described by means of mathematical/statistical 

relationships (Fridstrom et al, 1995). Multivariate accident-prediction models represent 

a form of such relationships between accident frequency and a set of determining 

factors. These are empirically derived and vary in form, depending on the explanatory 

variables used. 

The relationship between accidents and traffic flow as a measure of exposure, in 

particular, has received considerable attention over the years. Tanner (1953), for 
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example, is credited with one of the earliest of such studies on intersections. He 

analysed accident and traffic flow data for more than 200 rural T -junctions in the 

United Kingdom and suggested that accident numbers were approximately proportional 

to the root of the product of the two-way major road traffic volume and turning flows 

from the minor road. Since then, numerous other forms of relationship, often 

conflicting, have been proposed. 

Hakkert and Mahalel (1978) considered and tested a number of variables they believed 

would influence the expected number of accidents. They reported that the most 

appropriate model was one in which accidents were proportional to the product of 
intersecting vehicle flows. However, other empirical research (e. g. Leong, 1973) found 

that, contrary to this observation, the number of accidents related to the product of 

flows, each raised to a power less than one. This "product-of-flows-to-power" 

relationship received the support of Hauer et al (1989) and Hauer and Persaud (1987), 

who studied accidents at signalised intersections and at highway-railway at-grade 

crossings, respectively. 

In addition, however, Hauer at al (1989) also noted that, to obtain logically sound 

models from such relationships, it is important that the frequency of collisions are 

related to the traffic flows to which the colliding vehicles belong. This pre-supposes 

that collisions are categorised by the movement of vehicles prior to the accident and not 
by initial impact as is often the case. Model forms identified by Lau and May (1986) for 

signalised intersections were of this form. McGuigan (1981) investigated the "root 

product flow" after Tanner (1953) and "throughput" or "sum of inflows" relationships 

and reported that preference for the former over the latter was not universally justified. 

This view was endorsed by Worsey (1985) but sharply criticised by Hauer et al (1989), 

as being logically unsatisfactory, as it ("sum of flows") implies the possibility of 

accidents occurring between conflicting streams of traffic even when one of the flows is 

zero. The possibility of predicting equal numbers of accidents for a given value of the 

inflows, irrespective of the distribution of flows between the major and minor arms of a 
junction was identified, by Mountain and Fawaz (1996), as another logical 

inconsistency of this model form. 
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In reality, Mountain and Fawaz (1996) observed that more accidents might be expected 

when flows from both minor and major arms are of a similar magnitude than when there 

is a large difference between the two. To overcome the logical inconsistencies of the 

"sum of inflows" model, Moutain and Fawaz (1996) offered an alternative model, in 

which the ratio of minor to major road inflows or the proportion of traffic entering via 

the minor arm are used separately as additional variables. Despite the criticisms, the 

"sum of inflows" model still appears to be favoured by some researchers (e. g. Jadaan 

and Nicholson, 1992). 

The variety of model forms and views presented here mirrors the continuing confusion 

regarding the most appropriate form of exposure index, as has been acknowledged by 

Jadaan and Nicholson (1992). At one extreme, Jovanis and Chang (1986) contend that 

there is no reason to prefer any one of the functional forms to another whilst, at the 

other, Hauer (1995) is categorical that substantial empirical evidence now shows that 

various types of accidents at intersections are indeed a function of some power of the 

conflicting flows. 

Yet another dimension is presented by Lalani and Walker (1981), who also studied the 

relationship between accident frequency and average daily traffic volumes, and 

concluded that, while meaningful correlations were developed for signalised 

intersections and urban arterial segments, no relationship was found between accidents 

and volumes at unsignalised intersections. 

What is probably beyond contention, however, is that model forms may reflect the type 

and quality of data and that conducting exploratory analysis of the specific data could 

provide useful clues as to the best functional form to adopt. For example, it has been 

acknowledged that improving the stratification or dis-aggregation of data increases the 

likelihood of achieving strong, statistically significant and logically plausible 

relationships between accidents and traffic flow (Hauer and Persaud, 1987; Hauer et al, 

1989; Jadaan and Nicholson, 1992; and Mountain and Fawaz, 1996). 

The model forms, which rely solely on traffic flows for predicting expected accidents 

are referred to as "coarse" models. Whilst such models have the advantage of being 

simple in form, they are useful only as a rough guide for identification of unusually 
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hazardous locations, as well as for the prediction of the effect of traffic flow changes on 

accident occurrence. Any relationships found are more likely to be associative rather 

than causal relationships (Mountain and Fawaz, 1996; Layfield et al., 1996; and 

Summersgill et al, 1996). 

Flow-based models alone are, therefore, inadequate for the purposes of the current 

study, the main objectives of which include establishing causal relationships between 

accident frequency at junctions and a comprehensive range of measurable junction and 

flow variables. Comprehensive accident prediction models are required, in order to 

quantify the effect of not only individual treatments but also the complete set of road 

characteristics, including traffic flows, site features and detailed geometry and traffic 

control variables. 

A series of studies reported by the Transport Research Laboratory (TRL) of the United 

Kingdom, over the last decade or so, address the subject of comprehensive accident- 

prediction models for various types of intersections. These include Maycock and Hall 

(1984) and Pickering et al (1986), which discuss accidents at 4-arm roundabouts and 

rural T -junctions in the United Kingdom respectively. The studies reported by Layfield 

et al (1996) and Summersgill et al (1996) are of particular interest to this study, because 

they addressed cross-roads and T -junctions in urban areas, respectively. 

The basic methodology adopted for all these studies has been described, in considerable 

detail, by Maher and Summersgill (1996). Among others, they highlight the underlying 

assumptions and peculiar problems, such as low mean value, over-dispersion, dis- 

aggregation of data, that need to be solved to produce reliable models. Apart from the 

TRL studies, other reports by Kulmala (1994 and 1995) and Bonneson and McCoy 

(1993) provide useful reference points for comprehensive modelling of accidents at 

unsignalised rural intersections. 

It is obvious from the above that the subject of comprehensive prediction modelling of 

accidents at unsignalised urban junctions remains largely unexplored. That is why 

conclusions from the few reported studies may be considered as tentative only and 

should form the basis for further independent study (Amis, 1996; and Layfield et al, 

1996). For example, the approach of Layfield et al (1996) and Summersgill et al (1996) 
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in examining the effect of only speed limits, as opposed to actual speed, on accident 

occurrence could be improved because, in practice, speed limits are not necessarily 
indicative of actual levels of speed observed. In addition to addressing this issue, efforts 

were made under the current study to include junctions with dual-carriageway arterial 

roads, few of which have been covered by the reported studies. 

It is also significant to note that the models developed so far are based on data from 

industrialised countries, with high vehicle-ownership levels, and from road and traffic 

conditions very different in many respects from that in a typical developing country. 
Therefore, it will be reasonable to anticipate that the significant explanatory variables 

and the size of their influence are likely to be different in either case. This would 

underscore the need for the development of relevant "home grown" models for a 

country such as Ghana. 

2.3.2 Statistical Methods 

The key tool in the model development process is multiple regression analysis, two 

types of which have been used in the literature surveyed; classical techniques and the 

generalised linear modelling approach. Classical least-squares (ordinary) regression 

techniques were used in developing the early accident predictive models (e. g. Lalani 

and Walker, 1981; and McGuigan, 1978). However, as observed by Milton and 

Mannering (1998), recent research has shown that ordinary least-squares regression has 

some statistical properties that are undesirable for accident data analysis. These include 

the intrinsic assumption of homoscedascity (i. e. equal variance of the error terms for all 

values of the predictor variable) and the possibility of predicting accident frequency 

with negative values. In reality, accident counts are sporadic, discrete and non-negative 

and their occurrence pattern would be more akin to a Poisson process, like any count 

data. 

The assumption of homoscedasticity under ordinary linear regression was invalidated, 

by Jovanis and Chang (1986), in a study of the relationship of accidents to total vehicle- 

miles travelled, when it was discovered that the variance of accident frequency or 

accident rate (the dependent variable) increased with increasing vehicle-miles. In the 
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circumstances, therefore, the authors concluded that although the use of ordinary 

regression would not affect the values of the estimated parameters, it could invalidate 

any hypothesis tests concerning the significance of the parameters, because it distorts 

the confidence intervals on which the parameters are based. Consequently, Jovanis and 

Chang (1986) argued for the use of the Poisson distribution as a more reliable basis for 

the prediction of accidents. 

However, an attribute of the Poisson distribution, namely that the mean of the predicted 

variable is equal to its variance, does not usually hold when a substantial proportion of 

the database comprises zero accident counts, as is often the case in accident prediction 

modelling. Thus, whilst generally agreeing with Jovanis and Chang (1986), Miaou and 

Lum (1993) criticised the Poisson distribution as inadequate when over-dispersion is 

present in the data. With over-dispersed data (i. e. when the mean is less than the 

variance), Miaou and Lum (1993) observe that the Poisson model tends to produce 

inaccurate estimates. As a solution to this problem, the authors recommended the 

adoption of the Negative Binomial distribution, a more general probability distribution, 

which relaxes the constraints on the mean and variance. Following this lead, Milton and 

Mannering (1998) used and confirmed the general superiority of the Negative Binomial 

distribution assumption for accident modelling. 

In other, more recent studies, (e. g. Layfield, et al, 1996; Summersgill, et al, 1996; 

Mountain and Fawaz, 1996; Kulmala, 1994 and 1995; and Hauer et al 1989), the 

technique of "generalised linear models", using the software package GLIM (McCullah 

and Neider, 1989; and Aitkin, et al, 1989) has facilitated the use of more generalised 

probability distributions like the Negative Binomial. The GLIM approach is preferable 

because it allows the representation of accident counts as coming from the family of 

exponential distributions, from which one can be chosen to correspond to the data used 

and it yields maximum likelihood estimates of parameters, i. e. values of parameters that 

are most likely to have given rise to the accident data. 

The adoption of the Negative Binomial error structure as the overall distribution stems 

from the assumptions that the numbers of accidents at any site, like all observed counts, 

follow a Poisson distribution, while between-site variations in mean accidents follow a 

Gamma distribution (Hauer and Persaud, 1987). The shape parameter of the between- 
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site variations (Gamma distribution) in mean accident frequencies is estimated through 

an iterative process (Mountain and Fawaz, 1996). 

It is noteworthy that, notwithstanding the above developments, some authors in recent 

studies (eg. Ben-Akiva, et al, 1999) have continued to use the classical regression 

techniques in accident modelling. In doing this, they try to avoid the problem of 

predicting negative accident frequencies or accident rates by subjecting the predictive 

equation to a priori constraints. Alternatively, non-linear models may also be used in 

place of linear ones to avoid the prediction of negative values. The trouble with the 

latter type of manipulation, as observed by Jovanis and Chang (1986), is that it leads to 

indeterminate solutions such as the logarithm of zero, as the non-linear models are 

linearised using the log-transformation process. Confronted with this situation, some 

authors opt to add a small nominal figure e. g. 0.02 to all zero accident frequencies. But 

both types of manipulations, i. e. either by constraining the model a priori or by pre- 

treatment of zero accident frequencies, are reckoned to result in biased estimates and 

are therefore undesirable. 

2.4 Traffic Conflict Studies 

Traffic conflict studies, based on the Traffic Conflict Technique (TCT), originally 

proposed by Perkins and Harris (1968), have been used as an alternative approach to the 

evaluation of accident potential of intersections. Basically, the traffic conflict is 

perceived as a proxy, or surrogate measure, for accidents and the extent of conflicts 

observed is said to reflect the level of accidents that "might have been". Thus, from the 

analysis of observed conflicts some patterns emerge on the basis of which deficiencies 

at the given intersection are identified and promptly remedied. A key advantage of this 

approach is that the potential accident problem is identified and solved in a more 

proactive manner, instead of waiting for several years to accumulate enough accident 

data for analysis. Hence, if applied in a systematic manner, conflict studies could enable 

traffic engineers to keep pace with (or even ahead of) the development of accident 

problems within their areas of jurisdiction. Also, because conflicts are much greater in 

numbers than actual collisions, it means that the database for traffic conflict analyses 
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would normally constitute better statistical samples than the corresponding actual 

accident data. 

However, whereas the initial problems relating to standardisation of definitions of 

conflict may have been largely resolved (ITE, 1977), more work remains to be done. 

This is particularly so in respect of standardising procedures for the observance and 

recording of conflict, categorisation of conflicts by severity and relating conflicts to the 

actual accidents that occur. These undermine the objective application of the technique 

and its universal applicability. Considerable efforts continue to be made to improve 

upon the Swedish version of the Traffic Conflict Technique, in particular, Hyden 

(1987), Almqvist and Hyden (1994) and Hyden and Almqvist (1995). 

Nonetheless, an important question, which remains insufficiently addressed, is whether 

the safety diagnosis for a given location, reached on the basis of traffic conflict analysis, 
is as accurate and informative as the one that would have been drawn from the relevant 

accident data. In response to this question, a number of researchers have investigated 

the relationship between traffic conflicts and accidents but the findings and conclusions 
have been anything but consistent. Glauz et al (1985), for example, analysed conflicts 

and historical accident data at 46 signalised and unsignalised intersections in the greater 

Kansas City area. A methodology was also developed for identification of "expected" 

and abnormal conflict levels for these intersections. The conclusions returned were that, 

overall, certain types of traffic conflicts can produce estimates of average accident rates 

nearly as good as those produced from historical accident data. 

In a different study, Malaterre and Muhlrad (1980) made some findings and conclusions 

which have serious implication for the relevance of conflict studies as an alternative 

tool for safety appraisal. They reported that the distribution of risk values (probability 

of collisions) calculated from conflicts were quite different from the distribution of 

accidents at any given intersection. Specifically, whereas the risk attributed to "two- 

wheelers" and "left-turns" was too high, conflicts with right-angle trajectories were 

underestimated. Overall, they observed that the correlation between risk and injury 

accidents was as low as 0.14. These led to the conclusion that, far from being constant, 

the relationship between conflicts and accidents varies not only according to the type of 

conflict but also according to the type of junction studied. In some cases, the authors 
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further discovered that it is even impossible to find a qualitative connection between 

conflicts and accidents. 

In some sense, the above results are suggesting that the technique of conflict analyses 

may be unrepeatable and impractical to some extent. For, if conflicts, as proxies, cannot 
be said to have any consistent qualitative relationship with the actual accidents, then it 

will not only be difficult to say how representative the former is of the latter but also the 

safety (accident-prevention) basis of conflict analysis may be in doubt. Many other 

studies in the past, as reviewed by Glauz and Migletz (1980), have also been 

unsuccessful in establishing direct relations between conflicts and accidents. Against 

this background, it would appear that the conflict technique might be more of a traffic 

management tool than a reliable safety appraisal tool. Interestingly, the objectives of 

traffic management do not necessarily coincide with safety objectives. 

To improve confidence and consistency in the use of traffic conflict analysis for safety 

purposes, particularly in establishing direct relations between conflicts and actual 

accidents, Malaterre and Muhlrad (1980) advocate the need for further improvement in 

the techniques of conflict data collection. In their opinion, sufficient reliability can only 

be reached through more refined definition of criteria to detect and grade conflicts and 

more thorough training of observers, neither of which is "ever simple". It is to be noted 

that more recent developments show that the use of audio-visual equipment could 

greatly enhance the task of conflict data collection. Very significant progress has also 

been made in categorising conflicts by severity using the relationship between the time 

to accident or collision (TA) and vehicle speeds on approach to the junction (Almqvist 

and Hyden, 1994). The "time to collision or accident" is calculated as the time between 

the point of taking an evasive action and the likely point of collision had the vehicles 

continued to travel as before without taking evasive action. All things considered, 

however, it is acknowledged (Glauz et al, 1985) that conflict studies, at least for the 

moment, are "very helpful, only if there are insufficient accident data to produce an 

estimate ". In other words, it is only the next best approach to analysis of actual accident 

data. 

Our study is based on the analysis of historical accident data. It involves conflict 

analysis only to the extent that efforts are made to disaggregate and analyse the accident 
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data according to the category of conflicting vehicle movements, prior to the occurrence 

of the accidents. The proactive attribute of the conflict technique also forms part of our 

study objective as we seek to develop predictive models, which, once developed, could 

be used for safety appraisal instead of waiting to accumulate fresh accident data. 

2.5 Other Studies 

In this section, a review of relevant studies carried out in Ghana is presented. 

2.5.1 GHA/DUR Studies 

Typical accident "blackspot" studies are carried out by the local Building and Road 

Research Institute (BRRI) on behalf of the Ghana Highway Authority (GHA) and the 

Department of Urban Roads (DUR), the main road agencies under the Ministry of 

Roads and Transport (MRT). The highway study (BRRI, 1998) involved about 50 

accident prone-locations on major trunk roads, scattered all over the country. The sites 

were identified and ranked on account of the total number of accidents recorded over a 

three-year period. No attempt was made to control for either regression-to-mean effects 

or intensity of use. 

As expected, most of the sites were sections of road with "problem" geometric 

elements, such as sub-standard curves, restricted sight distances or steep inclines. The 

analytical technique adopted was to identify a clustering of "treatable" accidents of 

common type (e. g. skidding, loss of control, etc. ), which will normally give an 

indication of the problem at the particular site and therefore the possible solution. It was 

assumed that this approach would reduce the susceptibility to random effects of the 

main method of identifying sites by accident numbers. 

The same procedure was employed in the DUR study (BRR[, 1999), in which a 

predetermined number of "blackspots" was selected from ranked lists for the five main 

cities of Ghana. This particular study is of interest to the current research, because it 

gives a good indication of the types of accident occurring in urban areas and their 

locational distribution. For example, it was discovered that a large majority of junction 
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accidents took place at unsignalised T- and X -junctions. Like the GHA study, it is also 

of interest because of the concept of "treatable" accidents applied, which might prove 

useful in redefining the measure for potential accident reduction under this study. 

2.5.2 Study of Urban Pedestrian Accidents 

This study (Salifu, 1996) was carried out in Ghana's second city (Kumasi), which 

happens to have the highest vehicle-ownership level (102 per 1000 population) of any 

city in the country. The objective was to determine the scale of the problem, main 

characteristics and locational distribution of pedestrian accidents in an urban 

environment, with a view to recommending remedial measures or appropriate areas of 

further in-depth research. The study revealed that up to 40 per cent of pedestrian 

accidents involved children under age 15 and that junctions were prominent as locations 

at which such accidents took place. More interestingly, pedestrian accidents were found 

to be rather frequent, even at places with designated crossing facilities like zebra 

crossings. 

A follow-up study (Salifu, 1998) established that, in some cases, as many as 9 in every 

10 drivers failed to stop for pedestrians on zebra crossings. This finding would again 

show the distinct differences in road-users' behaviour between Ghana, a developing 

country, and a typical industrialised country. Hence, there is the need to undertake local 

diagnostic studies and review imported "standard" solutions critically before adoption. 

For example, it is obvious that, with this background, zebra crossings as a safety 

intervention are not likely to perform as well in Ghana as they do (for example) in the 

United Kingdom. 

2.5.3 Distribution of Vehicle-speeds on Urban Arterial Roads 

In another study (Salifu et al, 1996), the distribution of vehicle-speeds was assessed in 

relation to the stipulated maximum speed-limits on selected sections of urban arterial 

roads. It was discovered that actual speeds were often completely at variance with 

speed-limits and in many cases more than 4 out of 5 vehicles were exceeding the legal 
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limits. What this means is that in accounting for vehicle-speed as an explanatory 

variable in accident prediction, it will be unrealistic (in the Ghanaian context) to use 

speed-limits, as has been done in the TRL studies discussed elsewhere in this report. A 

more realistic indicator of actual speeds of vehicles, such as the 85-th percentile of the 

observed speeds, would probably be required. 

2.6 Conclusion 

A considerable amount of literature has been generated through previous studies into 

the relative safety merits of various types of priority junction controls and signalised 
intersections. The bulk of these studies, as reviewed, were of the "before and after" 

type. The review has confirmed that the results remain largely inconclusive and often 

contradictory. Differences in the type and volume of data-sets, the methods of analysis 

and, more significantly, the failure by some authors to account for the regression-to- 

mean effect were identified as possible reasons for inconsistencies in conclusions 

reached by various studies. 

In the course of the review, it has also been revealed that most studies on accident 

prediction modelling have dealt with the development of coarse, as opposed to causal, 

models for rural or urban signalised intersections. Only a few studies have tackled 

comprehensive modelling of accidents at unsignalised urban junctions and even these 

were based on data from industrialised countries. Furthermore, the development of 

prediction models was often pursued as an end in itself, rather than as a means to an 

end. 

Overall, the review has not only underscored the need for the current study, but it has 

also revealed some innovative methodologies, most of which have been used to enhance 

the output from this study. Unique features of the current study thus include 

comprehensive modelling to predict accidents at unsignalised urban junctions, using 

real data from a developing country, and the integration of these predictive models with 

the Empirical Bayes procedure to produce refined estimates of accident potential. 
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CHAPTER 3 

DATA COLLECTION 

3.1 Introduction 

One of the key objectives under this study was to collect relevant road and traffic data 

that will characterise the environment and operational conditions around typical 

unsignalised urban junctions in the case-study area. In this chapter, the design of the 

case-study and methods employed in the data collection process are presented in the 

first of two sections. The second section discusses the main attributes of the 

accumulated database, particularly the typology and number of junctions and related 

data on total traffic inflows, approach speeds, pedestrian numbers, traffic control and 

the numbers of accidents recorded. The objective of the latter section is to give a 

descriptive background and context to the analysis of accident characteristics at 

junctions, which follows in the next chapter. 

3.2 Design and Methods 

3.2.1 The Study Area and Type of Data 

Data collection was limited to the case-study area, which encompassed the Greater 

Accra and Kumasi Metropolitan Areas. The Greater Accra Metropolitan Area (GAMA) 

has an estimated population of 3 million and average car-ownership of 82 per 1000 

population. The total length of the surfaced urban road network is 213km. By 

comparison, the Kumasi Metropolitan Area (KMA), which is the second in size in 

Ghana to GAMA, has about 1.5 million people but its car-ownership, at 102 per 1000 

population, is the highest in the country. The total length of the surfaced urban road 

network in the KMA is 134km. Between them, the two metropolitan areas account for 

about 60 per cent of national traffic (veh-km) and a similar proportion of the total traffic 

accidents. It was assumed that with these characteristics, these two cities would be 

representative enough of urban traffic conditions in Ghana as a whole. 
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The data collection process involved the selection of the case-study junctions and the 

collection in the field of data at each one of these junctions covering traffic accidents, 

traffic flows, including vehicle counts classified by turning movements, and approach 

spot speeds. Data was also gathered on the essential geometric and site details of the 

junctions and the number of pedestrians crossing each arm. 

3.2.2 Selection of Case-Study Junctions 

A judiciously selected sample of junctions, stratified mainly by traffic flow and junction 

features, was chosen to ensure that as wide a range of flows and junction features as 

possible would be captured. A purely random (and unstratified) sample of the same 

size, arguably, would not have guaranteed the inclusion of some key variables likely to 

have a significant impact on accidents. 

An initial list of all identifiable unsignalised junctions was compiled, using the latest 

1: 50,000 Ordnance Survey maps for the two cities. This was done with the assistance of 

the respective maintenance engineers of the Department of Urban Roads (DUR), who 

had a good knowledge of the network conditions. Care was taken to have as wide a 

geographical spread as possible in order to include junctions with roads at different 

levels of the urban road hierarchy and with varying road and traffic conditions. 

The list comprised 130 sites, 78 in GAMA and 52 in KMA. The proportion of sites in 

each area roughly reflected the relative sizes of their road networks. A balance of 

approximately 3X -junctions to every 5T -junctions also reflected the estimated 

proportions in which these junctions are present in the networks. All sites in this initial 

list were visited in a follow-up reconnaissance survey, during which some were 

discarded for various reasons, e. g.: 

" the site turned out to be a signalised junction, roundabout or other special type of 
junction; 

" the site was thought to have seen some significant changes in features that could 

have affected its safety status during the study period 1996-1998 inclusive; 
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"a bus stop, taxi rank or other parking area was close to the site; 

" sight distances were obstructed by adjacent development or due to the location of the 

site on a bend; and 

" at least one of the junction's arms was for one-way traffic only, in the case of single 

carriageways. 

At this stage, some basic features of the junctions, i. e. layout, number of lanes on either 

arm, channelisation, traffic control type, etc. were recorded. 15-minute counts of traffic 

were also carried out for the purpose of obtaining quick initial estimates of traffic 

volumes. The final list of junctions to be included in the case-study was decided after 

carefully considering and dropping some more sites from the initial list of 130. This 

further "cull" was to ensure that: 

" an approximate ratio of 3X -junctions to 5T -junctions and a similar ratio of total 

sites from KMA and GAMA respectively was maintained, as far as possible; 

"a balance of different junction layouts and traffic flow levels was achieved; and 

" enough sites of similar geometric characteristics, with different flows in the various 
junction categories, were available to enable reasonable statistical analysis. 

The final sample was made up of 91 sites, of which 57 were T -junctions and 34 X- 

junctions. Although Layfield et al (1996) recommended 15 as an ideal sample size for 

each junction category of specific features, it was not always possible to meet this 

requirement. The minimum number of sites for any junction category in the sample was 

6, the reason being mainly due to the non-availability of some types of junction meeting 

the set criteria in the two cities. 

The alternative would have been to broaden the scope of the case-study to cover other 

cities but resource constraints, particularly of available time and money, did not permit. 

This notwithstanding, it was still thought that making a minimum number of six (6) 
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sites in each junction category, in addition to accumulating an extensive database, 

provided a sufficiently good basis for reasonable statistical analysis. 

3.2.3 Accident Data 

Accident data, covering the period 1996-1998 inclusive, for the GAMA and KMA were 

retrieved from the national database at the Building and Road Research Institute 

(BRRI). These are records of all accidents reported to the police within the reference 

period and each of the designated areas. It represents the most comprehensive database 

on accidents in the country, for the following reasons: 

" by law, it is mandatory for motorists to report any accidents involving their vehicle 

to the police; 

"a standard accident report form is normally completed by the police on each reported 

accident and subsequently forwarded to, or retrieved by, the BRRI. This form (see 

Appendix 31) requires comprehensive information on about 90 variables relating to 

the time, place and circumstances of each accident. Some of the specific variables 

include the site conditions and details, accident severity and casualty details, driver 

and vehicle details, sketches of the site location and dispositions of vehicles at the 

accident scene, time and light conditions, collision type and vehicle manoeuvre prior 

to collision; 

" all accident data are systematically coded and stored for computer analysis at the 

BRRI, using the Micro-computer Accident Analysis Package (MAAP5) developed 

by the Transport Research Laboratory of the United Kingdom (Hills et al, 1994). 

This is specialised software equipped with many diverse features for virtually any 

conceivable manipulation of accident data. Some of these features include cross- 

tabulations giving a general overview of the accident problem at any level, accident 

plots on scanned, or vector, maps to enable high accident locations to be easily 
identified and "stick diagram" analysis, which assists the investigator to do detailed 

analyses to uncover common factors in groups of accidents; and 

"a very concise location-coding system ensures that accidents occurring at specified 

locations on the network can easily be retrieved, using the appropriate grid- 

references (X, Y co-ordinates), a link-node reference system, or strip maps. 
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Naturally, not all accidents will be reported to the police and this data is, therefore, 

subject to some shortfalls. A study on the incidence rates (per 1000 population) of 

pedestrian injuries/accidents in the Kumasi municipality (Salifu and Mock, 1998), for 

example, found that the population-based incidence rate was about ten times the rate 

based on cases reported to the police. Obviously, this finding was specific to pedestrian 

injuries in a localised area and cannot be extended to cover all types of accident 

although it does give some impression about the potential levels of under-reporting. 

Since no extensive studies have been carried out to estimate the overall extent of under- 

reporting of accidents, it will be difficult to account for it in any systematic manner in 

the current study. Thus, the data on which this study is based, although assumed to be 

reasonably representative, may not necessarily reflect the true extent of accident 

occurrence on the urban road network. It is also assumed that the level of reporting is 

consistent even if not complete. 

3.2.4 Traffic Flow Data 

Traffic flow data gathered included vehicle counts classified by type of vehicle and 

turning movement, counts of pedestrians crossing all arms of the junction and spot 

speeds of vehicles as they approached the junction area along each of the major arms. 

For many of the sites within the Greater Accra Metropolitan Area (GAMA), historical 

flow data for the study period were obtained from the Department of Urban Roads. For 

the rest of the sites and all those within the Kumasi Metropolitan Area (KMA), the 

required data had to be collected through field surveys. 

A team of technicians from the Building and Road Research Institute, with considerable 

experience in traffic data collection, formed the core of the survey team. Other people 

were specially recruited and trained to undertake the assignment. Whilst out in the field, 

the less experienced recruits worked under close supervision of the experienced staff. 

To facilitate the data collection process, field sheets were designed for each type of 

data. All that was required of enumerators was to tally in the appropriate column or tick 

an option. To simplify matters further, vehicles were required to be classified only into 

three broad groups, namely, cars, "trotros" (minibuses) and Heavy Goods Vehicles 

(HGVs)/Buses. 
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At each site, one enumerator was assigned to each arm of the junction and tasked to 

tally the incoming traffic by type and direction of travel through the junction. Two 

additional enumerators were tasked to count the numbers of pedestrians crossing the 

major and minor roads, respectively. Traffic counts were carried out at all sites during 

the morning and evening peak periods from 07.00 to 09.00 and from 17.00 to 19.00 

each day from Monday through to Thursday each week. The choice of these times, 

whilst helping to keep down the cost of undertaking the surveys, also enabled advantage 

to be taken of conversion factors (established in previous studies commissioned by the 

DUR) to convert peak hour traffic into Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT). Using 

these AADTs and the relevant traffic growth factors, it was then possible to compute 

the cumulative throughput of traffic for each site for the entire period 1996-1998 

inclusive. By the choice of days for the surveys, non-typical weekend traffic was 

avoided. Pedestrian counts were carried out for the same period as that for vehicle 

turning movements. No attempt was made to adjust pedestrian traffic for time trends, 

since there were no appropriate conversion factors. Instead, it was assumed that the 

average peak hour numbers of pedestrians crossing the minor and major roads 

respectively had not changed from the times the accidents were recorded. 

For the measurement of spot speeds, a team of two people equipped with a Radar Speed 

Gun was required. One person operated the speed gun whilst the other recorded the 

readings. At each site, the point at which vehicle speeds were to be measured was 

marked out discreetly. The point chosen in each case was 25 meters upstream from the 

centre of the junction along the major arms, representing the presumed limit of the 

junction's zone of influence. 

To take measurements, the team positioned themselves close to the centre of the 

junction on the near-side shoulder to face on-coming traffic. They operated from a 

parked car to conceal their presence and that of the speed gun from vehicle-users. 

Making a more obvious presence with the speed gun could have influenced drivers to 

reduce their normal speed. After calibrating the speed gun, using a special 50km/h 

tuning fork, the team proceeded to take the actual measurements. 

Vehicle speeds were measured as they approached the junction within the marked 

distance. The speed of every tenth vehicle, provided it was not in a platoon was 
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measured until a sample size of 40 was achieved. This is the recommended minimum 

sample size for a typical urban arterial road (Garber and Hoel, 1988). The exercise was 

carried out on the same days of the week as the traffic counts, but during the off-peak 

traffic hours of 10.00 to 12 noon and 14.00 to 16.00. Off-peak periods presented the 

opportunity to capture the more critical speed characteristics. It was assumed that 

during the overall period for which accident data will be analysed (i. e. 1996-1998 

inclusive), the average level and distribution of vehicle spot-speeds did not change 

significantly and were similar to those measured. 

In fact, a comparison of the speed data was made for a few arterial roads constituting 

the major arms of some of the study junctions with those measured by an earlier study 

(Salifu et al, 1996). This showed that the speed levels had changed very little over the 

period. Thus, the mean of the spot speeds measured for each site was taken to represent 

the mean values for the overall time-span (i. e. 1996-1998 inclusive) of the accident 

records. Other speed parameters, such as the 85-th percentile and the standard 

deviation, were also computed for each site and the same assumption as made for the 

mean spot speeds (i. e. constant with time) was applied to them. To enhance the 

consistency of the data collection process, the same survey teams were maintained 

throughout the project. 

3.2.5 Site and Geometric Data 

Junction inventories were carried out in both GAMA and KMA to collect or confirm 

information relating to the site details. Two teams of two people, each equipped with 

inventory checklists, a tape measure, pedometer and a car, worked independently on 

sites in each of these areas. Working on Sundays, the teams were able to move around 

quickly from one site to another in low traffic and carry out measurements without 

interference from or disruption to traffic. 

The information collected included junction layout, type of major and minor roads 

(whether single or dual carriageway), numbers and widths of lanes, types of median, or 

other island, if any, and the dimensions. Other factors were types of traffic control, 

street lighting and pedestrian crossing facilities, whether designated or not. Due to the 
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absence of as-built drawings for nearly all the sites, it was not possible to measure the 

radius of curvature of the entry kerb lines, which were considered important. Instead, as 

a good proxy for this, the widths of the minor roads were measured at the neck of the 

junctions in each case. 

Sight distances were not measured since the case-study junctions were generally on 

open and level terrain devoid of any obstructions to sight lines. The data on traffic 

control types also included road markings as well. 

3.3 DATABASE CHARACTERISTICS 

3.3.1 Number and Typology of Junctions 

The distribution of the different junction types in the sample is presented in Table 3.1. 

Junction types are classified by layout and the presence, or otherwise, of kerbed islands 

and auxiliary lanes on either the minor or major arms, as presented in Appendix 311. 

These are the commonest types of junctions and their numerical distribution in the 

sample reflects broadly their occurrence in the network. 

Table 3.1 Numerical Distribution of Junction Types 

Junction Type* 12 
.34S6 

TOTAL 

T-junctions 21 76698 57 

X-junctions 14 11 63 

TOTAL 

34 

-- 91 

*Description of types (10 not necessarily coincide bF number across T- and X-junctions, e. g. type T2 and X2 do not 
Iia%e similar features. See junction-hype classification in Appendix 311. 

Thus, for both T- and X-junctions, the largest proportion of sites, about 40 percent in 

either case, belonged to the junction type 1, which has no features on either arm. 

Typically, the arms of such junctions are sections of single carriageway roads at the 

tertiary (minor arterials or collectors) level of the urban road hierarchy. For the T- 
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junctions, types T-5 and T-6 are the next largest in the sample, as they account fir 

16% and 14% respectively of the total number. Although the major road in either case 

is a dual carriageway, with two approach lanes, T-6 unlike T-5 has an additional 

storage lane for left-turning traffic. In the case of X-junctions, type X-2 makes up a 

third of the total, the next highest percentage after X-1. The three sites under junction 

type X-4 which had left-turn storage lanes on both approaches of the major road, 

obviously did not meet the requirement of a minimum of 6 sites for statistical analysis. 

This particular junction type (X-4) has been listed separately here for the purpose of 

illustration only. In the analysis that follows in the next few chapters, the three sites in 

this group have been added to the sites in type X-3 with which they share key common 

features. 

3.3.2 Patterns of Vehicle and Pedestrian Flows 

Figure 3.1 illustrates the distribution of the main junction types by the total junction 

inflows, as represented by the Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT). The flows cover 

the range from just under 5,000 to over 30,000vehicles/day and it would appear from 

the chart that the task of selecting a broad-based sample of junctions across this range 

was relatively successful. The flow band with the highest number of sites for both T- 

and X-junctions was 5,001-10,000. 

Figure 3.1: Distribution of junctions by total inflow of traffic(AADT) 
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This would underscore the fact that a significant number of the sites were junctions 

between minor arterial and collector roads. The range of vehicle inflows for the 

different types of junction, the minor road's share of traffic and the peak hour 

pedestrian traffic crossing all arms of the junctions are shown in Table 3.2. Comparing 

the mean vehicle inflows of the junction types with similar features, but which differ 

only in the number of arms (i. e. X-1 to T-1; X-2 to T-5 and X-3 to T-6), only a 

marginal difference occurs between X-1 and T-1. On the other hand, the inflow of X-2 

is about 3,000 vehicles per day more than that for T-5. However, the AADT for T-6 is 

about 7,700 more than that for X-3. These trends may be slightly unexpected because 

with effective traffic control and all other things being equal, the X -junctions would be 

expected to deliver much more traffic than the comparable T -junction. In this case, 

however, it seems probable that the throughput of the respective X -junctions has been 

adversely affected by the much larger proportions of minor road traffic and high 

numbers of pedestrians crossing the arms concerned. These two factors tend to 

aggravate the conflict situation at unsignalised intersections and, by so doing, impede 

vehicular flow. 

Table 3.2 Total vehicle inflows range, minor road's share of traffic and peak hour 
pedestrians crossing junction arms by junction-type 
Junction Traffic 
type* inflow T-JUNCTIONS X-JUNCTIONS 

levels 
Vehicle Peak hour Minor Vehicle Peak hour Minor 
Inflows pedestrians road's share inflows pedestrians road's share 
(AADT) Crossing Of traffic (AADT) Crossing Of traffic 

x 1000) x 100 (%) x 1000) x 100) 
Min. 4.36 0.21 3.7 3.42 0.18 13.0 

I Mean 11.48 0.60 25.4 11.76 1.14 35.6 
Max 25.35 2.02 48.3 24.32 4.08 48.6 
Min. 5.49 0.08 18.0 9.62 0.25 3.4 

2 Mean 11.10 0.52 28.8 18.90 1.14 16.0 
Max. 16.85 1.44 46.0 31.07 5.04 34.7 
Min. 6.68 0.20 4.0 5.54 0.21 14.5 

3 Mean 15.75 0.50 18.8 13.76 0.81 36.5 
Max. 25.06 1.12 39.2 28.92 2.39 45.8 
Min. 7.66 0.20 3.5 23.93 0.24 21.5 

4 Mean 11.79 0.54 22.1 27.64 1.12 25.8 
Max. 15.79 2.07 46.7 32.24 2.79 32.2 
Min. 3.43 0.24 1.8 

5 Mean 15.85 1.21 13.7 N/A N/A N/A 
Max. 25.82 3.15 33.0 
Min. 7.12 0.19 2.9 

6 Mean 21.41 0.81 15.9 N/A N/A N/A 

Max. 32.68 1.64 29.6 
*Description of types do not necessarily coincide by number across T- and X-Junctions, e. g. type T2 and X2 do not have 
similar features. See junction-type classification in Appendix 311. 
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The apparent effect of the minor road's share of traff ic, in particular, may be seen more 

clearly in the comparison between X-3 and T-6. It appears that the difference of 7,701) 

veh/day in AADT between the two junction types is attributable to the fact that X-3, the 

one with the lesser flow, has more than twice the proportion of' minor road traffic than 

T-6. Another point worth noting is that, within each junction group, the inflow levels 

are much higher for the junction types with features on the major arms than those 

without. This is hardly surprising, since the major junction arms with features were, for 

the most part, on sections of primary arterial roads. 

3.3.3 Vehicle Approach Speeds 

The means of spot speeds of vehicles measured as they approached each site were 

classified in four speed-bands and summarised for each junction type. The results are 

illustrated in Figure 3.2a and Figure 3.2b respectively, for the various T- and X-junction 

types. Overall, about 80 percent of mean spot speeds at T-junction sites were 41 knm/h 

and above, whilst as many as 42 percent were in excess of 50km/h (the mandatory 

speed-limit). 

Figure 3.2a. Distribution of mean spot speeds on approach to T- 
junction sites grouped for different junction types 
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However, within each junction-group, significant variation exists. The junction types 

without any features on the major arms (i. e. T-1 and '1'-2) recorded a higher proportion 

of low speed-bands (up to and including 40km/h). More than 85 percent of spot speeds 

on the major approaches to junctions with features (i. e. T-3, T-4, '1'-5 and '1'-6) were in 

the 41 km/h and above speed-hands. 

Significantly, the latter group of junctions also had more than 56 percent of speeds 

above 50km/h, which is the mandatory maximum speed limit fm- all areas covered by 

the case-study. The X-junctions (i. e. X-2 and X-3) also recorded 40 per cent of speeds 

above 50km/h. The import of these speed-trends is that they justify the need, as argued 

within this study, to use indicators of actual junction approach speeds in the 

development of accident prediction models instead of- the values of general speed- 

limits. Clearly, contrary to the assumption in many previous studies, the speed-limits 

cannot in this case be said to be a reasonable proxy for the actual operating speeds. 

Figure 3.2b. Distribution of mean spot speeds on approach to 
X-junction sites grouped for each junction type 
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Traffic control options encountered at the junctions surveyed, as evidenced by the signs 

posted on the minor arms, were of three kinds, no control, yield control and stop 
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control. The percentage distributions of these control measures are presented by 

junction type in Table 3.3. It can be seen that the large majority of junction types T-2, 

T-3 and T-4 were controlled by the YIELD priority arrangement, which requires 

vehicles on the minor approaches to slow down, and stop if necessary, to give way to 

traffic entering the junction on the major approach. 

On the other hand, at junction types T-5, T6, X-1, X-2 and X-3 the dominant control 

type was STOP. The highest proportion of sites with no control at all were of the 

junction types T-1 and T-2 and, to a slightly lesser extent, at T-6 sites. Traffic control 

signs were found only on minor approaches. The only type of signs posted on the major 

were "junction ahead". However, 22 percent of all T -junction and 16 percent of X- 

junction sites had no such advisory signs on the major roads. 

Table 3.3 Distribution of Junction Control Types by Junction Type 
Type of Proportion of Sites of this Junction Type with given Control (%) 

Traffic 
control T-1 T-2 T-3 T-4 T-5 T-6 X-1 X-2 X-3 

NONE 23.8 28.6 0 0 0 12.5 7.1 0 0 

YIELD 23.8 71.4 66.7 100 11.1 12.5 14.3 18.2 0 

STOP 52.4 0 33.3 0 88.9 75.0 78.6 81.8 100 

TOTAL 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

3.3.5 Accident Frequency 

A summary of the accident data for the two broad categories of junction, classified by 

their layouts, is provided in Table 3.4 below. In all, 354 accidents were recorded at all 

the selected T -junctions during the study period. The corresponding figure for X- 

junctions was 238. The total number of injury accidents, pedestrian accidents and all 

accident casualties are also shown in the same table. 
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Table 3.4 Overall Accident summary at case-study sites for the 3-year period 1996-1998 inclusive 

Indicator T- Junctions X-Junctions 
Number of Junctions 57 34 

Total number of all accidents (including damage-only) 354 238 

Average number of all accidents per junction 6.21 7.00 

Total number of injury accidents 126 91 

Average number of injury accidents per junction 2.21 2.68 

Total number of all accident casualties 157 129 

Average number of casualties per junction 2.75 3.79 

Total number of accidents involving pedestrians 63 50 

Average number of pedestrian accidents per junction 1.10 1.47 

It can be seen that the averages of these figures per junction are higher in all cases for 

the X -junctions. Thus, even without accounting for exposure, the picture portrayed here 

is that the X -junctions are more accident prone than T -junctions. The breakdown of the 

distribution of junctions, according to the number accidents recorded during the period, 

is given in Tables 3.5 and 3.6 respectively for all accidents and injury accidents. 

Table 3.5 Accident Frequency by Type of Junction 
All accidents T-Junctions X-junctions 
recorded for the 
period 1996- 
1998 Inclusive 

Number of sites recording Proportion of all sites Number of sites Proportion of all sites 
the given number of (%) recording the given (%) 
accidents number of accidents 

0 10 17.6 5 14.7 
1 1 1.7 3 8.8 
2 2 3.5 0 0 
3 5 8.8 3 8.8 
4 4 7.0 4 11.8 
5 12 21.0 5 14.7 
6 3 5.3 0 0 
7 5 8.8 4 11.8 
8 5 8.8 1 3.0 
9 2 3.5 1 3.0 
10 1 1.7 0 0 
11 1 1.7 1 3.0 
12 0 0 2 5.9 
13 1 1.7 0 0 
14 0 0 1 3.0 
15 1 1.7 2 5.9 
16 1 1.7 0 0 
18 1 1.7 0 0 
29 0 0 1 3.0 
32 2 3.5 1 3.0 

TOTAL 57 100.0 34 100.0 
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Table 3.6 Distribution of iniurv accidents by tune of ! unction 
Injury accident 
frequency 

T-junctions X-junctions 

Number of junctions 
with given freq. of 
accidents 

Percentage of this 
number of sites 

number of junctions 
with given freq. of 
accidents 

Percentage of this 
number of sites 

0 14 24.6 8 23.5 
1 11 19.3 7 20.6 
2 12 21.0 7 20.6 
3 6 10.5 4 11.8 
4 7 12.3 1 2.9 
5 4 7.0 2 5.9 
6 1 1.8 0 0 
7 0 0 1 2.9 
8 1 1.8 2 5.9 
10 0 0 1 2.9 
11 1 1.8 1 2.9 
TOTAL 57 100.0 34 100.0 

Approximately 18 percent of T -junction and 15 percent of X -junction sites did not 

record any accidents at all in the three-year period. The modal number of accidents for 

both categories of junctions was 5, represented by 21 percent of T -junctions and 14.7 

percent of X -junctions. Sites recording 10 accidents or less constituted 87.7 percent in 

the case of T- junctions and 76.6 percent for X -junctions. As regards injury accidents, 

almost a quarter of all sites for T- and X -junctions did not record any. About 95 percent 

of T -junction sites recorded 5 injury accidents or less, as against 85 percent for X- 

junctions. 

3.4 Conclusions 

A total of 91 sites were selected for the case study, of which 57 were T -junctions and 34 

X -junctions. All sites were classified according to their layout and the presence or 

otherwise of features, such as kerbed islands or medians on either approach, and 

auxiliary lanes. This resulted in six main types of T -junction and three types of X- 

junction. The total traffic inflows into the junctions, as represented by the AADT, were 

spread fairly uniformly from just under 5,000 vehicles per day to over 30,000. X- 

junction sites, generally, had higher proportions of minor road traffic and peak period 

numbers of pedestrians crossing all arms than did the T -junctions. 

The data on spot speeds of vehicles, measured as they approached the junction sites, 

showed that a significant number were operating above the maximum legal speed-limit 
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of 50km/h. The average number of all accidents per junction, over the 3-year period 

1996-1998 inclusive, was 7.0 for X -junctions and 6.21 for T -junctions. More T- 

junctions recorded less than 10 accidents than did X -junctions and about a quarter of all 

sites recorded no injury accidents at all over the three-year period. 
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CHAPTER 4 

ANALYSIS OF ACCIDENT CHARACTERISTICS 

AT UNSIGNALISED URBAN JUNCTIONS 

4.1 Introduction 

The key characteristics of accidents at unsignalised urban junctions in Ghana are 

discussed under this Chapter at three different levels. First, to put the subject in the right 

perspective, a general descriptive background to urban accidents as a whole is given 

and then this is followed by a more detailed analysis of the scale, nature and 

contributing circumstances of accidents at unsignalised junctions. The third level of 

analysis involves consideration of the case-study junctions. Here, comparisons of the 

accident experience between unsignalised junctions typical of different layouts and 

features, traffic conditions and traffic control are made. 

The main measures of unsafety used in the comparisons are the average accident and 

casualty rates per million vehicles. Throughout these analyses, attempts are made to 

focus on the key factors underlying observed trends, in order to identify candidate 

independent parameters for the modelling stage. Given its crucial role in the operation 

and safety of unsignalised junctions, minor road traffic has been singled out for initial 

exploratory analysis to establish any specific relationship with accidents, using ordinary 

regression techniques. 

4.2 Overall Trends in Urban Accidents 

4.2.1 Incidence and Severity 

A total of 16,334 accidents were reported by the police, as having occurred on the 

surfaced road network of the two case-study cities, during the period 1996-1998 

inclusive. As illustrated in Figure 4.1 below, there appeared to be a gradual increase in 

the number of accidents over the years, starting from a total of 4730 in 1996 to 5642 in 

1997 and 5962 in 1998. Whilst it may be difficult to say if this trend reflects the actual 
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incidence of accidents, due to the inevitable shortfalls in reporting over time, it does 

appear that the distribution of accidents in the various severity groups reflects what is 

expected. For a typical urban environment, accident numbers would be expected to 

diminish with increasing severity. This is because the high concentration of traffic in 

urban areas results in generally low vehicle operating speeds and less likelihood of' 

severe outcomes in the event of a collision. 

Figure 4.1 Accident numbers and severity trends 
(1996-1998 inclusive) 
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These observed trends give some comfort about the representativeness of the data. It 

means that shortfalls in the data, whatever their scale, may not be obviously biased 

towards particular accident types, although the level of' underreporting of' damage-only 

accidents is always likely to be higher. It is also likely that the levels of' fatalities may 

be slightly understated because, although officially, a fatality is that which occurs 

within 30 days of the accident, there are indications that records on fatalities are rarely 

updated, by the police beyond what happens within 24 hours. On the basis of'the current 

data, however, we can say with some confidence that the ratio of accidents by severity 

in the urban areas is roughly 1.0: 3.0: 6.0: 13.0 respectively for fatal, severe injury, minor 

injury and damage-only accidents. 

Significantly, the data also shows that the number of tätal accidents in 1998 (301) was 

up 44 percent on the 1996 level (209) as against a corresponding increase of 26 percent 

in overall accidents. This probably had to do, in part, with the opening of some key 
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dual-carriageway suburban arterial roads in the intervening period, which facilitated 

rapid movement of vehicles within the two cities. 

4.2.2 Typology of Accidents 

Table 4.1 shows the distribution of accident types, classified by the initial impact or 

collision and dis-aggregated by severity. Clearly, collisions between vehicles and 

pedestrians constitute the single largest proportion by type (27 percent). It is also 

apparent that more than 70 percent of all fatal accidents also involved pedestrians. This 

makes pedestrians the most vulnerable road-user group in the urban traffic environment. 

Next, in proportional terms, were rear-end collisions and side-swipes, which formed 23 

and 17 percent respectively. Altogether, pedestrian accidents and accidents involving at 

least two vehicles represent about 90 per cent of all accidents, underscoring the fact that 

urban accidents are predominantly the result of conflict between different types of road- 

user. The opposite would be true in the case of rural accidents. Potentially therefore, 

traffic conflict management can lead to immense safety benefits in urban areas. 

Table 4.1 Accident type by severity 

Accident Accident Type (primary collision) 

Severity Head- 

on 

Rear- 

end 

Right 

angle 

Side 

swipe 

Over- 

Turned 

Hit 

object 

Hit 

parked 

vehicle 

Hit 

pedestrian 

Other Total 

Fatal 36 27 29 9 27 6 3 535 62 734 

Severe 

Injury 111 130 134 65 41 39 7 1489 166 2182 

Minor 

Injury 258 434 504 285 67 105 31 2322 424 4430 

Damage 

Only 

666 3135 1653 2361 39 313 134 0 666 8967 

TOTAL 1071 3726 2320 2720 174 463 175 4346 1318 16313 

% 6.6 22.8 14.2 16.7 1.1 2.8 1.1 26.6 8.1 100 
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4.2.3 Locations of Accidents 

The locations on the road network of the case-study cities at which accidents took place 

are presented in Table 4.2. Three main points are worth observing in this respect. First, 

the proportions of accidents were roughly equally split between links (i. e., sections of 

road between junctions) and junctions. Although purely based on accident numbers, 

without accounting for the exposure to accident, this observation is surprising. Links are 

generally expected to be less accident-prone than junctions, due mainly to the 

preponderance of inter-vehicular conflicts at the latter. By contrast, data from the 

United Kingdom (Hills et al, 1981) show that about two-thirds of all accidents in built- 

up areas occur at junctions, whilst in Sweden and Finland (Kulmala, 1995) average 

accident rates (per million vehicle-kilometres) are about 2.5 times higher at junctions 

than on link sections. Admittedly, these differences could be due in large measure to the 

differences in the definition of the junction area or zone of influence. For example, 

whereas in the current study the junction's zone of influence is defined as the area 

within 25 metres of the junction's centre, the Finnish study (Kulmala, 1995) defined it 

(i. e. the junction area) as the road "area within 200 metres from the centre of the 

junction". Clearly, in the latter case many more accidents occurring on the link sections 

between junctions will be attributed to junctions. 

Table 4.2: Accident Location by Severity 

Accident Location Type 

Severity Not 

junct. 

X- 

Junct. 

T- 

Junct. 

Stag'd 

Junct. 

Y- 

junct. 

Round 

about 

Rail 

cross. 

Other Total 

Fatal 492 50 150 8 5 7 0 21 733 

Severe Injury 1443 161 431 16 12 32 8 73 2176 

Minor Injury 2685 427 889 42 26 131 11 200 4411 

Damage 3926 1242 2337 83 99 808 23 436 8954 

TOTAL 8546 1880 3807 149 142 978 42 730 16274 

More accidents occur on links in many developing countries, such as Ghana, than in the 

average industrialised country because of a combination of factors including the 

relatively poor lane discipline of most drivers. Hence the difference in the accident 

patterns between the United Kingdom and Ghana, notwithstanding the similar 
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definitions of junction accidents. In the United Kingdom an accident is attributed to a 
junction if it occurs "within 20 yards" of the junction. 

Secondly, of all junction accidents, X- and T -junctions were responsible for 24.3 and 

49.2 percent respectively. Thus, between them, the two junction-types alone accounted 
for more than 70 percent of all accidents occurring at junctions. The third main point 

worth noting about accident location in the two case-study cities is that 67 percent of 

fatal accidents were recorded on links. It will be noticed, later on in this chapter, when 

accident casualties are discussed, that on average, 1.8 fatalities resulted from each fatal 

accident in the study area. A large majority of such accidents occurred on links. It is 

known that collisions involving parties previously travelling at high speed tend to have 

severe consequences due to the amount of energy dissipated. This link between speed 

and accident severity has been well documented in the literature (e. g. Baruya et al, 
1999). It is also known that vehicle-operating speeds are usually much higher on links 

than at junctions. 

The overall accident severity ratio (proportion of fatal and severe injury to all injury 

accidents) for all types of locations was 39.7 per cent and this is twice the 20.1 per cent 

reported for all built-up roads in Great Britain (Layfield et al, 1996). When the severity 

ratio is taken over all accidents (including damage-only accidents) then the figures for 

X -junctions and T -junctions were 11.2 per cent and 15.3 per cent respectively. The 

average severity ratio (over all accidents) for all junctions was 12.6 per cent and the 

lowest (4.0 per cent) was recorded at roundabouts. It would appear, therefore, that 

roundabouts have a much better potential for injury reduction than other types of 

junction. 

4.2.4 Ambient Conditions at the Time of Accident 

The light conditions and weather in which accidents took place are presented in Table 

4.3.72.1 percent of accidents occurred under daylight conditions, whilst 23.5 percent 

happened at night and the rest at dawn or dusk. Dawn is approximately the period 

between 05.30-06.00 hours, whilst dusk occurs between 18.15 and 18.45 hours. Hours 

of daylight in Ghana are fairly stable for most part of the year. As regards the weather, 
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98 per cent of accidents were recorded under clear weather conditions. 'T'hus, the typical 

ambient condition under which accidents took place over the three-year period was 

clear weather in broad daylight. 

Table 4.3 Accident occurrence by light conditions and weather 

Light 

Conditions 

WI: A I'III, R 

Clear Fog Rain Dusty Dazzle* Other 'total 

Day 11718 4 32 I 2 0 11757 

Dawn/Dusk 662 41 2 4 2 2 713 

Night 3647 20 28 9 44 77 3825 

Total 16027 65 62 14 48 79 16295 

* Dazzle includes glare from sunlight and vehicle headlamps 

An examination of the specific times at which the accidents occurred reveals some 

differences in trends for various accident types. Overall (see Figure 4.2a) accident 

numbers rise sharply from 04-05 hours to a peak at 08-09 hours. Thereafter the numbers 

drop slightly towards midday and pick up again until 16-17 hours when they peak 

again, this time at a slightly higher level than at 08-09 hours. After 16-17 hours the 

accident numbers decline, initially gradually, and then more rapidly after 20-21 hours. 

Figure 4.2a Variation of overall accidents by time of day 
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This pattern is similar to the expected variation in traffic during the day, the notable 

difference being that the evening peak of accidents occurs slightly earlier (16-17 hours) 

than the expected for traffic (18-19 hours). Thus the build up to the evening peak traffic 
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period appears to be more crucial from the accident perspective than the peak period 

itself. 

For the different classes of accident, as illustrated in Figure 4.2b(i), two distinct peaks 

in numbers can also be observed; the first one occurs at 08.00-09.00 hours and this 

applies to all types of accident. The second peak, however, occurs at different tinges fir 

different accident types between 14.00 and 19.00 hours. Pedestrian accidents and head- 

on collisions, for example, peak at 18.00-19.00 hours, whilst rear-end collisions peak at 

14.00-15.00 hours. Although these times broadly fit within the peak traffic periods of 

07.00-09.00 hours and 17.00-19.00 hours for morning and evening respectively, it is of 

some interest that not all of them coincide with the identified peak hours, i. e. 08.00- 

09.00 and 17.00-18.00 hours. More focused research might be required to explain such 

patterns more fully. 

Figure 4.2b(i) Accident type variation by time of day 
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But, perhaps, it is understandable that pedestrian accidents, in particular, would have 

their second and higher peak between 17.00-18.00 hours. This is the twilight period, 

characterised also by peak traffic conditions. Although visibility is deteriorating and 

pedestrian conspicuity is poor at this time, due to the gradual onset of darkness, 

commercial drivers, where they are driven by the profit motive, are usually in a frenzy, 

speeding and sometimes overtaking recklessly in order to maximise the number of trips 

they make in this period. At the same time, faced with fewer safe gaps in traffic, 
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pedestrians can be oblivious of the fact that their presence on the road is less noticeable 

at dusk and may also take risks in crossing the roads when and where they choose to. 

The resulting effect is a relatively higher number and severity of pedestrian accidents. 

Probably, it is indicative of the conditions of this period that 58 percent of all vehicles 

involved in pedestrian accidents are commercial vehicles. It is also pertinent to observe 

that the times of occurrence of both morning and evening peaks of- pedestrian accidents 

suggest the accidents may be involving school children as well. The basic schools in 

Ghana are organised on a "shift system" with the first stream (shift) attending school 

from 08.00 ho1,11-s to 12.30 hours and the second from 13.00 hours to 17.30 hours. 

An enlarged illustration of the pattern of some of the accident types represented in 

Figure 4.2b(i) is presented in Figure 4.2b(ii) for clarity. It shows that the pattern of 

variation of "other" accidents is similar to that of the overall accidents (see F igurc 4.2a). 

Figure 4.2b(ii) Enlarged illustration of selected accident types 
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This is hardly surprising, since this rather omnibus category includes any type of 

accident, which falls outside the other stated types or cannot be classified due to 

insufficient information. The patterns of the other types of accident shown in Figure 

4.2b(ii) are much less defined. They all appear to rise steadily in from 00-01 hours till 

about 10.00-11.00 hours and thereafter stabilise for the rest ofthe day. 
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4.2.5 Vehicle Types involved in Accidents 

Of 27,954 vehicles involved in traffic accidents in the two case-study cities during the 

three year period 1996-1998,62 per cent were cars (private cars and (axis), 33 percent 

comprised Heavy Goods Vehicles (IIGVs) and high occupancy buses and 2.6 per cent 

were motorcycles. "Trotros", or minibuses, and bicycles each accounted for 

approximately 0.5 percent of vehicles involved in accidents. In Figure 4.3, the relative 

shares ofthe various types of vehicle in accidents, as well as traffic, are compared. 

Whereas the involvement of cars, motor cycles and bicycles in accidents roughly 

reflects their respective proportions in traffic, minibuses ("trotros") are clearly under- 

represented. By contrast, heavy goods vehicles (IIGVs) and buses are, as a group, 

alarmingly over-represented in their accident involvement. The proportion of' this 

group's share in accidents is nearly six times their proportion in traffic. From these 

comparisons, one can say that minibuses or "trotros" appear to be the safest means of 

transport in the urban areas of Ghana, whilst HGVs and high occupancy buses are 

relatively the worst in terms of accidents. 

Figure 4.3 Vehicle type representation in accidents and traffic 
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Heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) and high occupancy buses, especially the type deployed 

for commercial purposes, are notorious for their poor maintenance record and rampant 

overloading practices. It is not uncommon to find a passenger lälling oft the open top of 

an HGV. Given such relatively high involvement in accidents, it will not be 
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unreasonable to consider the proportion of HGVs and buses in traffic as one of the 

potential independent traffic variables for accident-prediction modelling. However, with 

better training of drivers of HGVs and buses, better enforcement of traffic regulations 

on loading and speeding, etc. it would be expected that over time, HGVs and buses may 

cease to be over-represented in accidents and their initial influence in any models, if 

any, would reduce. The latter point underscores the need for regular review of accident 

prediction models to take account of general changes in the traffic safety situation. 

4.2.6 Accident Casualties 

The 16,334 accidents recorded during the three years resulted in a total of 10,493 

casualties, comprising 1,306 fatalities, 3,227 severely injured and 5,960 slightly injured. 

Thus overall, there were 64 casualties for every 100 accidents and nearly two deaths 

(1.8) for each fatal accident. This fatality ratio appears quite high for typical urban 

traffic conditions and may, in part, be attributable to the fact that most fatal accidents 

occur on links, which are (most probably) sections of high-speed major arterial or sub- 

urban roads. Rampant overcrowding in public transport vehicles is another likely reason 

for this high fatality ratio. 

And yet, the ratio could still be higher had the 30-day definition of fatality been 

complied with consistently by the police. The age and sex distribution of the casualties 

are presented in Figure 4.4, where 68 per cent of casualties were male and 32 percent 

female. By comparison, the gender ratio in the national population is 51: 49 in favour of 

females. The male sex is, therefore, clearly over-represented in the accident casualty 

data. 

This may yet be a reflection of the general socio-economic roles of the sexes in 

Ghanaian society. In the urban areas, women tend to be more engaged in work in and 

around the home and could, therefore, be said to cover far fewer person-kilometres in 

traffic in any given time and, by implication, are less exposed to the risk of accidents 

than their male counterparts. 
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Figure 4.4 Distribution of all casualties by age and sex 
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A slightly different picture emerges when child (up to 15 years) casualties only are 

examined. Whereas, child casualties constitute just over 15 percent overall, within the 

two sex groups, the girls, by proportion within the female group, represent more than 

twice as many casualties as the boys within the male group. Further analysis (Figure 

4.5) reveals that for children up to 15 years most were pedestrian casualties rather than 

passengers or other types of road-user. This is evidenced by the general skewing of the 

histogram (Figure 4.5) towards the lower age-group, relative to the distribution of all 

casualties in Figure 4.4. 

Figure 4.5 Distribution of Pedestrian Casualties by Age and 
Sex 
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On the whole, about 90 per cent of all child casualties are pedestrians, whilst about 30 

per cent of pedestrian casualties are children under age 15. Under these circumstances, 
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any programme for the reduction of road accident casualties will not only have to have 

pedestrian safety as an important focal point, but also the particular needs of child 

pedestrians ought to be an integral part of' such a programme. It will also he helpful to 

identify the reasons why, although females as a whole are under-represented in accident 

casualties, girls, particularly in the age group 6- 15 years are involved in relatively more 

pedestrian accidents than their boy counterparts. 

4.3 Accidents at Unsignalised Urban Junctions 

4.3.1 Analysis of the General Trends 

4.3.1.1 The Scale 

When the type of traffic control at junctions is considered, as illustrated in Figure 4.6, it 

becomes apparent that just under 30 percent of junction accidents occurred at signalised 

locations and another 13 percent at roundabouts. Unsignalised junctions accounted for 

more than three out of five of all accidents at 
_junctions. 

Within the broad group ol' 

unsignalised junctions, the proportional distribution of accidents at the different types of 

Figure 4.6 Representation of junctions by traffic control in 
accidents 
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layout is shown in Figure 4.7. The total number of accidents at all such sites, in the 

three years 1996-1998, was 5519. 

Clearly, and consistent with the earlier observation in section 4.2.3 of' this report, X- 

and T-junctions accounted for almost three-quarters of all accidents occurring at urban 

junctions of all types, including signalised. The vast majority (nmorc than KO percent) of' 

accidents at unsignalised junctions alone were also recorded at 'I'- and X-junctions. 

Furthermore, of all accidents recorded at all T- and X-junctions, irrespective of' the 

traffic control type, unsignaliscd T- and X-junctions accounted fir 87 and 65 percent 

respectively. 

This provides some justification for focussing on the two types of junction layout at the 

case- study and modelling stage. It is to be noted, however, that the predominance of 

these two junction types in the accident data may not necessarily mean that they are the 

most accident-prone, but it is quite likely to be so, because these are the most common 

types of junction layout. Other types of layout (e. g. Y-junction) may be rather few in 

number, or handle too little traffic to feature significantly in the accident data. In that 

case, the need to focus on X- and T-junctions becomes even more important. 

Figure 4.7: Proportional representation of different types of 
unsignalised junction in accidents 
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4.3.1.2 Accident Severity 

Table 4.4 gives the breakdown of accident severity by location and layout type. 

Comparing these with the figures in Table 4.2, it is noticed that, whilst unsignalised T- 

junctions accounted for 91 percent of fatal accidents at all types of T -junction, the 

corresponding X -junctions were responsible for 72 percent of fatal accidents at all X- 

junction. The severity ratios (proportion of fatal and severe injury accidents of the total 

for each junction type) were, however, almost the same for unsignalised as for all 

control types for the given junction layout. Overall, the severity ratio was slightly 

higher for unsignalised junctions (15 percent) than for all junctions (12.6 percent) but 

nearly two and-a-half times that for signalised junctions (6.3 percent) and four times 

that for roundabouts (4.0 per cent). 

These severity ratios would appear consistent with the operational conditions at the 

different types of junction. Due to the priority arrangement at unsignalised junctions, 

drivers on the major roads would tend to take the right of way for granted and that 

leaves them unprepared for the situation where a minor road vehicle "unexpectedly" 

interferes with their movement. Collisions from such situations can have quite severe 

consequences. 

Table 4.4. Accident severity by type of unsignalised junction 

Accident Type of unsignalised junction Total 

Severity X-junction T-junction Staggered 

junction 

Y-junction Other 

Fatal 36 136 8 5 21 206 

Severe 

Injury 122 404 15 11 72 624 

Minor 

Injury 272 805 41 26 194 1338 

Damage 

only 

792 1968 77 94 420 3351 

Total 1222 3313 141 136 707 5519 
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By contrast, most drivers approaching a roundabout, Ior example, know that they are 

supposed to give way to circulating traffic. As a result, they are 111orc likely to exercise 

due caution on approach to the junction by slowing down considerably and, through 

that, limit the damage that might result in case of a collision. At roundabouts, therefore, 

the types of collision observed would be predominantly sideswipes and rear-end 

collisions in the damage-only category. The casualty statistics clearly support this 

rationalisation. For every 100 accidents, there were 57 casualties at unsignalised 

junctions, as opposed to 53 at all junctions and 26 at roundabouts. 

4.3.1.3 Accident Types 

Analysis of the accident types that occurred at unsignalised urban junctions (excluding 

roundabouts) revealed that the four most prominent, in terms of their proportional 

distribution, were right-angle, rear-end, pedestrian and side-swipe collisions, in that 

order. This is illustrated in Figure 4.8. Although the same accident types are also the 

most dominant in accidents at all types of junction, there is a noticeable difference in 

their relative proportions for each junction type. 

Figure 4.8 Accident type distribution at unsignalised urban junctions 
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Whereas in the general population of- junctions right-angle, rear-end, side-swipes and 

pedestrian accidents are clearly differentiated by their proportional distribution, 

decreasing in that order, at unsignalised junctions pedestrian accidents and rear-end 

collisions are jointly the next most important (20 percent each), alter right-angle 

collisions (24.6 per cent). This indicates that pedestrian accidents are probably more of- 

a problem at unsignalised junctions than at the "average" type of junction. 

Closer examination of the proportions of the different accident types within each 

junction category reveals some noticeable variations. For example, comparing the 

accident-type trends within X- and T-junctions, as illustrated in Figure 4.9, it is 

apparent that, whereas the main accident-types are more evenly distributed by 

proportion at T-junctions, right-angle collisions stand out quite clearly as the single 

most dominant accident type at X-junctions where there is clearly more opportunities 

for such collisions. This pattern of accident-type distribution at X-junctions would also 

be a reflection of the preponderance of accidents involving crossing traffic (i. e. traffic 

moving straight through the intersection from one arm to the other of the same road). 

Pedestrian accidents appear slightly more represented at T-junctions (20 per cent) than 

at X-junctions (16 per cent). 

Figure 4.9 Relative distribution of selected accident types at 
unsignalised T and X-junctions 
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4.3.1.4 When Do Accidents Occur'! 

Figure 4.10 illustrates the distribution of accidents at unsignalised junctions according 

to the times of the day they occurred. Generally, individual accident types varied in a 

similar trend to that observed for accidents at all types of' junction; however, overall 

accident numbers and vehicle-only accidents showed some noticeable difference. 

Figure 4.10 Distribution of accidents at unsignalised junctions by time 
of day 
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Unlike accidents at all junctions combined, which clearly exhibit peaks both morning 

and evening, all accidents at unsignalised junctions (like vehicle-only accidents) peak 

noticeably only at 14.00 to 15.00 hours in the afternoon. Pedestrian accident trends in 

this case also differ from that for all junctions, because they exhibit an additional, albeit 

minor, afternoon peak at 14.00 to 15.00 hours. The daily and monthly variations in 

accidents at unsignalised junctions are illustrated in Figures 4.11 and 4.12 respectively. 

There is a gradual and consistent drop in the number of vehicle-only accidents, from the 

highest (689) recorded for Tuesdays to the lowest (558) for Sundays. 

Whilst it is expected that Sundays would have the lowest accident numbers, due to 

considerably reduced traffic activity on this day, it is surprising that, notwithstanding 

the relatively comparable levels of traffic from Mondays through to Saturdays, accident 

numbers would generally decline in that order, as observed. 
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Figure 4.11 Daily variation in accidents at unsignalised junctions 
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Pedestrian accidents averaged 157 per day, with the highest number (206) and lowest 

(119) being recorded on Friday and Thursday respectively. The monthly variation in all 

accidents appears to be dictated by trends in vehicle-only accidents, since pedestrian 

accidents are fairly stable at about 92 accidents each month. 
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4.3.1.5 Vehicle-types and Vehicle-manoeuvres 

In Table 4.5, the numbers of vehicles by type involved in accidents at unsignalised 

urban junctions are presented. The vehicle-types are also disaggregated by the type of 

manoeuvre in which they were involved immediately prior to the collision. The overall 

proportions of vehicle-type are very similar to that observed in the case of all urban 

accidents (i. e. accidents at all types of junctions and links). As before, cars constituted 

the single largest group of vehicles by their share of involvement in accidents (64.2%), 

although they are still under-represented, given their 68.8% share of vehicular traffic. 

Heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) and high occupancy buses, on the other hand, remain 

considerably over-represented in accidents. 

Table 4.5. Vehicle-types and manoeuvres in unsignalised junction accidents 

Vehicle Vehicle Type 

Manoeuvre Car HGV+ Bus Minibus M/cycle B/cycle Other TOTAL % 

Right-turn 145 62 1 4 4 3 219 2.3 

Left-turn 455 195 4 11 11 2 678 7.0 

U-turn 147 83 3 4 0 2 239 2.5 

Cross 

Traffic 

149 58 0 8 7 0 222 2.3 

Merging 145 68 0 4 1 1 219 2.3 

Diverging 5 4 0 0 0 0 9 0.1 

Overtaking 118 74 3 15 0 0 210 2.1 

Going ahead 4647 2224 39 185 113 25 7233 74.4 

Reversing 49 67 0 0 0 2 118 1.2 

Sudden 

Start/Stop 

69 29 0 0 0 2 100 1.0 

Parking 154 65 2 0 4 0 225 2.3 

Other 159 75 1 4 1 3 243 2.5 

TOTAL 6242 3004 53 235 141 40 9715 100 

% 64.2 31.0 0.5 2.4 1.5 0.4 100 - 

Of all vehicle manoeuvres, "going ahead" and "crossing traffic" together represented 

about 77 per cent. "Going ahead" generally describes the manoeuvre of a vehicle that 

collides with another in the same traffic stream before entering the intersection. 

"Crossing traffic" on the other hand refers to colliding parties from the minor and major 

roads respectively whose paths cross each other. Thus, the vast majority of collisions 
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involved vehicles either on the approaches to junctions or making a straight transition 

through the junction from one arm to the other of the same road. Vehicles executing one 

turning manoeuvre or another, at the time of accident, constituted only 14 per cent of all 

those involved in accidents. 

4.3.2 Analysis of Case-study Junctions. 

4.3.2.1 Accident rates and frequency 

One of the main objectives of the case-study has been to compare the accident 

characteristics of different types of unsignalised junction. For this purpose, Table 4.6 

provides summary information, such as the Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT), the 

minor road's share of traffic and the accident frequency and rate for each junction type 

(see detailed breakdown in Appendix 41). 

Table 4.6 Traffic volume, accident frequency and rate by junction type 

Junction type* Number AADT Minor Accident Average number of 

Of sites road's Frequency accidents/year/ 106 

(vehicles/day) share of (accidents/site/ vehicles entering 
traffic (%) year) the intersection 

T-1 21 11,482 (1,386) 25.4 (2.3) 2.03 (0.49) * 0.66 (0.19)** 

T-2 7 11,906 (1,724) 28.8 (3.3) 1.86 (0.59) 0.37 (0.1 t) 

T-3 6 15,747 (3,176) 18.8 (5.9) 2.06 (0.57) 0.37 (0.11) 

T-4 6 11,791 (1,262) 22.1 (8.3) 1.56 (0.92) 0.34 (0.16) 

T-5 9 15,852 (2,297) 13.7 (3.4) 2.63 (1.02) 0.48 (0.13) 

T-6 8 21,411 (2,973) 15.9 (3.5) 2.13 (0.61) 0.28 (0.09) 

Average for T - 14,099 (1,969) 21.6 (3.8) 2.07 (0.66) 0.48 (0.14) 

X-1 14 11,764 (1,547) 35.6 (3.2) 2.33 (0.69) 0.54 (0.13) 

X-2 11 18,901 (2,072) 16.0 (3.0) 3.03 (o. s9) 0.48 (0.12) 

X-3 9 18,386 (3,250) 33.0 (3.6) 1.48 (0.43) 0.22 (0.07) 

Average for X - 15,826 (2,168) 28.6 (3.2) 2.33 (0.69) 0.44 (0.11) 

*See junction classification in Appendix 311; **See Appendix 411 for statistical procedures for comparing means 
Note: Figures in brackets are standard errors of the mean values shown 
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The lowest accident frequency (i. e. number of accidents recorded per year per site) for 

T -junctions is at junction type T-4 and the highest at type T-5. T-4 represents an 

intersection between a 4-lane dual carriageway with kerbed medians on the main 

approaches and a standard 2-lane single-carriageway. Left-turning manoeuvres are not 

possible at T-4 type junctions, because the kerbed median continues through the 

junction. T-5 is basically the same as T-4, except that at T-5 type junctions a break in 

the median allows left-turning manoeuvres, i. e. equivalent to the right-turn in the UK. 

For X -junctions, X-2 and X-3 had the highest and lowest accident frequencies 

respectively. Whereas the difference between the two extreme values of accident 

frequency was not statistically significant (t-test) for T -junctions, at X -junctions it was 

just significant at the 5 per cent level. As far as accident frequency is concerned, 

therefore, there is little to choose between the different types of T -junction. The 

apparent variation in values is most likely due to random factors. 

By contrast, however, it can be said that the typical X-3 junction has a significant 

tendency to record fewer accidents in any given year than any of the X-2 type. X-3 also 

records substantially fewer accidents than X-1. In statistical terms, the average T- 

junction also has about the same accident frequency as the corresponding X -junction. It 

needs to be noted, however, that accident frequency may not be the best indicator of 

safety at the different sites, since it does not take account of the intensity of use or the 

exposure to the risk of accident. 

Probably, a relatively better basis for comparing the unsafety of junctions is the 

accident rate, which is defined as the average number of accidents recorded per million 

vehicles using the given type of junction in the same time period. In this regard, it can 

be seen that the trends are clearly different from that presented by accident frequency 

for the individual junction types, although overall accident rates also happen to be 

similar for T- and X -junctions. 

T-1 has the worst accident rate (0.66 per million vehicles) and is considerably unsafer 

than T-2, T-3, T-4 and significantly more so than T-6. Although other factors may also 

be involved, this observation appears to underscore the safety benefits of using 
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channelisation or carriageway dividers of some sort at junctions, the main features 

differentiating the rest of the T -junction types from T-1. 

The marked difference in accident rate between junction types T-5 and T-6 also shows 

that a separate storage lane for vehicles turning left from the major road could also 

improve the safety status of the junction. In fact, T-6 is not only apparently much safer 

than T-5 and T-1 but, as the data shows, it also carries considerably more traffic and 

accommodates a higher proportion of minor road traffic than T-5 and almost double the 

traffic volume at T-1. T-6 type junctions, therefore, combine fairly well the twin 

attributes of lower potential for accidents and higher capacity, at least, within the limits 

of the range of traffic volumes and the splits between the major and minor arms of the 

junctions represented by the data. 

The difference in accident rate between junction types T-3 and T-5, notwithstanding the 

similar levels of traffic they handle, also probably gives a good account of 

channelisation on the minor road. This is consistent with what is generally expected, 

since the presence of kerbed islands on the minor road helps in organising turning 

movements of traffic and, by so doing, reduces conflicts and the chance of collisions at 

junctions. 

Accident rates of junction types X-1 and X-2 are significantly higher than that of X-3; 

each of the former having more than twice the accident rate of the latter. Whilst being 

the least accident-prone, type X-3 junctions also carry twice the minor road proportion 

of traffic as X-2 and one and a half times the overall traffic volume of X-1. This would 

again underscore the potential benefits of having storage lanes for left-turning traffic on 

the major road. 

4.3.2.2 Severity of accidents 

Accident severity here is presented as the average percentage of injury (i. e. fatal, severe 

and minor injury) accidents in relation to all accidents recorded at the different junction 

types. As is evident from Figure 4.13, among the T -junctions types T-2 and T-3 have 

the lowest (20.5) and the highest (46.0) percentages respectively, of accidents involving 
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injury. The difference between these two proportions is significant at 95 pcr cent 

confidence level. Speed may be an important fäctor here, since more than 70 percent of 

average vehicle spot-speeds on the major approaches to "1'-3 type junctions are above 

50km/h, as against only 15 per cent at junction type T-2 (see Figure 3.2a fir speed 

distribution). 

Figure 4.13 Balance of injury and damage-only accidents by type 
of junction 
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However, although the same percentage of spot-speeds above 50km/h are recorded at T- 

3 junctions as at T-4, the latter still have significantly (at 5% level) less injury accidents 

by proportion than the former and both have a similar accident rate. The accident 

severity at T-3 and T-I are also not significantly different. This probably suggests that, 

whilst speed might be influential in determining the severity of accidents, some measure 

of speed, other than just the nominal values may account largely fir the level of injury 

accidents at any given site. Exploratory analysis of the relevant speed and accident data 

for X-junctions, for example, revealed that the standard deviation of junction approach 

spot-speeds of vehicles (x) correlated better with personal injury accidents (r) 

(y = 0.03 l x2 + 0.17x + 0.47; R2 = 0.37 
,n= 

34) than other speed indicators, such as 

85-th percentile and mean values. 

Both junction types X-2 and X-3, have significantly higher accident severity than type 

X-1. Between the two of them, however, the difference is marginal. This might he 
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expected, since the major arms of types X-2 and X-3 are both major dual-carriageway 

arterial roads with similar proportions (35%) of traffic speeds above 50km/h (see Figure 

3.2b for speed distribution). By contrast, the single carriageway collector or distributor 

roads typical of junction type X-1 have more than 80 per cent of average spot-speeds 

below 40km/h. 

4.3.2.3 Accidents by type of conflict 

Table 4.7 below shows the distribution of accident-types, which is a reflection of the 

types of conflict at the various types of junction (see Appendix 4111 for conflict 
diagrams). Admittedly, a much clearer picture of the nature of conflicts and their 

representation in accidents would have been obtained from the accident data if it had 

been disaggregated by the various flow-streams at junctions. Unfortunately, the 

accident database for this case-study is deficient in this respect, as it provides detailed 

information about turning movements only by the numbers of vehicles undertaking the 

manoeuvre and not by the accidents in which such manoeuvres are involved. 

Table 4.7 Accident type distribution by junction type 
T-Junctions 

Accident Type 
Junction type Head-on Rear- end Side- wipe Right-angle Single Pedestrian Total 

vehicle 

T-1 9 35 19 35 8 22 128 
T-2 2 11 15 4 4 3 39 
T-3 1 9 11 10 1 5 37 
T-4 0 10 11 3 0 4 28 
T-5 2 20 16 11 3 19 71 
T-6 5 13 10 12 3 10 53 

Total 19 98 82 75 19 63 356 
Percentage 5.3 27.5 23.1 21.1 5.3 17.7 100 

X-Junctions 

Junction type Head-on Rear-end Side-swipe Right-angle Single Pedestrian Total 
vehicle 

X-1 5 16 18 36 4 19 98 
X-2 9 24 13 26 5 23 100 
X-3 2 10 3 14 3 8 40 

Total 16 50 34 76 12 50 238 
Percentage 6.7 21 14.3 32 5 21 100 
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On the other hand, although the information could have been extracted from the original 

accident report forms, this was not considered feasible due to the rather large number of 
forms involved. In the circumstances, therefore, it was necessary to rely on the accident 

types, which also give a good indication of the nature of conflicts. 

It is clear from Table 4.7 that single vehicle accidents constitute only a small fraction 

(5%) of all accidents recorded at the case-study junctions. This confirms the expectation 

that accidents at junctions are predominantly due to conflicts between two or more 

vehicles, or between vehicles and pedestrians. 

Overall, rear-end, side-swipe, right-angle collisions and pedestrian accidents are the 

four dominant accident types, in order of decreasing percentage at T -junctions, but the 

relative distribution within each type of T -junction differs markedly from this trend. 

Whereas rear-end collisions involve vehicles travelling in the same traffic stream, 

whether on the major or minor road, side-swipes usually involve merging and diverging 

manoeuvres. Right-angle collisions, on the other hand, predominantly involve the near- 

side major road vehicles who are moving straight through the junction from one arm to 

the other and left-turning vehicles from the minor road (see Appendix 4111). 

Junction type T-1 appears to be the most susceptible to right-angle collisions amongst 

the T -junctions and this may be due, in part, to the potential for minor road vehicles to 

overshoot the position of the stop-line, accidentally or otherwise, into the path of 

through vehicles on the major road. The main accident types at this type of junction are 

right angle, rear-end, pedestrian and side swipes, in order of decreasing percentage. By 

comparison, the trends for T-5 and T-6, for example, are respectively, rear-end, 

pedestrian, side-swipe and right-angle and rear-end, right-angle, side-swipe and 

pedestrian in similar order. 

The majority of pedestrian accidents were recorded at T-1 and T-5 type junctions and 

this would be largely attributable to the locations of these junctions (e. g. how close or 

far away they are from the CBD) and the level of pedestrian traffic on them. This is 

supported by the fact that, with the exception of T-6, junction types T-5 and T-1 

recorded higher average peak hour pedestrian flows than the rest of the junctions. But 

the scale of pedestrian accidents at these sites could also be due to some site-specific 
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features, which should become more apparent at the modelling stage when the 

relationships between site geometry, traffic variables and accidents are examined. 

Relative to T-5, T-6 recorded a smaller average percentage of rear-end accidents, 

although the latter carries about 20 per cent more traffic and about twice the proportion 

of left-turning major road vehicles than the former. By these indicators, which may be 

closely related to the incidence of rear-end collisions, T-6 type junctions would have 

been expected to fare poorer in this respect than T-5. The observed outcome may be 

connected with the presence of a dedicated storage lane for left-turning major road 

traffic on T-6, which enables diverging traffic to leave the mainstream before slowing 

down to execute the turn. 

The potential safety benefits of a separate left-turning storage lane on the major road, as 

obtains on T-6 junctions, may not be limited only to the reduction in incidence of rear- 

end accidents. By providing refuge for left-turning vehicles into and from the minor 

road, drivers are presented with the opportunity to wait for adequate safe gaps to leave 

or join the major traffic stream. This reduces the potential for conflict, and therefore 

accidents, between major and minor road traffic. 

At X -junctions the distribution of accident types overall was right-angle, rear-end, 

pedestrian and side-swipe, in order of decreasing average percentage. Right-angle 

accidents stand out much more obviously here (it is consistently the most dominant at 

all the junction types) than with T -junctions. Such collisions predominantly involve 

vehicles making a straight transition through the junction from one arm to the other of 

the same road and the corresponding traffic stream on the other road, although other 

opportunities for right-angle collisions exist for left-turning vehicles as well. Junction 

type X-1 appears more particularly prone to right-angle collisions than the other 

junction types. This is even more evident when it is considered that half the sum of 

through minor and major road traffic, a proxy for the potential number of conflicts 

relevant to right angle collisions, is only 3,314 veh. /day as compared to 7,051 veh. /day 

for X-2 and 5,885 veh. /day for X-3. Thus, although X-1 has potentially less exposure to 

this type of accident, it still manages to record a high proportion relative to the other 

types of junction. The general difficulty of clearly identifying the hierarchy of roads at 
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such junctions, which is made worse by the absence of channelisation, may be a major 

factor in these accidents. 

X-2 type junctions, on the other hand, indicate a higher potential for rear-end collisions 

relative to X-1 and X-3. These account for about 50 per cent of all rear-end collisions at 

X -junctions, although they evidently had a much smaller proportion (6.1%) of left- 

turning major road traffic, an important relevant traffic flow stream for rear-end 

collisions. X-3 and X-1 had 13.8 and 15 percent, respectively, of major road traffic 

making left-turn manoeuvres. Due to the absence of left-turning storage lanes for major 

road traffic at X-2 type junctions, it is quite likely that rear-end accidents would arise 

out of conflicts between cruising through traffic and slowing down left-turning traffic in 

the inner-lane of the major road. Pedestrian accidents are also most highly represented 

at X-2 junctions. 

4.3.2.4 Accidents by type of junction control. 

In this case-study, three types of unsignalised junction control were encountered, 

namely; "stop", "yield" or "give-way" and no control or "none". These control types 

were compiled based on the posted signs at each junction, therefore, no control or 

"none" represents the situation where no signs or road markings were present, although 

that does not necessarily mean that drivers were free to behave as they wished. By 

convention, at junctions where no specific rules are posted, traffic is expected to follow 

the rule of a roundabout, albeit invisible in this case. Doing a comparative assessment 

of the safety records of junctions with these different control types was an important 

part of meeting the objectives of the current thesis. 

In Table 4.8 below, essential indicators have been presented to compare the unsafety of 

the control types as they operated at junctions of the type T-1. Isolating this group from 

other types of T -junctions, not only provides a more even-handed basis for the intended 

comparisons but, also an opportunity to see if there is any consistency or trend in traffic 

control practice. The general picture from Table 4.8 is that, as the level of control is 

tightened from "none" through "yield" to "stop", the nominal values of overall accident 

rate, injury accident rate and accident frequency consistently increase. 
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Table 4.8 Traffic and accident characteristics by type of control at junction type T-1 
Junction Number AADT Minor Overall Injury accident Accident 
control of sites road's accident rate rate frequency 
Type veh/day share (accidents/106 (accidents/106 (accidents. /site/ 

of traffic vehicles) vehicles) year) 

STOP 11 12,234 22.9 (3.5) 0.89 (0.35) 0.26 (0.08) 2.51(0.92) 
(2,133)* 

YIELD 5 11,484 28.4 (5.4) 0.46 (0.06) 0.19 (0.03) 1.80 (0.23) 
(1,758) 

NONE 5 9,828 27.8 (1.5) 0.35 (0.15) 0.17 (0.09) 0.93 (0.29) 
(3,354) 

Overall - 11482 25.4 (2.31) 0.66 (0.19) 0.22 (0.05) 1.97 (o. so) 
total (1,386) 

(average) 

" Figures in brackets are standard error of the mean values shown 

Further to that, the differences in the overall accident rates and accident frequencies for 

the different controls were highly significant (at 1% level). On account of these two 

indicators, therefore, we can conclude that the unsafety situation at unsignalised 

junctions worsens with increasing level of control. In terms of accident rates, stop- 

controlled junctions are about twice and two and a half times as unsafe as "yield" and 

"no control" junctions, respectively. In any given year, stop-controlled junctions are 

also likely to record forty per cent more accidents than yield junctions and over two and 

half times more accidents than junctions at which there is no control. The difference in 

injury accident rate between no control and yield control junctions was however not 

statistically significant. 

A contentious point that might be advanced, in defence of the apparently poorer safety 

record of tighter junction controls (e. g. stop control), is that the tightening itself may 

have been motivated by an existing bad accident situation at the site. It may also be 

said, that such sites carry more traffic relative to the junctions with more relaxed 

controls. Unfortunately, these points would tend rather to reinforce the case against 

adopting the tighter control as a safety intervention, because the situation remains 

unaffected (at best) after implementation. In fact, because accident rate, which is the 

main basis of comparison here, tends to be more favourable to high as opposed to low 

flow sites, the gulf in safety between stop controlled and other types of junction could 

actually be worse than portrayed here. 
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Nevertheless, it is important that reasonable caution is exercised in interpreting the 

above results. It is quite tempting, for example, to conclude that the safest junctions are 

those that have no control and, following that, suggest that we can improve safety at 

stop-controlled junctions by simply removing the controls! Such a view would be 

overly simplistic and could lead to even more disastrous consequences. Contemplating 

the replacement of stop with yield control, however, might be a more acceptable 

prospect, given the potential savings likely to accrue in respect of vehicle operation 

costs, in addition to the possible safety improvement as apparent in Table 4.8 (see also 

Section 2.2.1). 

Above all, the results presented here must be interpreted within the context of the range 

of data covered and the comparative approach adopted. Decisions on safety 

interventions would have to be based on some notional "acceptable" threshold values of 

accidents, or accident rates, for each major type of junction and control type examined 

here, and options for improvement need not be limited to the junction types discussed. 

This latter point is examined further in Chapter 6, where decision criteria for accident 

blackspots are discussed. 

It can also be observed from Table 4.8 that the level of control tends to increase with 

increasing AADT. Thus, the approach adopted to junction control, it appears, has been 

to implement stop control at the more highly trafficked junctions and, within that, 

probably giving preference to those with a much higher major road traffic relative to the 

minor road. The basis of this assertion is the fact that stop-controlled junctions recorded 

both the highest AADT and lowest minor road share of traffic. This might sound a 

prudent approach, since junctions of this nature (without any features on either road) are 

often formed by roads generally lower down the urban road hierarchy, which are not 

clearly distinguishable from each other by their geometric features. 

The underlying rationale for implementing yield in preference to no control or vice 

versa is less obvious, except in the difference in AADT values for such sites. It appears 

though, that no control sites would usually have relatively low flows on both major and 

minor roads. It is also quite likely that, where the flow levels at sites with no control 

were comparable to others with either stop or yield signs, the non-provision of signing 
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could have been more due to resource constraints of the responsible Road Department 

than to a deliberate decision not to actively control. 

The same indicators as in Table 4.8 are presented in Table 4.9 for junction types T-2 to 

T-6. Similar trends obtain as for junction types T-1, as far as the relative safety records 

of the different types of control are concerned, although substantial differences can be 

seen between individual values of the key indicators in the two cases. Whereas accident 

frequency figures are essentially the same as those for T-1 type junctions, averaged over 

the different control types, all accident and injury accident rates of T-1 type junctions 

are between one and a half and two times those of T-2 to T-6 type junctions. 

Table 4.9 Traffic and accident characteristics by type of control 
at T-2 to T-6 type functions 

Junction Number of AADT Minor road All accident Injury Accident 
Rate Accident rate Frequency 

Control sites (vehicles/ Traffic (%) (accidents/ (accidents/ (accidents/site 
day) 106 vehicles) 106 vehicles) /year) 

STOP 16 16,995 18.2 0.46 0.18 2.54 
1868.9" 2.96 0.09 0.04 0.62 

YIELD 17 13,380 19.5 0.33 0.1 1.84 
1,575.70 3.3 0.07 0.02 0.42 

NONE 3 15,942 25.2 0.2 0.06 1.11 
1,845.48 1.91 0.14 0.03 0.55 

Average - 15,200 19.4 0.37 0.13 2.09 
(overall) - 

1.276.20 2.2 0.05 0.02 0.35 

*Figures in italics represent standard error of mean values 

To confirm this, statistical tests have showed that, whilst the average accident frequency 

for T-2 to T-6 type junctions are the same as that for T-1 (difference not significant at 

95 per cent confidence level), the differences between the average all accident and 

injury accident rates were highly significant. By implication, this means that, on 

average, T -junctions without features (i. e. some form of channelisation) are generally 

more than one-and-a-half times unsafer as those with features. 

It is, however, slightly unexpected that junctions with features (i. e. some form of 

channelisation), mostly with dual-carriageways as the major roads, recorded less 

incidence of injury accident than those without features, because of the possibility of 

higher operating speeds on the former. A partial explanation of this trend may be that 

the much larger traffic volumes handled by junctions with features probably "dilute" 
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their injury accident rate figures. Alternatively, as already observed elsewhere, the 
injury accidents may be more dependent on variability in traffic speeds than actual 
levels of speed. 

Two intriguing aspects of the traffic characteristics of the T-2 to T-6 sites are that, first, 

those with no control recorded much higher traffic volumes and minor road's share of 
traffic than the yield controlled sites. Secondly, the least trafficked sites with features 

were not only yield controlled, but they also handled far more traffic than sites in the T- 

1 group, which would have qualified outright for stop control. Perhaps, the only 

plausible explanation for these observations is the possible element of arbitrariness in 

traffic control practice, in addition to obvious resource constraints, which mean that the 

road authorities are unable to implement traffic controls at all junctions in need of them 

at any one time. 

It was not possible to do similar comparisons of the accident records of the various 

unsignalised control types at X -junctions, because only 15 percent of the entire sample 

covered by the case-study were either yield control or the no control type. Generally 

speaking, therefore, it would be fair to say that all X -junctions are regulated by two-way 

stop control on the minor roads, irrespective of the AADT levels, or the relative split of 

traffic between the major and minor roads. 

4.3.2.5 Safety implications of minor road traffic 

The level of traffic on the minor road is one important parameter used as a guide for 

decisions on the type of control, or the need to upgrade unsignalised junctions, to 

achieve some set traffic management and safety objectives. Any consideration of the 

safety threshold limits for unsignalised junctions, therefore, has to include a close 

examination of the general relationship between minor road traffic and accidents. It is 

apparent from the discussions in the preceding sections that the proportion of junction 

traffic on the minor road clearly had a part to play in the differences in some safety 

indicators of the different types of junctions examined. To find out if there were any 

more general relationships, the minor road's share of traffic at each junction and the 

corresponding accident data were subjected to ordinary regression analysis. When the 
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minor share of traffic was matched against overall accident rates and casualty rates 

across the spectrum of junction types, it was found that the relationship varied f'roni 

none at all, for T-1, T-2, and X-3 junctions, through R'=0.3-0.4, and R-'--0.5-0.7, for 'I'- 

4, T-5, T-6, X-1 and T-3 and X-2 respectively (see Appendix 41A-J for details of 

samples). Further exploration by aggregating the respective data I'm all T- and all X- 

junctions separately gave very good and quite plausible relationships. 

As illustrated in Figure 4.14, for X-junctions, the relation between accident rate and the 

proportion of minor road traffic is a linear one. It shows that every 10 per cent increase 

in the minor road's share of traffic, leads to a 0.1 increase in accident rate (all reported 

accidents per million vehicles). The relation explains some 82.5 percent of the variation 

between the two parameters. The link between accident casualty rate and minor road 

proportion of traffic at X-junctions, on the other hand is described by a polynomial 

curve, which means that casualty rate (total casualties per million vehicles) increases 

with increasing proportion of traffic from the minor road, until it peaks at about 0.27 

casualties per million vehicles, corresponding to 29.5 per cent for minor road traflc. 
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It is important to stress that accident rate cannot increase with minor road traffic 

without bounds. Thus, the trend observed must be understood within the limits of' the 

data presented. The general relation is nonetheless quite plausible, because increasing 

traffic from the minor road will lead to increasing conflict at unsignalised junctions, and 

Figure 4.14 Variation of accident and casualty rates with minor road's share of 
traffic at X-junctions (Number of sites=34) 
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thereby, lead to a higher potential for accidents. It is also a realistic scenario to observe 

that, as the minor road traffic share increases so does the casualty rate. Ilowever, 

because casualty rate has a close relation with traffic speeds as well, it is expected that 

this will peak at a point and drop subsequently, as further increases in the share of 

minor road traffic leads to a general slow down of traffic on all arms of the junction. 

This critical turning point corresponds to 29.5 per cent for minor road traffic, as earlier 

stated. 

At unsignalised T-junctions, the relation between minor road's share of traffic and 

casualty rate (see Figure 4.15) is similar to the one observed fir X-junctions. The 

critical proportion of minor road traffic in this case is 26.7 per cent. The accident rate 

trend, however, is different. In this case, it follows a polynomial trend, similar to the 

casualty rate trend, and it peaks at 0.59 accidents per million vehicles for a minor road's 

traffic share of 25.6 percent. For unsignalised T-junctions, therefore, accident rates fall 

with casualty rates after both have peaked more or less at the same percentage of minor 

road traffic. 

Fig. 4.15 Variation of accident and casualty rates with minor road's share of traffic at 
T-junctions (Number of sites=57) 
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It would appear that accident rate at T-junctions is more sensitive to increases in the 

minor road traffic than X-junctions, since the rate of increase or fall is much more rapid 
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in the former case. The casualty trends on the other hand have similar gradients and 

only clearly differ in their turning point values. Finally, it is important to note that the 

regression relationships described above were obtained with a simplified form of the 

data. Only the averages of accident/casualty rate for five classes between 0.0% and 

50.0%, and at intervals of 10% were plotted against the midpoints of the classes. 

Obviously, this raises queries about the relative weights of these points, since the 

distribution of junctions in the class intervals was not the same. 

However, this was not a major concern, because the exact quantitative relationships 

themselves were not the main subject of interest. For the purpose of this study, it would 

have been satisfactory enough to identify any relationship, even if it was of a more 

qualitative nature. The main idea was to investigate evidence of any systematic 

relationship that further explained the differences in accident characteristics of the 

different junction types and hence buttressed the need to use the minor road's share of 

traffic as an explanatory variable for estimating accident prediction models. The 

relationships described, therefore, ought not to be taken literally. 

The subject of the effect of minor road traffic on accident frequency is explored further 

in the next chapter of this thesis (Chapter 5), with the use of generalised linear models 

for accident prediction. 

4.4 Conclusions 

A total of 16,334 road traffic accidents, resulting in 10,493 casualties, were recorded in 

the two case-study cities, for the period 1996-1998 inclusive. In terms of severity, these 

accidents were split roughly in the ratio 1.0: 3.0: 6.0: 13.0 respectively for fatal, severe 

injury, minor injury and damage only. The two most dominant urban accident types 

were pedestrian and rear-end collisions. Pedestrian accidents accounted for about 27 

percent of all accidents and 70 percent of fatal accidents, which demonstrates their 

extreme vulnerability in urban traffic. Child pedestrians, especially girls under age 15 

years, were particularly at risk. Most accidents took place in broad daylight and clear 

weather conditions but, for pedestrian accidents in particular, the twilight hours from 

18.00 to 19.00 hours were crucial. 
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Overall urban accidents were almost equally split between links and junctions. This 

contrasts with the experience in industrialised countries (e. g. Sweden and UK), where 

about two-thirds of all accidents in built-up areas are at junctions. Two-thirds of all fatal 

accidents were recorded on links, resulting in an average of 1.8 fatalities per fatal 

accident. More than 60 percent of all junction accidents occurred at unsignalised 

locations, out of which 22 and 60 percent respectively were recorded at X- and T. 

junctions. Accidents at unsignalised junctions tended to have much more severe 

consequences than those occurring at other types of junction. 

The predominant types of accident at unsignalised junctions were right-angle, rear-end 

and pedestrian collisions. Whereas the different accident types were more broadly 

represented at T -junctions, right-angle collisions, which involve, mostly, cross traffic, 

were clearly the most dominant at X -junctions. On the other hand, T -junctions appeared 

to have more pedestrian accidents. Of the vehicles involved in accidents at unsignalised 

junctions, cars constituted the largest group (64.2%) but heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) 

and high occupancy buses were those highly over-represented and apparently most 

accident-prone. The proportion of HGVs and high occupancy buses involved in 

accidents was nearly six times their percentage share of traffic. Most accidents involved 

two or more vehicles or vehicles and pedestrians and three-quarters of the vehicles 

involved were simply "going ahead" immediately prior to the collision. Unsignalised 

junction accidents, therefore, resulted largely from vehicle-vehicle or vehicle-pedestrian 

conflicts on the immediate approaches. 

The case-study has enabled more quantitative comparisons to be undertaken of the 

levels of unsafety at a representative sample of unsignalised urban junctions, 

comprising six types of unsignalised T -junctions and three types of X -junctions, 

classified by the presence or otherwise of some features on either road. The main 

measure of unsafety was the accident, or casualty, rate per million vehicles. Generally, 

junctions without any features (i. e. some form of chanelisation) were 1.5 to 2.5 times 

more unsafe than those with features and this affirmed the basic need for 

channelisation, or divisional islands, on one or more approaches of the junction. For 

junctions with dual carriageway arterial roads, the presence of a dedicated left-turning 

storage lane for major road vehicles appeared to enhance safety as well as junction 
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capacity. Stop-controlled junctions were also statistically significantly less safe than 

those with either yield or no control. 

The minor road's share of traffic appeared to be one of the most influential factors of 

unsafety. Initial exploratory analysis using ordinary regression techniques showed that 

it had very high correlation with accident and casualty rates per million vehicles. These 

relationships, and those involving other accident factors identified in this Chapter, will 
be explored further and tested in the next stage of this thesis, in order to develop 

accident predictive models for unsignalised junctions, using Generalised Linear 

Interactive Modelling (GLIM) techniques. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DEVELOPMENT OF ACCIDENT-PREDICTION MODELS 

5.1 Introduction 

The objective of modelling was to relate the observed average number of accidents in 3 

years at unsignalised urban junctions to a range of explanatory variables largely 

identified from the analysis of accident characteristics presented in the preceding 

chapter of this thesis. The models so obtained would then provide a basis for assessing 

the impact of individual traffic or road features on accident potential, as well as a 

mechanism for predicting future site-specific mean accident frequency at selected types 

of junction in the presence of such features. In this study, the development of the 

accident-prediction models also constituted a major step towards outlining an 

alternative methodology for appraisal of accident potential using Empirical Bayesian 

statistical procedures. 

Separate predictive models were developed for T- and X -junctions encompassing all 

accidents, all injury accidents and selected accident types, classified by their defining 

primary collision types, namely, head-on, rear-end, side-swipe, right-angle, single 

vehicle and pedestrian accidents. The models and the procedures adopted in their 

development are presented in this chapter. 

5.2 The Independent/Explanatory Variables 

A wide range of independent traffic and road variables was tested during the model 

development process. Most of such variables were identified as potentially influential 

determinants of accidents from the analysis of accident characteristics of unsignalised 

urban junctions presented in the previous chapter. Since the sample data analysed may 

not have revealed all the potentially important accident-dependent variables a number 

of other variables were also tested, although their effects may not have been all that 

apparent in the data analysed. The selection of the latter set of variables was guided as 
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much by the findings from previous studies as it was informed by engineering 

judgement and intuition. 

Undoubtedly, the most important accident-dependent variable tested was traffic volume, 

not least because it represents the exposure to accident, but also because traffic volume 

and composition give rise to conflicts and friction as a result of which accidents could 

occur. Different algebraic combinations of the Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT), 

separated into various turning movements, were tested. The basic traffic flow streams 

are illustrated in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 respectively, for T- and X -junctions, whilst the 

respective flow functions are described in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. Traffic volume data for 

individual flow streams can be found in Appendix 51 and the full conflict diagrams for 

both types of junction are provided in Appendix 4III. 

Figure 5.1 Vehicle and pedestrian flow Streams at T-junctions 
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Table 5.1 Vehicle and pedestrian flow functions for T-junction accident models 

VEHICLE FLOW FUNCTIONS 
Description Equation 

Total inflow TINF = QI+Q2+Q3+Q4+Q5+Q6 

Major road inflow MAJF = QI+Q2+Q3+Q4 

Minor road inflow MINF = Q5+Q6 

Minor road share of traffic MRSH = MINF/TINF 

Cross product flow XPDF = MAJF*MINF 

Crossing flow products CFPD = (Q1*Q5)+(Q3*Q5)+(Q3*Q1) 

Merging flow products MEFP = (Q1*Q4)+(Q3*Q6)+(Q2*Q5) 

Diverging flow products DIFP = (Ql*Q2)+(Q3*Q4)+(Q5*Q6) 

Encounter flows products ENCP = CFPD+MEFP+DIFP 

Proportion of Heavy goods vehicles HGV = (No. of HGVs/TINF)* 100% 

Proportion of minor inflow 
turning left PMIL = Q5/MINF 

Proportion of major inflow 
turning left PMAL = Q1/MAJF 

VEHICLE AND PEDESTRIAN FLOW FUNCTIONS 

Total Pedestrian flow PEDF = P 1+P2+P3+P4+P5+P6 

Sum of vehicle and pedestrian inflows SVPF = TINF+PEDF 

Product of vehicle and pedestrian inflows PVFP = TINF*PEDF 

Other traffic variables tested were the proportion of heavy goods vehicles as a 

percentage of the overall traffic inflow to the junction (HGV) and the standard deviation 

of the average vehicle spot speeds on the major approaches to the junction (SSD). The 

main features of the road environment of junctions were represented mostly by 

categorical variables (factors) classified into mutually exclusive subsets to reflect the 

presence, or absence, of the given feature. Thus, the type of traffic control (TCON) on 

the minor arms of the junction, for example, would be represented by three levels, 

denoted by the numbers 1,2,3 respectively for Stop, Yield and No controls. 
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Table 5.2 Vehicle and pedestrian flow functions for X-junction acci 

VEHICLE FLOW FUNCTIONS 
Description Equation 
Major road inflow MAJF = Q1+Q2+Q3+Q4+Q5+Q6 

Minor road inflow MINF = Q7+Q8+Q9+Q10+Q11+Q12 

Total inflow TINY = MAJF+MINF 

Minor road share of traffic MRSH = MINF/TINF 

Cross product flow XPDF = MAJF*MINF 

Product of sums of right angle flows RAPD = (Q2+Q5) * (Q11+Q8) 

Sum of products of left turn from major 
and opposite ahead TMAA = Q1 *Q5+Q4*Q2 

Sum of products of left turn from minor 
and opposite ahead TMIA = Q7*Q11+Q8*Q10 

Sum of products of left turn from major 
and previous ahead TMAP = Q1*QIl+Q4*Q8 

Sum of products of left turn from minor 
and previous ahead TMIP = Q7*Q2+Q10*Q5 

Sum of products of left turn and left turn TLL = Q1*Q10+QI*Q4+Ql*Q7+Q10*Q4 
+Q7*Q4+Q7*Q10 

Crossing flow products CFPD = RAPD+TMAA+TMIA+TMAP+TMIP 
+TLL 

Sum of merging major flow products MMAJ = Q7*Q5+Q9*Q2+Q12*Q5+Q10*Q2 

Sum of merging minor flow products MMIN = Q1*Q8+Q3*Q11+Q4*Q11+Q6*Q8 

Sum of merging flow products MEFP = MMAJ+MMIN 

Sum of diverging major flow products DMAJ = Q2*(Q1+Q3)+Q5*(Q4+Q6) 

Sum of diverging minor flow products DMIN = Q8*(Q7+Q9)+Q 11 *(Q 10+Q 12) 

Sum of diverging flow products DFPD = DMAJ+DMIN 

Sum of encounter flow products ENCP = CFPD+MEFP+DFPD 

Proportion of Heavy goods vehicles HGV = (No. of HGVs/TINF)* 100% 
Proportion of minor inflow 
turning left PMIL = (Q7+Q I O)/MINF 
Proportion of major inflow 
turning left PMAL = (Q 1+Q4)/MAJF 
VEHICLE AND PEDESTRIAN FLOW FUNCTIONS 

Total Pedestrian flow PEDF = P 1+P2+P3+P4+P5+P6 
Sum of vehicle and pedestrian inflows SVPF = TINF+PEDF 
Product of vehicle and pedestrian inflows PVPF = TINF*PEDF 

On the other hand, levels 1 and 2 for the factor MED represented the presence and 

absence respectively of a median on the major road. Junction features, which were 
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tested as continuous variables were the average width of medians on the major junction 

arms (MEDW) and the average width of the minor road at the neck of the junction 

(JNEC). These variables were measured in meters, the latter being used as a proxy for 

the radius of curvature of the entry kerb-lines. The road environment variables, which 

featured in the models, their levels and distribution in the modelling database are 

presented in Table 5.3 below. A detailed listing by junction-type is provided in 

Appendix 511. 

3 Other Traffic and Road Variables and Factors for both T- and X-junctions 
A. CATEGORICAL FACTORS 

Symbol Description Levels Number of sites 

with given features 

T -junctions X -junction 

ZEX Zebra crossing 1= present 17 12 
2= absent 40 22 

ILM Island on minor road, entry/exit 1= present 13 0 
divided on either side 2= absent 44 34 

ITM Triangular island on minor, two- 1= present 7 0 

way entry/exit on either side 2= absent 50 34 

STL Street lighting I= present 27 15 
2= absent 30 19 

LFT Left-turning storage lane on major 1= present 8 9 
2= absent 49 25 

TCON Traffic control on minor 1= stop 27 29 
2= yield 22 4 
3= none 8 1 

MED Median on major road 1= present 17 20 
2= absent 40 14 

LANE Number of lanes on major 1= one 28 14 
in each direction 2= two 29 20 

B. NON-CATEGORICAL VARIABLES 

SSD Average standard deviation of vehicles approach spot speeds (km/h) 

JNEC Average width of minor road at ne ck of junction (m) 

MEDW Average width of median on major arms (m) 
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5.3 Modelling Methodology 

5.3.1 The Modelling Framework 

In relating the number of observed accidents to traffic and road variables the 

Generalised Linear Models (GLM) framework was adopted. The advantage in doing 

this was that the theory of GLMs allowed the variation in the dependent variable to be 

separated into the systematic and random parts (McCullagh and Neider, 1989). 

Consequently, it is possible to make structural and distributional assumptions which 
describe these two types of variations respectively (Kulmala, 1995). The structural 

assumption indicates that the expected value of the response variable can be related 

through a "link function" to a set of explanatory variables and their coefficients. On the 

other hand, random variation is described by a "random error term" associated with the 

model, which reflects the distributional properties of the response variable. 

The ordinary linear model tackles both the distributional and structural assumptions 

together and assumes the response variable to be normally-distributed, quantitative and 

continuous and capable of taking any values. These run counter to the basic properties 

of accident counts, which are discrete, non-negative and generally governed by a non- 

stationary Poisson process (Jovanis and Chang, 1986). In addition, unlike least squares 

regression adopted in ordinary linear modelling, in the generalised linear models, 

parameter coefficients are estimated as maximum likelihood values, thus generating 

values of the parameters that are most likely to have given rise to the observed data. 

With this background, it became clear that the generalised linear modelling framework 

was a more appropriate basis for the current task of modelling accident frequency. 

That accident counts at a given location are Poisson-distributed has been demonstrated 

and accepted by many researchers (e. g. Nicholson, 1986; Jovanis and Chang, 1985). 

According to the Poisson assumption, if Y is a random variable for the number of 

accidents at a specific location, and y the observation of this variable in a given time. 

Then for the mean of Y=A and A=A, Y is Poisson distributed with parameter A such 

that, the probability of observing y accidents is given by the expression: 

P(Y =yI n=A) = e"l A''/y! .................... (5.1) 
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with the expected value and variance of Y being: 

E(YIA=1) _A and Var(Y]A=A) _A.................... (5.2) 

Thus, the number of accidents occurring within any observed time interval is 

independent with an expectation % that is a function of road and traffic variables 

characterising the site. The Poisson assumption, therefore, has the important constraint 

that the variance to mean ratio of the response variable is unity, since these two 

parameters are equal as in Equation 5.2. However, when dealing with cross-sectional 

accident data, such as the one under consideration, it is often realised that this variance 

to mean ratio constraint is violated, as the data is invariably "over-dispersed" (the 

variance is much greater than the mean). 

According to Hauer (2001), over-dispersion is inherent in accident modelling databases 

and the "root cause" is between-site variation, which arises mainly from the fact that 

sites with the same "represented traits" (i. e. explanatory variables) have different 

means. If A follows the Gamma distribution, as is often assumed (e. g. Hauer et al, 

1989; Kulmala, 1995), then the probability density function of the variable can be 

expressed as: 

(K / 
1u)K 

ýK-ie-cKiN)x 
IA (�1) = r(x) ................... (5.3) 

where K is the shape parameter of the Gamma distribution that describes 

A, i. e. A-Gamma (K, K/µ), and µ is the expected value of A. 

Subsequently, by applying the theorem of total probabilities and transformation of 

Equation 5.3, Kulmala (1995) showed that the point probability function of Y could be 

expressed as: 

P(Y = y) 
11ye A (x ý ý)" a"-ie-cK i a)x 

aý _ 
r(x + y) K )K ( lu )Y 

0 Y! T'(K) r(K) y! K+ý K+p ........ (5.4) 

This equation (5.4) represents the Negative Binomial distribution with expected value 

and variance E(Y) _A and Var(Y) _p+ (/1/K) respectively. Thus, the variance equals 

the expected value only when K--> co, in which case the distribution degenerates to the 
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Poisson form. By adopting the Poisson distribution, therefore, it is implied that the 

expected value of accidents for different entities would be the same given the same 

represented traits. But as has been demonstrated by Hauer (2001), such an assumption is 

simplistic and not necessarily correct. 

By contrast, the Negative Binomial distribution represents an extension of the Poisson 

distribution and allows the variance of the dependent variable to differ from the mean, 

as required. The Negative Binomial approach is therefore a more appropriate basis for 

handling over-dispersed data and was adopted for this study. The general approach, 
however, was always to start with a Poisson fit and establish the presence of over- 
dispersion before applying the Negative Binomial. As a result, in a few instances (e. g. 
in fitting models for specific accident types), the Poisson fit was retained since there 

was no obvious indication of over-dispersion. But the overwhelming majority of models 

were over-dispersed relative to the Poisson assumption. The statistical software 
Generalised Linear Interactive Modelling (NAG, 1993; NAG, 1996) was used to fit the 

models. The software is equipped with the exponential distributions and link functions 

required and has a special macro for fitting Negative Binomial models. 

5.3.2 Functional Form of the Models 

As became apparent from the review of literature on accident prediction modelling, 

different options have been explored by many authors in the past to relate accident 

frequencies to road and traffic variables, but opinions remain so varied that it is difficult 

to identify any clear-cut consensus. One of the reasons that has been cited for this 

diversity of views is the quality and type of data used for modelling. It does appear, 

therefore, that for each kind of database some exploratory examination may be required 

to determine the most appropriate functional forms. This is particularly important for 

the current study, since the type of database used appears uniquely different from those 

used in previous studies. 

In this study, accidents and road and traffic data are obtained from a "typical" non- 

industrialised developing country with relatively low car ownership and a road and 

traffic environment that may be radically different from that of a typical industrialised 
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country. Most reported previous studies have been carried out in industrialised 

countries. It was therefore expected that the key accident-dependent variables or their 

scale of contribution to accidents in this study would be different from those reported in 

the literature for similar studies. 

Although the exact functional relationship between accident frequency and traffic flow 

variables is also still a subject of controversy, it has been reasonably well demonstrated 

(see relevant section of literature review) that, as a measure of exposure to accidents, 

this is probably the most important explanatory variable. Prediction models have, 

therefore, either been developed using only traffic flow as the sole explanatory variable, 

or to serve as the core of the model in cases where additional variables have been used. 

Being convinced of the propriety of this approach, this study was carried out similarly. 

Thus, the general form of the models developed in this study is: 

E(µ) = kQa exp (EßjX; j) ............................ (5.5) 

where E(µ) is the expected number of junction accidents (in 3 years), 
Q- general traffic flow function, k, ß;, and a- the model parameters to be estimated 

and X; j -a vector of variables representing other traffic and road variables. 

Consistent with the generalised linear modelling framework, Equation 5.5 assumes a 
linear form in the prediction mode, summing up the products of parameter values and 

their coefficients following a transformation, using a natural logarithmic link function. 

This general form of the model was used in recent studies published by the Transport 

Research Laboratory (TRL) of the United Kingdom (e. g. Layfield et al., 1996). In this 

study, the extensive list of traffic flow functions listed in Section 5.2 were all tested 

either individually or in appropriate pairs in place of the general flow function in 

Equation (5.5) above. 

This approach provided the opportunity to determine the most appropriate exposure 

function for each type of model, as it helped to identify the relevant contributory flows. 

Where a pair of traffic flow functions was used in a model (e. g. total traffic inflow in 

conjunction with the minor road's share of traffic), these functions were allowed to take 

different exponent values. Vehicular traffic flow values in the models were always in 

vehicles per 24 hours, whilst pedestrian flows reflected the absolute peak-hour counts. 

Other variables tested in the models were as presented in Section 5.2. 
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Separate sets of models were developed for all accidents, injury accidents and six types 

of accidents classified by their defining primary collision types, namely, head-on, rear- 

end, right-angle, side-swipe, single vehicle and pedestrian. Each set of models 

comprised "coarse" models, containing only traffic flow as the sole explanatory 

variable, and "comprehensive" models, which were extensions of the coarse models to 

include other road and traffic variables. These two types of model have slightly 
different practical applications, which are discussed later in this thesis. The rationale for 

developing separate models for specific accident-types was to identify at a more 
disaggregated level their particular contributory factors. Such information is useful for 

accident blackspot identification, since, at least in the conventional way, a clustering of 

any one or more of these different types of accident is usually the trigger to remedial 

action. Knowing the particular contributory factors would therefore enhance the manner 

of treatment. 

Given that pedestrian accidents constituted about 50 per cent of all injury accidents in 

our modelling database, it was deemed necessary to constrain the coarse models for all 
injury accidents to include a pedestrian flow function in a manner that made them 

appear more logically plausible. For pedestrian accidents-only models the form of the 

pedestrian flow function was such that zero pedestrian flows will result in zero expected 

accidents. 

5.3.3 Modelling Procedure 

The general procedure that was adopted for determining the best fitting models is 

outlined in the flowchart in Figure 5.1. To identify the best flow-based models, different 

flow functions were initially tested individually or in appropriate combinations on the 

basis of a Poisson error structure. By this initial approach, it was possible to determine 

whether the fitted models were over-dispersed or not, following an assessment of the 

scaled deviance (SD) value and the degrees of freedom (DF). Over-dispersion was 

considered indicated if the SD was at least 1.5 times the DF i. e. SD»DF (Lindsay, 

1999). As expected, in most cases, the models were over-dispersed relative to the 

Poisson error structure and so the next logical step was to specify a Negative Binomial 
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error structure and refit. At this stage, the over-dispersion parameter (K) was set to be 

estimated automatically, by maximum likelihood, using the GLIM macro NEGBIN. 

Fit flow function 
with Poisson 
error structure 

Fit NEGBIN 
model (x) 

Add all geometric/ 
other variables at 
the same time 

Parameters 
significant? 

Estimate K 
iteratively until 
satisfactory closure 

Deselect 
parameter 

Parameters 
significant ? 

Deselect 
insignificant 
ones and 
assess rest 
of variables 

Figure 5.3 Flowchart for the development accident models 

Assess 
model 
fit 

YES 

The model parameters were then assessed for their statistical significance and 

contribution to the reduction in deviance. Following a successful outcome of these 

Model more 
plausible/stable? 

Deviance 
Reduced? 
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assessments, parameters were accepted and the model's goodness-of-fit statistics (see 

section 5.4.2) calculated. This whole process resulted in the selection of the best 2 or 3 

alternative flow-based models. 

At the next level of modelling, the best flow-based models were each extended and 

tested, in turn, with the simultaneous addition of all other road and traffic variables. 

Starting with an initial value of the over-dispersion parameter equal to the one 

estimated during the first stage for the given flow-based model, the comprehensive 

model is fitted and then the individual parameters are assessed for their significance and 

contribution to the reduction in deviance. 

Insignificant parameters were excluded one by one, starting with the most insignificant 

and the remaining variables refitted and reassessed until only the significant variables 

were left in the model. Subsequently, the final value of the over-dispersion parameter 

(K) was estimated iteratively. Starting with the residuals produced by the initial fit, a 

new value of K was estimated and the model refitted and the process was repeated until 

satisfactory closure (Hauer et al, 1989; Mountain et al, 1996). From this point, the 

model's goodness-of-fit statistics (see section 5.4) were calculated and the model was 

added to the list of alternative models. 

It must be mentioned, however, that the above procedure was not always mechanically 

applied. Since the ultimate objective was to obtain logically plausible models that could 

be rationalised from an engineering perspective and not merely ensuring statistical 

efficiency, a few modifications were made along the way. The general rule was to 

include all parameters which were statistically significant in the models, however, other 

parameters, which were not statistically significant or did not contribute to the reduction 

in deviance to the expected level, were sometimes retained to enhance the stability 

and/or plausibility of the models. Also, because the models being sought were supposed 

to be causal in nature, a special effort was made to remove the potential effect of multi- 

collinearity among the explanatory variables. 

Although multi-collinearity among explanatory variables does not jeopardise model 

estimation or performance, it does however make model interpretation difficult 

(Kulmala, 1995). A correlation matrix of all variables actually showed no particular 
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pairs to be highly correlated (i. e. R2 >_ 0.65). Multi-collinearity was, therefore, not-&-big 

problem in this study. All the same, a few variables that gave cause for concern, was re- 

specified to remove any lingering doubts about multi-collinearity. For example, an 

initial specification of a median on the major road as a two-level discrete factor, 

indicating the presence or absence of the feature appeared to correlate, albeit not 

strongly, with the number of lanes on the major road. For the avoidance of doubt and 

any potential effects of collinearity, the former parameter was re-specified as a 

continuous variable to represent the width of the median instead. 

5.4 Model Evaluation 

It is clear from the preceding section that, before coming out with the most appropriate 

and best fitting models, three types of objective assessments were always made, 

namely, tests of significance of individual parameters, their contribution to the 

reduction in deviance and the overall goodness-of-fit of the models. These assessments 

constituted the key basis for the acceptance or rejection of models, although they were 

sometimes moderated by some subjective decisions, informed by engineering 

judgement, where it was necessary to ensure the plausibility and/or stability of models. 

The specific objective criteria used are discussed below. 

5.4.1 Assessment of Individual Model Parameters 

Individual model parameters were generally assessed at two levels. The first test was to 

ensure that the estimated parameter coefficients were statistically significant. Thus, the 

ratio of the estimated coefficient to its standard error was required to pass the t-test at 

the 5 per cent level of significance. The other aspect was to examine whether a 

parameter's contribution to the reduction in deviance was significant. In other words, 

this was to assess whether the addition of the said parameter to the model increased the 

explanatory power of the model significantly. 

According to McCullagh and Neider (1989), the difference in scaled deviance between 

two nested models with degrees of freedom df1 and df2 will be distributed like x2 with 
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(dfl - df2) degrees freedom and can be used to assess the significance of adding one or 

more terms to a model. This procedure was applied and, at the required level of 

significance (5 per cent), the drop in deviance following the addition of one parameter 

should have been at least 3.84 (x2 with 1.0d. f. ). 

5.4.2 Explanatory Power of the Models 

To describe how well the developed models fitted the data overall, two global 

goodness-of-fit measures were used. These measures were part of an extensive list 

developed by Fridstrom et al (1995) for generalised Poisson regression models, which 

give a measure of the percentage of systematic (explicable) variation in the response 

variable that is explained by the models. The measures, the log-likelihood ratio index 

(p2) and the "Freeman-Tukey R2" (based on the Freeman-Tukey transformation 

residuals), were applied in a similar way to the coefficient of determination (R2), as 

used in ordinary least-squares regression. 

The former is considered a "natural" choice for Poisson and Negative Binomial models 

and was easily calculated from the standard output of the NEGBIN fit in GLIM. The 

"Freeman-Tukey R2" was also relatively easy to compute using the GLIM package but 

the other reason for selecting it was that it is acknowledged to be more robust than other 

similar measures of goodness-of-fit of models. The advantage in using both measures at 

the same time was to enable the assessment of models from alternative perspectives. 

These measures are presented in more detail below. 

5.4.2.1 Log-likelihood Ratio Index (p2) 

This parameter is given by the expression: 

p2 = 1- [LL(ß) / LL(O)] .......................... (5.6) 

where LL((3) is the log-likelihood value of the fitted model 
and LL(O) the corresponding value for the model in which 
only the constant term is used. 
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Both LL(ß) and LL(O) are the result of the logarithmic transformation of the likelihood 

function of the Negative Binomial models, which is maximised to obtain the coefficient 

estimates for parameters in the models (McCullagh and Neider, 1989). The value 

2[LL(ß) - LL(O)] is equivalent to the deviance value discussed in the previous section. 

By definition, therefore, p2 represents the additional variation in accident frequency 

explained by the given model relative to the model with the constant term alone (the 

"null model"). 

5.4.2.2 The "Freeman-Tukey R2"(R2FT) 

Using the Freeman-Tukey variance stabilising transformation () and the mean of its 

normal distribution function (c&) for a Poisson variable yj with mean %;, Fridstrom et al 

(1995) provide the following expression in which the deviates (ei = f-0j) can be 

estimated from the corresponding residuals: 

e, = Yr+ Jy, +1- 4Yr+1 .......................... 
(5.7) 

where, the fitted value is y 

Subsequently, the R2FT (Freeman-Tukey goodness-of-fit) measure is expressed as: 

R2 - 

ýýlJt 
-f)2 -ýiei 

Fr - ý; cf -f)2 

........................ (5.8) 

Equation (5.8) is the result of dividing the ordinary R2 goodness-of-fit measure for the 

transformed variables by the maximally obtainable fit in a perfect Poisson model. Thus, 

the ratio provides a measure of the proportion of the systematic variation in accident 

frequency that is explained by the fitted model. Although this is one of many well- 

established measures of the global goodness-of-fit of accident prediction models, it is 

useful to bear in mind that the derivation is founded on the key property of the Poisson 

distribution which equates the variance to the mean. This means that the amount of 

expected random variation in the response variable is treated as though it was constant. 

This is important because the scope of random variation is variable and, according to 

Mountain et al (1996), is larger when the expected accidents are smaller. 
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5.5 Model Results and Interpretation 

The model development procedures outlined in the preceding section were applied for 

selecting a range of suitable models for both X- and T -junctions. Because different 

exposure functions and variables were usually involved, it was not always possible to 

identify a single model as "the best". Therefore, as much as possible, a range of 

alternative "best" models for each accident category were identified and presented to 

enable comparison. Models developed covered separately all accidents, injury accidents 

and various accident types, classified by their defining primary collision types. In each 

case, two types of models have been presented in a two-stage process. At the first stage 

are the coarse (flow-based) models that contained traffic flow functions as the sole 

explanatory variable. The second stage involved full or comprehensive (flow-geometry- 

factors) models, which were basically extensions of the flow-based models to include 

the other most statistically significant and logically plausible traffic and road variables 

in the modelling database. See sample of GLIM modelling output in Appendix 5111. 

5.5.1 X-junction Models 

A total of 238 accidents were recorded for all the 34 X -junction sites included in the 

database for the study period 1996 to 1998 inclusive. The average number of accidents 

per junction was therefore 7.0. The best fitting models identified for X -junctions are 

presented in their linear form in Tables 5.4(a) & (b) for all accidents and all injury 

accidents respectively. The models for different collision-type accidents are presented 

in Tables 5.5(a) to (f). 

5.5.1.1 All Accidents 

For the coarse (flow-based) models (see Table 5.4a), it was observed that most of the 

main traffic flow functions described in Table 5.2 (see page 82) produced reasonably 

good statistical fit to the data. However, the three best fitting models in their 

exponential form were: 
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A =1.59x10"3 TINF 0.965 MRSH 0.669 

A =1.16x103 XPDF 0.496 
........................ (5.10) 

A =1.92x10"3 ENCP 0'465 
..................... (5.11) 

where A is the 3 year accident frequency and the other parameters 
are as defined in Table 5.2. 

Table 5.4a. Models for all Accidents at X-junctions 
(Total number of accidents=238; number of sites=34 
Model Description Model Estimated Standard t-statistic Freeman- Log- 

Terms* Error of Tukey R2 Likelihood 
Coefficient Estimate ratio 

1. Null model Lk 1.946 0.179 10.872 LL(0) 
Dispersion parameter K 1.054 0.310 3.400 -204.9** 

2. Flow-based models 
(a) Lk -6.444 2.834 -2.274 0.27 0.050 

LTINF 0.965 0.308 3.133 
LMRSH 0.669 0.262 2.553 

Dispersion parameter K 1.595 0.536 2.976 
(b) Lk -6.758 2.695 -2.508 0.24 0.043 

LXPDF 0.496 0.155 3.200 
Dispersion parameter K 1.518 0.503 3.018 
(c) Lk -6.257 2.660 -2.352 0.21 0.040 

LENCP 0.465 0.152 3.059 
Dispersion parameter K 1.472 0.483 3.048 

3. Full Models 
(a) Lk -5.988 2.529 -2.368 0.89 0.198 

LTINF 0.453 0.293 1.546 
LMRSH 0.949 0.319 2.975 
LFT(2) 1.319 0.428 3.082 
MEDW 0.335 0.174 1.925 
HGV 0.185 0.076 2.434 
JNEC 0.134 0.039 3.436 

Dispersion parameter K 3.595 - 
(b) Lk -9.419 2.230 -4.224 0.91 0.223 

LXPDF 0.370 0.132 2.803 
STL(2) 0.580 0.239 2.427 
LFT(2) 0.661 0.286 2.311 
HGV 0.190 0.071 2.676 
JNEC 0.134 0.036 3.722 
SSD 0.100 0.042 2.381 

Dispersion parameter K 4.650 - 
(c) Lk -9.111 2.277 -4.001 0.89 0.215 

LENCP 0.349 0.134 2.604 
STL(2) 0.640 0.246 2.602 
HGV 0.183 0.073 2.507 
JNEC 0.135 0.038 3.553 
SSD 0.100 0.043 2.326 
LFT(2) 0.666 0.295 2.258 

Dispersion parameter K 4.250 - 
*The prefix "L" indicates that the parameters are still in their logarithmic forms, e. g. LTINF - Log (TINF). 
**LL(0) - Log-likelihood value for null model 
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On the whole, flow-functions involving interacting traffic streams like cross product 
flow (XPDF) and encounter flow products (ENCP) appeared to fit the data a good deal 

better than the relatively simple ones like total inflow (TINF) or major road flow 

(MAJF) and minor road flow (MINF). 

Total inflow produced a considerably better fit only when specified alongside a flow- 

function reflecting the proportion of minor road traffic inflow as in Equation 5.9. 

Although these models were estimating total accidents, it was interesting to notice that 

the exposure variable for pedestrian accidents (PEDF) was not found to be significant. 
This probably had to do with the rather rough estimates of pedestrian flows used (only 

peak hourly counts of pedestrians was used) as well as the fact that pedestrian accidents 

comprised only 1 in 5 of all accidents at X -junctions. Thus, not surprisingly, the vehicle 
flow functions were dominant at this stage. 

Since most variables with potentially significant impact on accidents are not included in 

the flow-based models, they may only be regarded as relatively coarse and rough 

estimators of accident frequency. That the selected models explained between 20-30 per 

cent of the systematic variation in accident frequency underscores the importance of 

traffic flow as a major determinant of accidents. It is evident from all the models that 

accident frequency generally increased at a decreasing rate with traffic flow. In model 
5.9 accident frequency was almost proportional to total junction vehicle inflow (the 

exponent for this parameter was close to 1.0) at the same time as it followed the general 

trend with respect to the minor road's share of traffic. In order to determine causal 

models, as we set out to do under this study, an extensive list of other traffic variables 

and factors describing the junction environment and geometry had to be tested 

simultaneously with the best flow-based models. 

The three alternative full (comprehensive) models obtained out of this process are also 

presented in their linear form in Table 5.4a. There is apparently not much to choose 
between these three models. All of them consistently produced very good t-statistics for 

individual parameters, at the same time as explaining about 90 per cent of the 

systematic variation in accident frequency. On account of the explanatory power and 
fewer degrees of freedom utilised, model 3b (see Table 5.4a) was the most preferred. In 

the exponential form, this model was: 
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A=8.12X10-5 XPDF 0,370 e(0.580STL(2)+0.661LFT(2)+0.19011CV+0.134JNEC+O. IOOSSD) 
......... 

where A is the 3 year accident frequency at X -junctions and parameters are as defined 
in Tables 5.2 and 5.3. 

Apart from the traffic flow function, all the other variables, which appeared in this 

model, were consistently significant in most of the models developed for the number of 

accidents at X -junctions. These variables were, left turn lane on the major road (LFT), 

proportion of heavy goods vehicles and buses as a percentage of total traffic inflow 

(HGV) and the standard deviation of average spot speeds on the major approaches 

(SSD). The others were streetlights (STL) and the average width of the minor road at 

the neck of the junction (JNEC). Given their stability and consistency, these variables 

could be considered as representing causal rather than associative effects. 

The preferred model (Equation 5.12) showed that, when the impact of the other 

variables was considered, the absence of dedicated left-turn lanes on the major road 

(LFT(2)) increased accident frequency by a factor of 1.94, whilst the absence of street 

lights (STL(2)) resulted in an increase of 1.79 times. Not surprisingly, the full models 

had a much better fit to the data than the flow-based models. By fitting the extra 

variables, the explanatory power of the models increased from between 20 and 30 per 

cent to about 90 percent. 

Although the log-likelihood ratio values for the models appeared low, they nonetheless 

compare rather favourably with what has been widely reported in the literature (e. g. 

Jovanis and Chang, 1986; Abdel-Aty & Radwan, 2000). It is also useful to remember 

that the log-likelihood ratio statistic is measuring the extra amount of variation in 

accident frequency explained by the given model, relative to the model with only the 

constant term. 

The deviance measure, proportion of systematic variation explained and the log- 

likelihood ratio statistics, as used above, are important tools that helped to identify 

generally good quality models that represented the key features of the overall data using 

as few parameters as possible. Important as they were, these measures indicated only 

the global (overall) fit of the models and might not necessarily have reflected a good 

local fit to all individual data points as well. It was necessary, therefore, to demonstrate 

further, at least for the preferred full model for all accidents, how well the model fitted 
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the individual data points. This was done by plotting the standardised residuals from the 

model against their Normal ordered statistics. The information in the standardised 

residuals is identical to and has the same pattern as the raw residuals. However, because 

the values of the raw residuals would depend on the original units of measurement, 

large residuals could emerge solely because the original measured values were large. 

With a common scale, obtained through the standardisation, this source of confusion is 

removed and residuals lying outside plus or minus two standard deviation units from the 

mean, could be considered to fit poorly and coming from potentially extreme data 

('O'Brian, 1992). 

The transformed residuals have a mean value of 0 and standard deviation of 1.0 and the 

95 per cent confidence interval would be plus or minus 2.0. Such a plot is part of the 

Macro Library of the GLIM package as a "Normal Q-Q plot" and is presented below, in 

Figure 5.4, for the selected full model for all accidents at X -junctions. The graph 

(Figure 5.4) amply demonstrates that the selected full model equally well fitted the 

individual points. All the standardised residuals were within the 95 per cent confidence 

interval of the normal order statistics. The other important piece of information from the 

plot is that the generalised Poisson assumption used in the modelling process was very 

appropriate. This is supported by the Filliben correlation coefficient of 0.95, evidence 

of a straight-line relationship between the Normal ordered statistics and the transformed 

residuals. 
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(Filliben correlation coefficient equals 0.9457) 

Figure 5.4 Normal Q-Q plot for selected full model 
for X-junctions 
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5.5.1.2 Injury Accidents 

The three alternative flow-based best-fit models selected to estimate all injury accidents 
at X -junctions are presented in Table 5.4b in their linear form. 

Table 5.4b Models for all Injury Accidents at X-junctions 
(Total number of accidents=91; number of sites = 34) 
Model Description Model Estimated Standard t-statistic Freeman- Log- 

Terms* Error of Likelihood 
ratio 

Coefficient Estimate Tuke R2 z 
1. Null model Lk 0.985 0.189 5.212 - LL(0) 
Dispersion parameter K 1.185 0.454 2.610 

-146.1 ** 

2. Flow-based models 
(a) Lk -4.273 3.084 -1.386 0.40 0.041 

LXPDF 0.279 0.180 1.550 
PEDF 0.00274 0.0013 2.104 

Dispersion parameter K 2.070 1.010 2.050 
(b) Lk -3.986 3.288 -1.212 0.39 0.044 

LTINF 0.533 0.362 1.472 
LMRSH 0.400 0.292 1.370 
PEDF 0.00284 0.00129 2.202 

Dispersion parameter K 2.109 1.030 2.048 
(c) Lk -3.632 3.062 1.186 0.38 0.037 

LENCP 0.240 0.178 1.348 
PEDF 0.00277 0.00134 2.067 

Dispersion parameter K 2.006 0.966 2.076 

3. Full models 
(a) Lk -7.906 2.658 -2.974 0.90 0.177 

LXPDF 0.288 0.161 1.789 
HGV 0.230 0.086 2.674 
JNEC 0.100 0.047 2.128 
SSD 0.136 0.052 2.615 

Dispersion parameter K 4.50 

(b) Lk -7.432 2.955 -2.515 0.87 0.164 
LSVPF 0.456 0.320 1.425 
SSD 0.134 0.055 2.436 
HGV 0.232 0.091 2.549 
JNEC 0.110 0.049 2.245 

Dispersion parameter K 3.25 

(c) Lk -6.975 2.417 2.886 0.87 0.150 
LENCP 0.229 0.148 1.547 
HGV 0.228 0.082 2.780 
SSD 0.132 0.048 2.750 
JNEC 0.106 0.045 2.356 

Dispersion parameter K 6.50 

*The prefix "L" indicates that the parameter is in its logarithmic form, e. g. LXPDF -Log (XPDF) 
**LL(0) - Log-likelihood value for null model 

These models were: 

A=0.014 XPDF 0.279 eo. 00274PEDF 

A=0.019 TINF 0.533 MRSH 0.400 eo. 00284PEDF 
.................. 

.................. 

(5.13) 

(5.14) 
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A=0.026 ENCP 0.240 e0. o0277PEDF 
.................. (5.15) 

where, A is the 3 year injury accident frequency at X -junctions and other variables 
are as defined in Table 5.2. 

This form of the models, i. e. forcing the inclusion of the pedestrian flow variable in the 
flow-based model, was chosen in preference to others with only vehicle flow functions. 

This was done in order to account fully for the exposure function for pedestrian 

accidents, which represented more than 50 per cent of all injury accidents at X- 

junctions. The adopted models provided the scope for accounting for pedestrian 

accidents, as well as other types of injury accidents which would result from vehicle- 

vehicle collisions only. The effect of constraining these models to include the 

pedestrian flow variables, however, was to reduce slightly the significance of the 

associated vehicle flow function. But this was not a great source of concern, since the 

models still predicted up to 40 percent of systematic variation in injury accident 
frequency. 

The full models for all injury accidents (see section 3 of Table 5.4b) consistently 
included three, other explanatory variables, namely, SSD, JNEC and HGV. Although 

two of the three alternative models presented did not include a pedestrian flow function, 

it is thought that one of these additional explanatory variables could have been acting as 

a proxy for pedestrian accidents as well. As the parameter value SSD, for example, 
increases, it becomes more difficult for pedestrians to correctly judge the travelling 

speed of approaching vehicles. In such situations, pedestrian accidents are more likely. 

Therefore, the parameter's impact on injury accidents could be representing the risk of 

pedestrian accidents as well. The most preferred of the three alternative full models in 

its exponential form was: 

A=5.92X10-4 SVPF 0,456 e(0.134SSD+0.232HGV+O. IIOJNEC) 
...... 

(5.16) 

where A is the 3 year injury accident frequency and 
SVPF - the sum of total vehicle inflow (TINF) and pedestrian flow (PEDF) 
across all the junction arms. 

This model accounted for the pedestrian exposure variable (PEDF) and also explained 
just about as much systematic variation in injury accident frequency as the alternative 

models. On the whole, the full models, as in the case of models for all accidents, had 

much higher explanatory power than the flow-based models. Perhaps more interesting 
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was the fact that the flow-based models for injury accidents had about twice the 

explanatory power of those for all accidents as measured by the proportion of 

systematic variation explained. This showed that the exposure variables were more 

influential in determining injury accident frequency than they were for all accidents, an 

indication that the flow functions in the former case might have been more "relevant" to 

the specific accident type. Relevant flows refer to the specific traffic streams to which 

the colliding parties in an accident belong and research experience shows that a clear 
identification of such flows can lead to improved model specification and estimation 

(Hauer et al, 1989). 

5.5.1.3 Accidents by Collision-types 

(a) Right-angle Collision Accidents 

By definition, accidents of this nature primarily involved collisions between vehicles 

whose travel paths intersected at approximately right angles. Therefore, the relevant 

traffic streams in this case would be vehicles travelling straight through the junction 

from one arm to the other of the same road and the corresponding stream on the other 

road, together with the left turning flows. Reflecting this conflict scenario, the key 

vehicle flow functions, which fitted the data best, were those representing the sum of 

the products of left turning flows from the minor road and the far-side through flows on 

the major (TMIP). The other function was the "crossing flow products" (CFPD) - the 

sum of the products of all crossing vehicle streams. 

These models, presented in their linear form in Table 5.5a, were: 

A=5.01 x10-1 TMIP 1.116 
................................. (5.17) 

A=3.20x10"4 CFPD 1.523 
.................................. (5.18) 

where A is 3-year frequency of right angle collision accidents; other variables 
are as defined in Table 5.2. 

Although model (5.17) predicted 5 per cent more of systematic variation in the response 

variable its log-likelihood ratio was less than that of model (5.18). The t-statistics of the 

parameters of the latter model were also much more significant than in the former. 
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Based on these considerations model (5.18) was preferred to (5.17). The main basis for 

this preference, however, was that the crossing flow products function included all the 

possible conflicting flows that would most likely have given rise to right-angle 

collisions. 

For this reason, it appeared the more relevant flow function than the sum of products of 
left turn from minor and previous ahead (TMIP) function, even if the former function 

included "non-relevant" traffic streams as well. These non-relevant traffic streams could 

be seen as "contributory flows", in which case they influenced rather than participated 
directly in right-angle collisions. To illustrate, a right-turning vehicle from the major to 

the minor road, for example, would not form part of the relevant flows, because its path 
does not cross with another on the minor road. However, the visibility of through traffic 

on the major road from the vehicle waiting on the minor road to enter the junction may 

be obstructed by the right-turning major road vehicle and this may result in the former 

prematurely entering the junction and colliding with the latter. 

Table 5.5a. Models for Right-angle Collision Accidents at X-junctions 
( Total number of accidents = 76; number of sites=34) 

Model Description Model Estimated Standard t-statistic Freeman- Log- 
Terms* Error of Likelihood 

ratio 
Coefficient Estimate Tukey R2 z 

1. Null model Lk 0.804 0.185 4.341 - LL(0) 
Dispersion parameter K 1.389 0.637 2.18 -135.5** 

2. Flow-based models 
(a) Lk -5.297 2.215 -2.391 0.38 0.052 

LTMIP 0.406 0.147 2.762 
Dispersion parameter K 2.312 1.348 1.715 
(b) Lk -8.047 2.635 -3.054 0.33 0.070 

LCFPD 0.523 0.155 3.377 
Dispersion parameter K 2.595 1.519 1.708 

3. Full models 
(a) Lk -8.827 2.294 -3.848 0.95 0.182 

LTMIP 0.430 0.150 2.868 
JNEC 0.120 0.044 2.715 
STL(2) 0.779 0.331 2.355 
LFT(2) 0.717 0.372 1.930 

Dispersion parameter K 4.120 - 
(b) Lk -13.970 3.037 -4.600 0.93 0.193 

LCFPD 0.745 0.163 4.556 
LFT(2) 1.027 0.392 2.621 
STL(2) 0.832 0.327 2.540 
SSD 0.144 0.059 2.432 

Dispersion parameter K 4.790 - 
*The prefix "L" indicates the natural logarithmic form of the variable, i. e LTMIP -Log(TMIP) 
"*LL(0) is the log-likelihood value of the null model 
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Thus, the crossing flow products function was seen as the more appropriate exposure 

function. Based on similar considerations, the full model involving the extension of 

model form (5.18) was selected as the better of the two alternatives presented in Table 

5.5a. This model was: 

A= 8.57XIO-7 CFPD 0.745 e (1.02 7LFT(2) +0.832STL(2) +0.144SSD) 

where A is 3 year frequency of right angle collision accidents and other 
variables are as described in Table 5.2 

............... (5.19) 

In this model, the absence of a dedicated left-turn lane on the major road (LFT(2)) and 

streetlights (STL(2)) increased the expected frequency of right-angle collision accidents 

at X -junctions by a factor of 2.79 and 2.30 respectively. The streetlights factor (STL(2)) 

seemed to suggest that right-angle collisions at X -junctions would tend to occur during 

dark hours. It is also to be expected that, in the presence of dedicated left-turn lanes on 

the major roads, turning vehicles have the time and opportunity to wait and take 

advantage of safe gaps in conflicting traffic streams before executing the intended 

manoeuvre. In their absence, drivers might be tempted to make rash manoeuvres and 

get caught by the "opposite ahead" traffic. 

The third additional variable in this model was SSD, representing the standard deviation 

of the average spot speeds of vehicles on the major approaches. This parameter is also 

positively correlated to the right-angle accident frequency. It could be doing so in two 

ways, first a large value of SSD means that there is wide variability in the arrival speeds 

of vehicles, making their correct anticipation difficult for drivers entering the junction 

from the minor road. 

It also means that some vehicles on the major road may be approaching the junction at 

such high speeds that they may be unable to take avoiding action when another vehicle 

suddenly dashes out into their path from the minor road. The proportion of systematic 

variation in the expected frequency of right-angle accidents, explained by the preferred 

full model, was about three times that of the corresponding flow-based model. This 

shows the substantial contribution of the three additional variables to the model's 

predictive ability. 
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(b) Rear-end Collision Accidents 

The best models obtained for this category of accidents were those that included the 

encounter flow products (ENCP) and diverging flow products (DFPD) functions as the 

main exposure variables. These models are presented in their linear form in Table 5.5b. 

The flow-based models were: 

A =1.28x10"4 ENCP 0.529 
.................. (5.20) 

A=3.06x10"4 DFPD 0.520 
.................. (5.21) 

where A is the expected 3 year frequency of rear-end collision accidents. 

Table 5.5b. Models for Rear-end Collision Accidents at X-junctions 
'Total number of accidents = 50; number of sites=34 ) 
Model Description Model Estimated Standard t-statistic Freeman- Log- 

Terms* Error of Likelihood 
ratio 

Coefficient Estimate Tukey R2 z 

1. Null model Lk 0.386 0.186 2.075 - LL(0) _ 
Dispersion parameter K 2.008 1.233 1.628 -111.8** 

2. Flow-based models 
(a) Lk -8.966 3.138 -2.857 0.60 0.079 

LENCP 0.529 0.176 3.008 
Dispersion parameter K 4.117 3.520 1.170 

(b) Lk -8.091 2.840 2.849 0.58 0.080 
LDFPD 0.520 0.173 3.006 

Dispersion parameter K 4.201 3.647 1.152 

3. Full models 
(a) Lk -11.270 3.653 3.085 0.88 0.108 

LENCP 0.627 0.197 3.183 
LFT(2) 0.752 0.437 1.721 

Dispersion parameter K 4.20 - 

(b) Lk -9.747 3.142 3.102 0.83 0.105 
LDFPD 0.590 0.184 3.205 
LFT(2) 0.676 0.419 1.614 

Dispersion parameter K 4.95 - 
* The prefix "L" indicates the natural logarithmic form of the variable, i. e LENCP - Log (ENCP). 
**LL(0) is the log-likelihood value of the null model 

Both models were strikingly similar on both t-statistics for individual parameters and 

model goodness-of-fit measures. However, since DFPD is contained in the ENCP flow 

function (DFPD is one of three main flow functions summed up to obtain ENCP), the 

former was regarded as the more appropriate exposure function. The similarity of the 

model parameters confirmed that the other flow functions, which add up to DFPD to 

obtain ENCP, did not contribute much to the model's predictive ability. The 
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appropriateness of the DFPD exposure function is also underscored by the fact that rear- 

end collisions can only occur between vehicles belonging to the same traffic stream. 

The flow-based models for rear-end collision accidents predicted the highest proportion 

of systematic variation in the dependent variable than the corresponding models for any 

other accident type involving vehicle-vehicle collisions. Thus, rear-end collision 

accidents appeared clearly to be much more dependent on the exposure variable than 

other accident types. The full model based on the DFPD exposure function was also 

selected in preference to the one based on ENCP. This model was: 

A=5.85x10"5 DFPD o. 590 e 0.676LFr(2) 
........................ (5.22) 

Of all the variables tested, none was significant at the 5 percent level. The variable 

representing the status of a left-turn lane on the major road was the most influential, 

having a relatively high t-ratio (1.72), at the same time as contributing to a meaningful 

drop in the scaled deviance. The model showed that when a left-turning lane was absent 

on the major road (LFT(2)), expected rear-end collision accident frequency was 

increased by a factor of 1.97. This was not unexpected, since braking or rapid 

deceleration by left-turning vehicles whilst still in the main traffic stream is a typical 

conflict scenario for rear-end collisions. When a left-turn lane is present on the main 

road, the turning vehicles are able to diverge from the mainstream before decelerating 

and this would tend to reduce the potential for rear-end collisions considerably, as 

evidenced by the model. 

(c) Side-swipe Collision Accidents 

The most influential vehicle flow functions for this category of accidents were the 

merging flow products (MEFP) and the cross product flow (XPDF), as shown in Table 

5.5c. The flow-based models were: 

A=4.40x10'8 MEFP 1,029 
............... (5.23) 

A=6.24x10"8 XPDF °'939 
.................. (5.24) 
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Model (5.23) had considerably better t-statistics for individual parameters and 

goodness-of-fit measures than model (5.24). It does show, therefore, that the merging 

flow products function was a better exposure variable for side-swipe collision accidents 

than the cross products of flow function. The full models for side-swipe collision 

accidents built on the above flow-based models included two additional variables, 

LFT(2) and JNEC, referring respectively to the absence of a left-turning lane on the 

major road and the average width of the minor road at the neck of the junction. 

The preferred full model was: 

A=1.53x10-7 MEFP 0.6" e (1.476`FT(2)+0.184JNEC) 

where A is the expected 3 year frequency of side-swipe collision 
accidents at X -junctions. 

................ (5.25) 

Table 5.5c. Models for Side-swipe Collision Accidents at X-junctions 
(Total number of accidents = 34, number of sites=34) 

Model Description Model Estimated Standard i-statistic Freeman- Log- 
Terms* Error of Likelihood 

ratio 
Coefficient Estimate Tukey R2 2 

1. Null model Lk 5.87210' 0.3064 0 - LL(0) 
Dispersion parameter K 0.456 0.219 2.082 -91.92 

2. Flow-based models 
(a) Lk -16.940 5.576 -3.038 0.40 0.105 

LMEFP 1.029 0.336 3.063 
Dispersion parameter K 0.890 0.518 1.718 

(b) Lk -16.590 5.701 -2.910 0.16 0.086 
LXPDF 0.939 0.321 2.925 

Dispersion parameter tc 0.768 0.420 1.829 

3. Full models 
(a) Lk -15.690 4.436 -3.537 (1.25) 0.241 

LMEFP 0.677 0.286 2.367 
LFT(2) 1.476 0.640 2.306 
JNEC 0.184 0.065 2.831 

Dispersion parameter K 6.85 
(b) Lk -15.79 4.718 -3.347 (1.20) 0.230 

LXPDF 0.631 0.285 2.214 
LFT(2) 1.631 0.655 2.490 
JNEC 0.183 0.067 2.731 

Dispersion parameter K 5.75 
* The prefix "L" indicates the natural logarithmic form of the variable, i. e LENCP - Log (ENCP). 
**LL(O) is the log-likelihood value of the null model 

The model indicates that the absence of a left-turn lane on the major road led to an 

increase in the expected frequency of side-swipe collision accidents by a factor 4.38. 

The need for junction tightening (reduction of, so-called, dead space) as a safety 
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measure was also underscored by the positive correlation between the expected 

accidents and the width of the minor road at the neck of the junction. A wide junction 

entry width would encourage poor lane discipline and hence aggravate the potential of 

vehicles side-swiping each other. 

Unexpectedly, the Freeman-Tukey goodness-of-fit value for both full models exceeded 

its expected maximum of 1.0. This was probably a consequence of the assumptions 

underlying the derivation of this statistic. The maximally obtainable model fit 

computed is determined by the amount of random variation (variance) in an assumed 

perfect Poisson model, which is constant and equal to the mean (see Fridstrom et al, 

1995). The models specified above, however, are Negative Binomial, in which case the 

scope of random variation is variable, growing larger for smaller values of the expected 

variable (Mountain et al, 1996). The goodness-of-fit measure so calculated, therefore, 

could conceivably have exceeded 1.0. 

Admittedly, it cannot be completely ruled out that this higher than expected goodness- 

of-fit value could also have been due to deficiencies in the estimated models. The 

possibility exists that the models could have misinterpreted part of the random variation 

as systematic, as a result of some spurious rather than causal correlation in the data. 

Cross-checking of both additional variables represented in the models, however, 

showed that they were all statistically significant and contributed to significant 

reductions in deviance. Therefore, if there was any spurious correlation, then it was not 

immediately obvious. 

(d) Head-on Collision Accidents 

As assessed by the ratio of scaled deviance to the degrees of freedom for the null model, 

accidents of this type were clearly not over-dispersed with respect to the Poisson 

distribution so as to warrant a Negative Binomial fit. The Poisson assumption, was 

therefore, applied. The best models that were fitted are presented in Table 5.5d. The 

cross product of flows (XPDF) and encounter flows (ENCP) exposure functions 

produced the more promising results for flow-based models. These models were: 
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A =1.87x10"3 XPDF 0'317 
..... ............. ..... (5.26) 

A=3.47x10"3 ENCP 0.180 
....................... (5.27) 

where A is the estimated 3 year frequency of head-collision accidents 

However, the t-statistics for the model parameters were in both cases marginal and their 

respective contributions to reduction in scaled deviance also fell well below the 

required value for 5 per cent level of significance. Subsequently, the x2-test was carried 

out for both models, since the deviance value follows the x2 distribution and it emerged 

that the null hypothesis (that these models had the same explanatory power as the model 

with the constant term only) could not be rejected. At 1.0 degree of freedom (the extra 

these models had over the null model), the critical x2 value is equal to 3.84, whereas the 

deviance change produced by the models were 1.61 and 1.35 respectively. As a result, 

these flow-based models were not considered reliable and are only indicative. It is 

apparent that the null model was the most credible in this case. 

Table 5.5d. Models for Head-on Collision Accidents at X-junctions 
(Total number of accidents = 16; number sites=34 ) 
Model Description Model Estimated Standard t-statistic Freeman- Log- 

Terms* Error of Likelihood 
ratio 

Coefficient estimate Tukey R2 2 
1. Null model Lk -0.754 0.250 -3.016 - SD=35.211 

DF=33** 

2. Flow-based models 
(a) Lk -6.280 4.532 -1.386 - SD=33.602 

LXPDF 0.317 0.257 1.232 DF=32 
(b) Lk -5.663 4.379 -1.293 - SD=33.862 

LENCP 0.280 0.247 1.132 DF=32 

3. Full models 
(a) Lk -12.410 5.289 -2.346 - SD=23.149 

LXPDF 0.503 0.262 1.920 DF=30 
SSD 0.331 0.122 2.713 
STL 2 1.031 0.619 1.666 

(b) Lk -12.320 5.271 -2.337 - SD=23.171 
LENCP 0.489 0.257 1.903 DF=30 
SSD 0.332 0.123 2.699 
STL(2 1.154 0.647 1.784 

* The prefix "L" indicates the natural logarithmic form of the variable, i. e LENCP - Log (ENCP). 
"SD -scaled deviance of model fit; DF - degrees of freedom left after model fit 

The full models explored appeared to produce a much better fit to the data. Two 

additional variables (SSD and STL) were consistently significant. The models are also 

presented in Table 5.5d. There was little to choose between the two alternatives, 
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although the one based on the cross products flow function was slightly better on the 

amount of deviance reduced. This model was: 

A=4.08x1 06 XPDF 0.503 e(0.331 SSD+1.031 STL(2)) 

............... (5.28) 

where A is the estimated 3 year frequency of head-on collision accidents at X -junctions, 
SSD - the standard deviation of average spot speeds on the major approaches and 
STL(2) - parameter representing the absence of street lighting at the junction 

The model showed that head-on collision accidents increased at decreasing rates with 

vehicular traffic and were also positively correlated to the standard deviation of average 

spot speeds on the major approaches to the junction. The absence of street lighting was 

reflected in an increase in the expected frequency of head-on collision accidents by a 
factor of 2.80. Due to the rather low accident frequency (less than 0.5 accidents per site) 

it is likely that the variation in the data is more random than systematic and therefore 

the estimated models (with the exception of the null model) together with the parameter 

effects cannot be considered reliable. The models are published only as an indication of 

what was attainable in the circumstances. 

(e) Single Vehicle Accidents 

This category of accidents was also under-dispersed and therefore modelled on the 

Poisson assumption. Of all the exposure variables tested, only one flow function was of 

any significance. This flow function was the ratio of the minor to major road traffic 

inflow. Although the t-statistic was marginal (1.431), the overall reduction in scaled 

deviance of 2.456 was the largest obtained for any flow function tested, albeit still not 

significant. The selected flow-based model was also merely indicative, since it did not 

have any more explanatory power than the null model. This model, presented in the 

linear form in Table 5.5e was: 

A=0.614MMR0.63a ...................... (5.29) 

where A is the expected single vehicle accident frequency at X -junctions and 
MMR - the ratio of minor to major road traffic 
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In the extended model, only the variable representing the proportion of heavy goods 

vehicles as a percentage of total junction traffic (HGV) was significant. This model 
(also presented in Table 5.5e) was: 

A=0.035 MMR 0.873 e 0.537NCY 
.................... (5.30) 

With an extra two degrees of freedom and corresponding deviance drop of 11.139, this 

model was highly significant and had a much better explanatory power than the null 

model. The critical x2 value, at 2 degrees of freedom, is 9.21 at 1 per cent level of 

significance. 

Table 5.5e. Models for Single-vehicle Collision Accidents at X-junctions 
( Total number of accidents = 12; number of sites=34) 
Model Description Model Estimated Standard t-statistic Freeman- Log- 

Terms* Error of Likelihood 
ratio 

Coefficient estimate Tuke RI z 
1. Null model Lk -1.041 0.289 -3.608 - SD=30.540 

DF=33 ** 

2. Flow-based model 
(a) Lk -0.487 0.428 -1.138 - SD=28.080 

LMMR 0.634 0.443 1.431 DF=32 

3. Full model 
(a) Lk -3.353 1.296 -2.587 - SD=19.401 

LMMR 0.873 0.462 1.890 DF=31 
HGV 0.537 0.203 2.645 

* The prefix "L" indicates the natural logarithmic form of the variable, i. e LMMR - Log (MMR). 
**SD -scaled deviance of model fit; DF - degrees of freedom left after model fit 

According to the model, the frequency of single vehicle accidents increased with 
increasing proportion of heavy goods vehicles and buses at X -junctions. To have such 

influence, this group of vehicles must have been disproportionately involved in single 

vehicle accidents at X -junctions. That was not entirely surprising, since most single 

vehicle accidents are usually the result of mechanical failure or some vehicle defect of 

sorts. The particularly poor maintenance track record of heavy goods vehicles in Ghana 

was alluded to, in Section 4.2.5, as one primary reason for their disproportionate 

involvement in accidents in general. 

Here again, a statement of caution is necessary about the reliability of the fitted models 
due to the rather low accident frequency (0.3 accidents per site). For a similar reason as 
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cited in the preceding section for head-on collision accidents the null model here is also 

obviously the more reliable. The other models and estimated parameter effects are to be 

seen as only indicative. 

It has been reported in sections of the literature that the traditional application of the 

Poisson or negative binomial models (as was done under this study) may be inadequate 

for the purpose of modelling accident data with a preponderance of zero counts as in the 

present case. Some special approaches have therefore been suggested. Shankar et al 
(1997), for example, suggest that such data may be modelled better as a zero-altered 

probability process in which case the so-called zero-inflated poisson (ZIP) or negative 

binomial (ZINB) model structures could be explored. This approach was not pursued 

because a considerably much larger database than obtains under the current study would 

have been required to produce any useful results. 

(f) Pedestrian Accidents 

In order to obtain logically sound models, the exposure functions for all pedestrian 

accident models were constrained to include the pedestrian flow variable (PEDF) at the 

same level as the vehicle flow functions. The result of this constraint were models 

which predicted zero frequency of pedestrian accidents when either or both pedestrian 

and vehicle flow functions was zero. As always, the model parameters were also 

required at the same time to satisfy the statistical significance criteria as much as 

possible. After testing the broad range of variables in the database, the models 

presented in Table 5.5f were those that best met the set criteria. 

The flow-based models selected were: 

A=0.092 MRSH 0.364 PEDF 0.727 
....................... (5.31) 

A=9.81x10-4 PVPF 0.519 
....................... (5.32) 

where MRSH is the minor road's share of total junction vehicle inflow, 
PEDF - the peak hour pedestrian flows across all junction arms and 
PVPF - the product of total junction vehicle inflow and PEDF (i. e. TINF x PEDF) 

The effect of specifying the pedestrian flow function alongside the vehicle flow 

function, as in model 5.27, was a substantial reduction in the significance (t-statistic) of 

the latter. By contrast, the pedestrian flow function was highly significant. This 
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reflected the relative influence of the two exposure functions on the expected frequency 

of pedestrian accidents and it was hardly surprising that pedestrian exposure turned out 

to be the more important. 

Despite predicting 10 per cent less of the systematic variation in the frequency of 

pedestrian accidents, model (5.32) had much better attributes overall than model (5.31). 

The parameters of the former model were highly significant and the model also 

produced a much better reduction in scaled deviance (-16.71 as against -13.0 for model 

(5.31)) despite using one less degree of freedom than model (5.31). Thus, between the 

two, model (5.32) was clearly the favourite. 

Table 5.5f. Models for Pedestrian Accidents at X-junctions 
(Total number of accidents = 50; number of sites=34) 
Model Description Model Estimated Standard t-statistic Freeman- Log- 

Terms* Error of Likelihood 
ratio 

Coefficient Estimate Tukey R2 
1. Null model Lk 0.386 0.222 1.739 - LL(0) _ 
Dispersion parameter K 0.998 0.492 2.028 -113.4** 

2. Flow-based models 
(a) Lk -2.388 0.899 -2.656 0.71 0.144 

LMRSH 0.364 0.330 1.103 
LPEDF 0.727 0.166 4.380 

Dispersion parameter K 3.544 2.987 1.186 

(b) Lk -6.927 1.974 -3.509 0.61 0.103 
LPVPF 0.519 0.138 3.761 

Dispersion parameter K 2.609 2.004 1.302 

3. Full model 
(a) Lk -9.402 2.489 -3.777 0.81 0.156 

LPVPF 0.529 0.167 3.168 
ZEX(2) 0.500 0.446 1.121 
JNEC 0.0955 0.0585 1.632 
STL(2) 0.538 0.432 1.245 

Dispersion parameter K 2.410 - 
* The prefix "L" indicates the natural logarithmic form of the variable, i. e LPEDF - Log (PEDF). 
**LL(O) is the log-likelihood value of the null model 

Only one full model, obtained by extending the exposure functions featured in the flow- 

based models above, proved satisfactory. This model is also presented in Table 5.5f. 

Most additional variables tested for the full models either did not pass the 5 per cent 

significance test or could not be logically connected with the incidence of pedestrian 

accidents and were dropped as a result. In the end, the variables retained were those that 

produced relatively better t-statistics, made meaningful contributions to the reduction in 

scaled deviance and above all, enhanced the general plausibility and stability of the 
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models. These variables represented the status of zebra crossings (ZEX) and streetlights 

(STL) and the average width of the minor road at the neck of the junction (JNEC). 

The selected full model was: 

A=8.26X10-5 PVPF 0.529 e (O. SOOZEX(1)+0. S38STL(2)+0.09SJNEC) 
......... 

(5.33) 
where ZEX(2) is a factor indicating the absence of marked zebra crossings 
in the vicinity of the junction and STL(2) the absence of street-lighting. 

The model shows that the absence of marked zebra crossings in the vicinity of X- 

junctions tended to increase pedestrian accident frequency by a factor of 1.65, whilst 

the absence of streetlights led to a 1.71 fold increase. The implication of this is that 

marked zebra crossings and streetlights at the junctions in the modelling database 

generally reduced the potential for pedestrian accidents. 

5.5.2 T-junctions Models 

Similar procedures for model development as those used for X -junctions were applied 

for selecting the best accident models for T -junctions. Thus, alternative models were 

estimated separately for all accidents, injury accidents and the various accident types, as 

defined by the primary collisions involved. These models are presented in Tables 5.6a 

&b and 5.7a-f and are discussed below. 

5.5.2.1 All Accident Models 

354 accidents were recorded at all the 57 T -junction sites in the database for the period 

1996-1998 inclusive. This translated into an average 3-year accident frequency per 

junction of 6.21. As was the case with the "all accident" models for X -junctions, most 

of the large variety of vehicle flow functions tested for T -junctions yielded statistically 

significant fits to the data. The pedestrian flow function (PEDF) was again not 

significant when combined in the appropriate form with the vehicle flow functions. The 

models, which were selected are presented in Table 5.6a. The flow-based models were: 

A=5.09x10"4XPDF°. 532 
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, (5.34) 

A=6.37x10"4 MAJF °. 501 MINF °. 583 (5.35) ................ 
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A=7.99x10-4 TINF 1.032 MRSH 0.505 
............ ..... 

(5.36) 

where A is the expected 3-year accident frequency at T -junctions, XPDF - the product 
of the major (MAJF) and minor (MINF) road daily in flows, TINF - the total 24-hour 

vehicle inflow to the junction, and MRSH - the minor road's share of total junction traffic 

Table 5.6a. Models for all Accidents at T-junctions 
(Total number of accidents = 354; number of sites = 57 
Model Description Model Estimated Standard t-statistic Freeman- Log- 

Terms* Error of Likelihood 
ratio 

Coefficient Estimate Tukey R? (p2) 

1. Null model Lk 1.826 0.131 13.918 - LL(0) 
Dispersion parameter K 1.218 0.298 4.089 -330.3** 

2. Flow-based models 
(a) Lk -7.583 1.837 -4.128 0.37 0.063 

LXPDF 0.552 0.108 5.102 
Dispersion parameter K 2.154 0.631 3.414 

(b) Lk -7.358 1.957 -3.760 0.37 0.064 
LMAJF 0.501 0.184 2.720 
LMINF 0.583 0.141 4.146 

Dispersion parameter K 2.159 0.633 3.412 

(c) Lk -7.132 2.068 -3.449 0.33 0.059 
LTINF 1.032 0.226 4.564 
LMRSH 0.505 0.149 3.385 

Dispersion parameter K 2.065 0.596 3.465 

3. Flow- geometry-factors 
(a) Lk -7.158 1.881 -3.805 0.50 0.096 

LMAJF 0.573 0.198 2.894 
LMINF 0.480 0.132 3.636 
SSD 0.0691 0.0360 1.919 
TCON(2) -0.480 0.224 -2.143 
TCON(3) -0.953 0.338 -2.820 
MEDW -0.166 0.082 -2.024 

Dispersion parameter K 3.008 0.972 3.095 

(b) Lk -6.897 1.695 -4.069 0.49 0.096 
LXPDF 0.514 0.098 5.245 
SSD 0.0694 0.0358 1.939 
TCON(2) -0.465 0.223 -2.085 
TCON(3) -0.952 0.338 -2.817 
MEDW -0.151 0.0703 -2.148 

Dispersion parameter K 2.996 0.967 3.098 
(c) Lk -6.962 2.001 -3.479 0.46 0.091 

LTINF 1.001 0.216 4.634 
LMRSH 0.390 0.148 2.635 
SSD 0.0677 0.0367 1.845 
TCON(2) -0.493 0.230 -2.143 
TCON(3) -0.971 0.342 -2.839 
MEDW -0.160 0.084 -1.905 

Dispersion parameter K 2.829 0.895 3.161 
* The prefix "L" indicates the natural logarithmic form of the variable, i. e LXPDF - Log (XPDF). 
**LL(O) is the log-likelihood value of the null model 

These models mean that the expected total accident frequency at T -junctions increased 

approximately as a function of the square root of the vehicle exposure functions XPDF, 
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MAJF, MINF and MRSH. The exception was total junction vehicle inflow (TINF), to 

which the expected accident frequency was virtually proportional. The exponent value 

for this function, as in model (5.36), did not differ substantially from 1.0. 

Of the three alternative models, the one based on the cross product now function 

(Equation 5.34) was the most preferred, because it used one less degree of freedom than 

the others and still managed to produce one of the highest proportion of systematic 

variation explained (37 per cent). The model's log-likelihood ratio statistic was also 

relatively high. The alternative full models involving extensions of the flow-based 

models shared similar characteristics as the core flow-based models. Thus, based on 

similar considerations as before, the full model built, on the cross product of flows 

exposure function, emerged as the preferred one. This model was: 

fý = 1. OIXIO-3 XPDF 0.514 e(0.0694SSD-0.46STCON(1)-0.9S2TCON(3)-O. ISIMEDW) 
...... 

(5.37) 

where A is the expected 3-year frequency of accidents at T -junctions, 
TCON(2) - parameter representing traffic control level 2 (i. e. YIELD) on the minor road, 
TCON(3) - level 3 of traffic control on the minor road (i. e. no control), 
MEDW - average width of the median on the major road and 
SSD- standard deviation of average spot speeds on the major approaches to the junction 

It is significant to observe that two of the three additional variables included in the 

model, i. e. traffic control on the minor road and the average width of the median on the 

major, had negative signs to their parameter estimates. This means that the said 

parameters were negatively correlated to the expected accident frequency at T- 

junctions, in which case the presence of the stated traffic control type and increasing 

values of MEDW would lead to less accident frequency. The specific effects of traffic 

control as captured in the model was that, when the type of control at the minor road 

was TCON(2), which represented the YIELD sign, the accident frequency reduced by a 

factor of 0.63. On the other hand, TCON(3) (i. e. no control) on the minor road was 

associated with a reduction in accident frequency by a factor of 0.39. 

These effects were relative to level 1 of traffic control (TCON(l)), which represented 

STOP control at the minor road in the modelling database. Thus, earlier observations 

made in Section 4.3.2.4 of this thesis, which discussed the relative safety records of the 

three types of control appear to have been partly confirmed. Junctions which had 

YIELD or "no control" were adjudged by the model as having a better safety record 

than those with STOP control. However, whereas the model estimated that YIELD- 
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controlled junctions had a far better potential for accident reduction (more than one and 

a half times better) than "no control", the reverse was true in Section 4.3.2.4 when 

simple accident rates and accident frequency were compared. The model, therefore, 

does curb the temptation to conclude (or imply, as in Section 4.3.2.4) that the best form 

of junction control, from a safety perspective, is "no control" and total reliance on the 

discretion of drivers. 

The confounding question about the safety record of STOP control however remains 

unanswered. The model confirmed that, at least as far as the modelling database was 

concerned, STOP control was associated with the worst impact on accident potential at 

T -junctions. It may as well be that the level of control at the particular junctions might 

have been stepped up to STOP control in response to a bad accident situation in the first 

place. But since, as is apparent, the intervention did not appear to have improved the 

situation, it is entirely appropriate to question the effectiveness of the STOP control as 

an accident remedial measure. 

This is an important concern that touches at the heart of long-established codes of 

practice, as set out in safety warrants, which until now, have taken for granted the 

relative safety benefits of increasing the level of control at unsignalised junctions. The 

impact of the other parameters on accident frequency in the model appeared fairly 

straightforward and logical. It is not incomprehensible, for example, that, the width of 

the median on the major road would be related to fewer accidents, considering junctions 

of equivalent traffic with and without the median. 

On the other hand, large values of SSD would suggest wide variability and extremes in 

vehicles' approach speeds, leading to less predictability and poor mutual anticipation 

between drivers. This atmosphere would breed more conflicts and potentially lead to 

more accidents. The proportion of systematic variation in accident frequency explained 

by the full models were only about 10 per cent more than their corresponding flow- 

based models and generally only about half the percentages achieved for all accident 

models for X -junctions. This was most probably due to the fewer additional parameters 

accepted on account of their significance into the full models for T -junctions. Also, the 

contribution of the individual parameters to the reduction in model deviance, although 

statistically significant, was generally less than the levels attained for X -junctions. It is 
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not exactly clear why this happened, besides suggesting that it could have something to 
do with consistency in the database. Nonetheless, the 50 per cent proportion of 

systematic variation explained by the full models was still good by most standards 

reported in the literature. 

The plot of standardised residuals and their normal order statistics, in Figure 5.5 below, 

demonstrated further the quality of the selected full model for accident frequency at T- 

junctions. It shows how well the model fitted individual data points in the database. All 

but one of the 57 data points fell within the range plus or minus 2.0, the 95 per cent 

confidence interval of the normal order statistics. This is evidence of a well-fitting 

model. The fit to a straight line was also very close, given the Filliben correlation 

coefficient value of 0.87, so the use of a generalised Poisson assumption as a basis for 

developing the models was equally well supported. 
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Normal order statistics 

(Filliben correlation coefficient equals 0.8662) 

Figure 5.5 Normal Q-Q plot for selected full model 
for T-junctions 

5.5.2.2 Injury Accidents 

Accidents in this category were those in which there were any type of injury to the 

victims, including minor injury requiring only first aid, severe injury resulting in long- 

term hospitalisation and death. A total of 126 such accidents occurred during the study 
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period 1996-1998 inclusive at the 57 junction sites in the database. Thus, the injury 

accident frequency per junction was 2.2 and half of all injury accidents involved at least 

one pedestrian. 

In order to take account of the large proportion of pedestrian accidents involved, the 

general form of the flow-based models for injury accidents at T -junctions was specified 

such that it included both pedestrian and vehicle exposure functions. This was done in a 

manner that made the prediction of injury accidents resulting only from vehicle-vehicle 

collisions possible, even where pedestrian injuries were theoretically zero. From a 
broad range of vehicle and pedestrian flow combinations tested, the best three 

alternative flow-based models obtained were: 

A =1.12x1O-3 XPDF 0,430 e 0.00303PEDF 

A=2.96x10"3 ENCP 0.370 e 0.00351PEOF 

A=9.05x10"3 MAJF 0.479 MINF 0.398 e 0.00304PEDF 

.................... (5.38) 

.................. (5.39) 

.................. (5.40) 

where A is the expected 3-year frequency of injury accidents at T -junctions, 
ENCP - the sum of encounter flow products and XPDF, PEDF, 
MINF and MAJF as previously defined. 

The models are presented in Table 5.6b in their linear form. All three alternative models 

produced very high proportions of systematic variation explained for injury accident 
frequency, about one and a half times those obtained by the corresponding flow-based 

models for X -junctions and "all accidents" models for T -junctions. This implied that, at 
T -junctions, injury accidents were much more dependent on exposure variables than at 
X- junctions. It also confirmed an earlier observation that the exposure functions were 

more influential in predicting injury accidents than all accidents at any given type of 
junction. 

The flow-based model represented by'Equation (5.38) was clearly the most preferred on 

account of the fewer degrees of freedom expended and the generally better t-statistics of 
individual model parameters and global goodness-of-fit measures for the model as a 

whole. The selected full models for injury accidents at T -junctions are also presented in 
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Table 5.6b. Only two additional variables were significant enough to be included in 

these models. The variables were the average standard deviation of vehicle spot speeds 

on the major approaches (SSD) and the level of traffic control on the minor road 

(TCON). The pedestrian exposure variable (PEDF) was not significant at this stage and 

did not therefore feature separately as an explanatory variable. It featured as an integral 

part of the combined exposure function SVPF. However, as can be seen in Table 5.6b, 

the full model based on the latter exposure function performed poorly in relation to the 

alternative models, although it appeared more logically constituted than the others. 

Table 5.6b. Models for Injury Accidents at T-junctions 
(Total number of accidents = 126; number of sites = 57 
Model Description 

1. Null model 
Dispersion parameter 

2. Flow-based models 
(a) 

Dispersion parameter 

(b) 

Dispersion parameter 

(c) 

Dispersion parameter 

3. Full models 
(a) 

Dispersion parameter 

(b) 

Dispersion parameter 

(c) 

Dispersion parameter 

Freeman- 

Tukey R? 

0.63 

0.59 

0.64 

0.71 

0.70 

0.47 

' The prefix "L" indicates the natural logarithmic form of the variable, i. e LXPDF - Log (XPDF). 
**LL(O) is the log-likelihood value of the null model 
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Model 
Terms* 

Lk 
K 

Lk 
LXPDF 
PEDF 

K 
Lk 
LENCP 
PEDF 

K 
Lk 
LMAJF 
LMINF 
PEDF 

K 

Lk 
LXPDF 
SSD 
TCON(3) 
K 

Lk 
LMAJF 
LMINF 
SSD 
TCON(3) 
K 

Lk 
LSVPF 
SSD 
TCON(3) 
K 

Estimated 

Coefficient 
0.793 
1.923 

-6.796 
0.430 
0.003027 
3.080 

-5.821 
0.370 
0.003509 
6.966 

-7.007 
0.479 
0.398 
0.003038 
2.902 

-7.852 
0.490 
0.0844 

-0.765 
3.24 

-7.728 
0.464 
0.503 
0.08535 

-0.767 
2.995 

-6.332 
0.726 
0.0719 

-0.811 
4.809 

Standard 
Error of 

Estimate 
0.131 
0.757 

2.285 
0.137 
0.001725 

2.066 
0.123 
0.001438 
6.112 
2.448 
0.221 
0.172 
0.001756 

2.192 
0.126 
0.0445 
0.428 

2.391 
0.221 
0.161 
0.04570 
0.435 

2.151 
0.224 
0.040 
0.412 
3.046 

) 
t-statistic 

6.074 
2.540 

-2.974 
3.144 
1.755 

-2.818 3.005 
2.440 
1.140 
2.862 
2.168 
2.318 
1.730 

-3.582 
3.901 
1.898 

-1.789 

-3.232 
2.103 
3.124 
1.868 

-1.764 

-2.944 
3.240 
1.798 

-1.970 
1.579 

Log- 
Likelihood 
ratio 

LL(0) = 
-223.7** 

0.098 

0.093 

0.097 

0.111 

0.110 

0.084 



The models in which the pedestrian exposure variable was not explicitly represented 

were accepted, partly because of their far superior goodness-of-fit measures and, also, 

because they included the parameter SSD. Because of the operational environment the 

parameter value (SSD) characterised, it was presumed that it could well be accounting 

in part for the risk of pedestrian accidents in the models. This presumption seemed to 

gain support from the fact that estimates of the parameter value in the models in 

question were more significant than in the model with the combined pedestrian and 

vehicle flow function. 

The levels of traffic control in the models were again negatively correlated to injury 

accident frequency and, as before, it is to be appreciated that their estimated impacts 

were relative to TCON(l) or STOP control, which was not explicitly featured. 

Therefore, TCON(2), or YIELD control, and TCON(3), or no control, were adjudged to 

be associated with less accident potential than STOP control. 

The full injury accident models explained only an average of 7 per cent more systematic 

variation in the response variable than the respective flow-based models and as much as 

20 per cent less than corresponding models for X -junctions. It is probably also 

noteworthy that no junction geometry variable was represented in the full models for T- 

junctions. All these would go to emphasise the point that injury accidents at T -junctions 

were far more dependent on traffic factors than geometry, or the road environment. Of 

the alternative full models presented in Table 5.6b, the preferred one was: 

A= 3.89XI 0-4 XPDF 0.490 e (0.0844SSD-0.765TCON(3)) 

.............. (5.41) 

The effect of traffic control as captured by the preferred full model was such that, 

relative to STOP control, T -junctions which had no control at all (TCON(3)) were 

associated with a reduction in injury accident potential by a factor of 0.46. Interestingly, 

the expected reduction in accident potential associated with YIELD-control (i. e. 

TCON(2)) was estimated to be more than one and a half times that of junctions with no 

control. This is reassuring because it showed that, from a safety perspective at least 

some form of junction control may still be better than no control at all. The YIELD 

control parameter (TCON(2)) was, however, not retained in the full model because the 

t-statistic value for the estimate fell well short of the required significance level. 
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The results also provide reasonable grounds for a radical re-appraisal of the rationale 

for implementing STOP controls at T -junctions. Since the presumed safety benefits of 

implementing this most restrictive form of unsignalised junction control do not appear 

to materialise, it might make sense to explore the effectiveness of replacing it with 

YIELD control. At least three potential advantages will accrue as a result. Junction 

control will become more flexible whilst delays to traffic associated with the mandatory 

STOP control would be minimised, together with the attendant adverse impact on the 

environment. 

The need for such re-appraisal has been underscored in the works of Polus (1985), 

Ronald and James (1988) and Lum and Parker (1982). These authors studied the impact 

on safety of increasing the level of junction control through replacement of YIELD 

signs by STOP or implementation of four-way STOP controls at unsignalised X- 

junctions. They observed that, whilst such measures may result in the redistribution of 

accidents at the given site, they did not meet the desired objective of reducing the 

overall accident frequency. Consequently, they concluded that the measures were 

merely restrictive and not universally justified by the operational and environmental 

impacts resulting from their use. 

5.5.2.3 Accidents by Collision-types 

(a) Right-angle Collision Accidents 

The models, which were selected as most suitable for this group of accidents, are 

presented in Table 5.7a. In the flow-based models, exposure functions based on 

different combinations of the major (MAJF) and minor road flows (MINF) produced the 

best results. The first exposure variable (XPDF) was a product of the two flows and 

constrained to have the same exponent. In the other exposure function, the constraint on 

the exponent was removed and the flow variables were allowed to take separate 

exponent values. The flow-based models were: 

A=6.93x10"4 XPDF 0.444 
. .... ... . ......... (5.42) 
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.................. A=4.41x10 MAJF °'536 MINF °'392 (5.43) 

where A is the expected 3-year frequency of right-angle collision accidents at T -junctions. 

Table 5.7a. Models for Right-angle Collision Accidents at T-junctions 
(Total number of accidents = 52; number of sites=57 ) 

Model Description Model Estimated Standard t-statistic Freeman- Log. 
Terms* Error of Likelihood 

ratio 
Coefficient Estimate Tukey R2 z 

1. Null model Lk 0.274 0.151 1.817 - LL(0) _ 
Dispersion parameter K 1.851 0.979 1.891 -178.8** 

2. Flow-based models 
(a) Lk -7.275 2.468 -2.948 0.43 0.050 

LXPDF 0.444 0.144 3.083 
Dispersion parameter K 3.079 2.136 1.441 

(b) Lk -7.726 2.660 -2.905 0.46 0.051 
LMAJF 0.536 0.247 2.170 
LMINF 0.392 0.183 2.142 

Dispersion parameter K 3.095 2.151 1.439 

3. Full models 
(a) Lk -7.144 2.624 -2.723 0.95 0.119 

LXPDF 0.415 0.145 2.854 
MEDW -0.161 0.107 -1.507 
ITM(2) 0.844 0.623 1.356 
TCON(3) -1.764 0.760 -2.321 

Dispersion parameter K 3.080 - 

(b) Lk -8.570 3.007 -2.850 0.98 0.124 
LMAJF 0.684 0.310 2.208 
LMINF 0.293 0.188 1.559 
MEDW -0.222 0.124 -1.795 
ITM(2) 0.815 0.628 1.297 
TCON(3) -1.768 0.758 -2.332 

Dispersion parameter K 3.100 - 
The prefix "L" indicates the natural logarithmic form of the variable, i. e LXPDF - Log (XPDF). 

"LL(0) is the log-likelihood value of the null model 

The global goodness-of-fit measures for both models were similar but the one based on 

the cross products of flow function (XPDF) was marginally preferable, on account of 

the fewer degrees of freedom used. 

The alternative full models included three other explanatory variables, representing the 

average width of the median on the major road (MEDW), the status/type of island on 

the minor road (ITM) and the level of traffic control (TCON). The models are also 

presented in Table 5.7a. TCON(3) or no control and MEDW were all negatively 

correlated to the expected frequency of right-angle collision accidents. ITM(2), 

representing the absence of a triangular island with dual-directional traffic flow on 
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either side on the minor road, was associated with an increase in the frequency of right- 

angle collision accidents, hence the positive sign attached to this parameter in the 

model. Although the latter parameter's t-statistic did not meet the required level for 

significance, it was deemed prudent to retain it in the model due to the substantial 

reduction in deviance it contributed. Perhaps, more importantly, the parameter also 

ensured the stability of the full model (i. e. its presence in the model enhanced the 

significance of the other parameter estimates and without it these parameters were less 

significant). 

The preferred full model in exponential form was: 

A=7.89X1 U XPDF 0.415 e(0.844ITM(2)-0.161tifEDW-1.764TCON(3)) . ..,..,. 
(5,44) 

Thus, the estimated effects of the additional variables were such that the absence of a 

triangular island on the minor road (ITM(2)) was associated with an increase in right- 

angle accident frequency by a factor of 2.33, whilst no control (TCON(3)) on the minor 

road reduced it 0.17 times. 

if Figure 5.6a. Figure 5.6b 

Illustration of major conflict in the absence Illustration of major conflict in the presence 
triangular island on minor road (ITM(2)). of triangular island on minor road 

(i. e. "Bennett junction") 

The effect of the absence of a triangular island on the minor road (ITM(2)) is best 

illustrated by Figures 5.6a & b. The conflict between left-turning vehicles from both 

major and minor roads is one of the key conflicts that result in right-angle collisions at 

T -junctions. As shown in Figure 5.6a, the conflict point between the two left turns 

occurs on the major road. The risk of collision between vehicles in the two streams is 
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therefore high, given the higher traffic volume and speeds on the major road. The 

situation is further aggravated because the left-turning minor road vehicle has to 

concentrate on the approaching major through traffic on the near-side and yet remain 

aware of the left-turning from major traffic in order to identify and accept safe gaps. In 

the event that the driver pays too much attention to the major road traffic approaching 

on the near-side, he/she becomes more vulnerable to a right-angle collision type 

accident. 

On the other hand, when the island is present on the minor' road, as shown in Figure 

5.6b (i. e. Bennett junction), the conflict point of interest can be displaced onto the 

minor road. As a result, the collision does not only become less likely but it also 

changes character as a sideswipe, due to the acute angle at which the traffic streams 

now meet. Also, on approach to the major road this time, the left-turning minor road 

vehicle has only the near-side approaching major traffic to worry about, hence the 

chance of misjudgement and getting involved in a right-angle type of collision is 

minimised. In the light of the foregoing, it is understandable that in the prediction 

model, the situation depicted in Figure 5.6a will be associated with higher frequencies 

of right-angle collisions than Figure 5.6b. 

How increasing width of the median on the major road (MEDW) could be associated 

with reduction in the incidence of right-angle collisions, as captured by the model was, 

however, less understood. Perhaps, the gap between wide medians in the central area of 

the junction could be providing safe refuge for left-turning vehicles to transit before 

completing the difficult manoeuvre. In that case, decision making is simplified and less 

likely to lead to collisions since the left-turning manoeuvre (a relevant flow for right- 

angle collisions) is accomplished in a two-stage process, in which the driver needs only 

to identify safe gaps in one traffic stream at a time. 

(b) Rear-end Collision Accidents 

Rear-end collisions were the predominant type of accident at T -junctions. They 

constituted just over a quarter (28 per cent) of all accidents reported for all the case- 

study junctions during the period 1996-1998 inclusive and an average of 1.7 per 
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junction. The cross products of flow (XPDF) and the merging flow products (MEFP) 

were the most significant exposure functions and led to the following flow-based 

models: 

..................... (5.45) A=2.47x10'5XPDF0.652 

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, (5.46) A=3.75x10"5 MEFP 0,658 

These models are presented in their linear form in Table 5.7b. On average, the 

proportion of systematic variation explained by them was about half the percentage 

obtained for corresponding models for X -junctions. It means that, despite the higher 

frequency per junction at T -junctions than X -junctions, rear-end collisions at the T- 

junctions in the database were still more subject to random factors. As can be seen from 

the same table, the full models also compared similarly with the corresponding ones for 

X -junctions. The additional variable in the full models in this case was the factor 

ZEX(2), which represented the absence of designated zebra crossings at the junction 

sites. 

Table 5.7b. Models for Rear-end Collision Accidents at T-junctions 
(Total number of accidents = 98; number of sites=57) 
Model Description Model Estimated Standard t-statistic Freeman- Log- 

Terms* Error of Likelihood 
ratio 

Coefficient Estimate Tukey R' ) 

1. Null model Lk 0.542 0.179 3.032 - LL(0) _ 
Dispersion parameter K 0.808 0.245 3.298 -203.4** 

2. Flow-based models 
(a) Lk -10.61 2.929 -3.622 0.34 0.067 

LXPDF 0.652 0.711 3.812 
Dispersion parameter K 1.220 0.423 2.883 

(b) Lk -10.19 2.835 -3.594 0.30 0.064 
LMEFP 0.658 0.174 3.791 

Dispersion parameter K 1.186 0.406 2.923 

3. Full models 
(a) Lk -11.80 2.847 -4.145 0.40 0.092 

LMEFP 0.713 0.170 4.194 
ZEX(2) 0.922 0.383 2.407 

Dispersion parameter K 1.437 0.524 2.742 

(b) Lk -12.44 2.952 -4.214 0.48 0.097 
LXPDF 0.716 0.168 4.262 
ZEX(2) 0.962 0.393 2.532 

Dispersion parameter K 1.531 0.578 2.649 

* The prefix "L" indicates the natural logarithmic form of the variable, i. e. LXPDF - Log (XPDF). 
**LL(O) is the log-likelihood value of the null model 
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Although the connection between this variable and rear-end collisions appears slightly 

tenuous, it proved far more significant in all respects than other variables, which 

otherwise would have been expected to be more directly connected with rear-end 

collisions. For example, variables such as those representing the proportion of heavy 

goods vehicles in traffic (HGV) and the absence of a left-turning lane on the major road 
(LFT(2)) were estimated with negative and positive coefficients respectively in the 

tested models. However, the parameter estimates and contribution of LFT(2) and HGV 

to the reduction in scaled deviance were always very marginal. It was also observed that 

inclusion of these otherwise more plausible variables in the full models led to the 

improbable situation that the proportion of systematic variation explained by the full 

models became less than that explained by the flow-based models. This meant that the 

additional variables were contributing more uncertainty to the models than they helped 

to explain the data. Because of these observations the variables were eventually 

dropped from the models in favour of ZEX(2). 

The preferred full model was: 

A=3.96x10"6 XPDF o. 7/6 
eo. 

962zEX(2) 
.................... (5.47) 

The model shows that in the absence of designated zebra crossings at T -junctions the 

expected frequency of rear-end collision type accidents was increased by a factor of 
2.62. How this manifested itself in practice was not entirely clear but it is imaginable 

that the absence of designated crossing areas at junctions can lead to pedestrians 

crossing the arms of the junction haphazardly, when and where they choose. This, in 

turn, is likely to result in unpredictable stopping or rapid deceleration of lead vehicles 

when pedestrians are encountered unexpectedly, thereby increasing the potential for 

rear-end collisions. 

(c) Side-swipe Collision Accidents 

Side-swipe collisions were the next most common accident type after rear-end 

collisions at T -junctions, with an average frequency of 1.44 per junction in the three- 

year period 1996-1998. Alternative models that best described the relationship between 
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the frequency of these accidents and the relevant road and traffic variables are presented 

in Table 5.7c. The selected flow-based models were built separately upon the merging 

flow products (MEFP) and encounter flow products (ENCP) traffic exposure functions. 

In their exponential form, the models were: 

A =1.33x10"3 MEFP °'431 
..................... (5.48) 

A =1.72x10-3 ENCP 0.395 
..................... (5.49) 

where A is the expected 3-year frequency of side-swipe collision accidents 
at T -junctions 

Of the two models, the one based on the merging flow products (MEFP) function was 

by far the better one. The parameter estimates were more significant and it explained a 

higher proportion (11 per cent) of systematic variation. This exposure function was also 

only one of three that constituted the encounter flow products (ENCP). The MEFP 

function was therefore more relevant to the accident type and the full model based on it 

clearly more preferable to the alternative. 

Table 5.7c. Models for Side-swipe Collision Accidents at T-junctions 
(Total number of accidents = 82; number of sites=57) 
Model Description Model Estimated Standard t-statistic Freeman- Log- 

Terms* Error of Likelihood 
ratio 

Coefficient Estimate Tukey R2 z 

1. Null model Lk 0.364 0.176 2.063 - LL(0) _ 
Dispersion parameter K 0.929 0.370 2.511 . 188.1** 

2. Flow-based model 
(a) Lk -6.622 2.746 -2.412 0.11 0.031 

LMEFP 0.431 0.169 2.550 
Dispersion parameter K 1.229 0.555 2.212 

(b) Lk -6.363 2.988 -2.130 0.08 0.024 
LENCP 0.395 0.175 2.255 

Dispersion parameter K 1.155 0.507 2.276 

3. Full models 
(a) Lk -7.518 2.944 -2.554 0.30 0.049 

LDIFP 0.482 0.176 2.739 
ITM(2) -0.475 0.443 -1.072 
ZEX(2) 0.742 0.389 1.907 

Dispersion parameter K 1.604 0.854 1.878 

(b) Lk -7.678 3.088 -2.486 0.28 0.047 
LENCP 0.465 0.176 2.642 
ITM(2) -0.462 0.448 1.031 
ZEX(2) 0.690 0.385 1.792 

Dispersion parameter K 1.537 0.795 1.933 
* The prefix "L" indicates the natural logarithmic form of the variable, i. e LMU F- Log (MEFP). 
**LL(O) is the log-likelihood value of the null model 
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The selected full models however were based on the extension of the encounter flow 

products function (ENCP), on the one hand, and the diverging flow products (DIFP), on 

the other. The most promising additional variables that featured represented the status 

of designated zebra crossings (ZEX) at the site and the peculiar triangular island on the 

minor road (ITM). In each case, T -junction sites without marked zebra crossings 

(ZEX(2)) were associated with an increase in the frequency of side-swipe collisions, 

whilst the absence of the triangular island on the minor road contributed to a reduction 
in the accident frequency. 

Here again, it is not exactly clear how the absence of marked zebra crossings at the 

junctions could have impacted on the incidence of side-swipe collisions. The 

connection could be a tenuous and indirect one, similar to the circumstances under 

which the same variable was thought to be impacting on rear-end collisions, as argued 

in the preceding section. However, it is quite likely, also, that the variable was merely 

masking another factor or combination of factors, more directly connected to the 

particular accident type, but which turned out to be insignificant when tested for 

inclusion in the models. Such a situation could have arisen either because the important 

factor or factors were not properly represented in the modelling database or 

inadvertently left out altogether during the data collection exercise. 

Having said the above, it is important to note that the parameter (ZEX) was finally 

accepted into the models for good reasons. The estimate of its coefficient was 

significant and it contributed even more significantly to the reduction in scaled 

deviance. The presence of the variable in the model also enhanced the model's stability 

substantially by improving upon the significance of the other parameters. On the other 

hand the parameter (ITM(2)) was also retained, notwithstanding its relatively poor t- 

statistic, because, in addition to the reduction in deviance, it was particularly influential 

for the significance of the traffic flow function (DIFP). The preferred full model in 

exponential form was: 

A=5.43x1 0-4 DIFP 0 . 482 e (0.742zsx(1)-0.4751rM(2)) 
............ (5.50) 

The diverging flow products function (DIFP) is pertinent in this case because it 

involves lane changing, a situation which leads to side-swipe collisions, particularly, at 
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junctions with two-lane approaches. It is also apparent from the full model that the 

absence of marked zebra crossings (ZEX(2)) at T -junctions increased the frequency of 

side-swipe collision accidents by a factor of 2.1. On the other hand, junctions without 

the triangular island on the minor road (ITM(2)) were associated with a reduction in the 

accident frequency by a factor of 0.62 (see Equation 5.50). The latter point is partly 

illustrated in Figure 5.6b, where the presence of the special type of island transforms the 

character of at least one potential right-angle conflict point on the major road into a 

potential side-swipe conflict on the minor road. In addition, the two-directional traffic 

flow on either side of the island substantially increases the chance of close encounters 

between entering and exiting vehicles on the minor road and, hence the potential for 

side-swipe collisions. With these in mind, it appears understandable that the absence of 

this type of island on the minor road would be associated with a reduction in the 

frequency of side-swipe collisions, as estimated by the models. However, the low t- 

statistic for the estimate of this parameter in the full model means that the estimate is 

less precise than desired and its impact as described above cannot, therefore, be taken 

for granted. 

(d) Head-on Collision Accidents 

Since there was no evidence of over-dispersion in the data, models for this category of 

accident were built on the assumption of a Poisson error distribution. The selected 

models are presented in Table 5.7d. The most significant exposure functions were cross 

products of flow (XPDF) and encounter flow products (ENCP). On the basis of these 

functions, the flow-based models were: 

A=2.24x10-6 XPDF 0.695 
................... 

(5.51) 

A=5.03x10-6 ENCP 0.648 
................... (5.52) 

where A is the expected 3-year frequency of head-on collision accidents 

The x2 goodness of fit was used to assess the overall quality of the models. Both 

models, on account of the amount of scale deviance reduced, were highly significant (at 

the 1 per cent level). The critical x2 value at the 1 per cent level of significance for 1 

degree of freedom is 6.535, whilst the respective values of scaled deviance reduced by 

the models in Equations (5.51) and (5.52), were 8.317 and 6.91. Both models, therefore, 
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had a much better explanatory power than the null model. Despite meeting the 

statistical requirements these models still need to be treated with caution due to the 

rather low average accident frequency (0.3 accidents per site) on which they are based. 

The preponderance of zero accident counts for many sites in the database means that the 

data may be subject to considerable random variation and the estimates are likely to be 

much less precise than appears. Therefore, as in similar situations encountered earlier in 

this thesis, it was determined that the null or grand mean model is likely to be the more 

reliable one. 

The results from fitting the extended or full models were even less promising. Although 

the full models also appeared to have much better fit to the data than the null model, the 

x2 tests revealed that they were not significant improvements over the flow-based 

models. Again, the only reason these models are published here is to give an indication 

of the best that was attainable in the circumstances after testing nearly all the variables 

in the database. 

Table 5.7d. Models for Head-on Collision Accidents at T-junctions 
(Total number of accidents =19; number of sites=57) 
Model Description Model Estimated Standard t-statistic Freeman- Log- 

Terms* Error of Likelihood 
ratio 

Coefficient Estimate Tukey R2 z 

1. Null model Lk -1.099 0.229 -4.793 - SD=47.292 
DF=56** 

2. Flow-based models 
(a) Lk -13.01 4.475 -2.907 - SD=38.975 

LXPDF 0.695 0.256 2.712 DF-55 
(b) Lk -12.20 4.482 2.722 - SD=40.382 

LENCP 0.648 0.257 2.521 DF=55 

3. Full models 
(a) Lk -15.99 5.004 -3.195 - SD=35.792 

LXPDF 0.839 0.281 2.987 DF=54 
STL 2 0.869 0.495 1.755 

(b) Lk -17.16 5.586 -3.072 - SD=36.864 
LTINF 1.654 0.574 2.882 DF=53 
STL(2) 0.977 0.509 1.919 
MEDW -0.270 0.197 -1.371 

The prefix "L" indicates the natural logarithmic form of the variable, i. e. LXPDF=Log 
** SD is model scaled deviance and DF is the residual degrees of freedom 

The obtained full models are also listed in Table 5.7d. Additional variables which were 

relatively most influential were STL(2) and MEDW, representing the absence of street- 

lighting at the junction sites and the presence/width of a median on the major road 
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respectively. The streetlights factor was consistent in both models, whilst the influence 

of a median was only reflected in one model. Whilst the absence of streetlights was 

associated with an increase in the frequency of head on collisions, the presence/width of 

the median on the major road tended to reduce it. For illustration the better one of the 

two full models was: 

A=1.14XI 0,7 XPDF 0.839 e 0.869STL(2) 
................... (5.53) 

(e) Single Vehicle Accidents 

The data for single vehicle accidents were under-dispersed and were therefore fitted 

with the Poisson error distribution. However, the exercise did not produce any 

statistically significant flow-based models. None of the models listed in Table 5.7e 

represented a significant improvement over the null model. The models are simply 

indicative of the best estimates that were obtained. This outcome of the modelling 

exercise suggested that single vehicle accidents at T -junctions were essentially random 

and unpredictable by nature. In the circumstances, therefore, the grand mean of accident 

frequency across all junctions (i. e. null model) provided the best and only basis on 

which to estimate the frequency of single vehicle accidents at T -junctions. 

Table 5.7e. Models for Single-vehicle Collision Accidents at T -junctions 
(Total number of accidents = 19; number of sites=57) 

_ Model Model Estimated Standard t-statistic Freeman- Log- 
Description Terms* Error of Likelihood 

ratio 
Coefficient Estimate Tukey R? s 

1. Null model Lk -1.099 0.229 -4.793 SD=51.112 
DF=56 

2. Flow-based model 
(a) Lk -5.642 3.922 -1.439 - SD=49.698 

LXPDF 0.268 0.229 1.169 DF=55 

3. Full model 
(a) Lk -7.356 4.214 -1.746 - SD=48.063 

LXPDF 0.349 0.241 1.444 DF=54 
STL 2 0.618 0.491 1.258 

*The prefix "L" indicates the natural logarithmic form of the variable, i. e. LXPDF-Log(XPDF) 
"" SD is model scaled deviance and DF is the residual degrees of freedom 
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(f) Pedestrian Accidents 

As was done for pedestrian accident models for X -junctions, the model forms tested 

here were required to include exposure functions that accounted for both vehicle and 

pedestrian flows in a logically plausible manner. Thus, different vehicle flow functions 

were individually combined with the pedestrian flow in various ways and tested. The 

most significant results were obtained when the exposure variable involved the total 

vehicle inflow to the junction (TINF) and the pedestrian flow (PEDF), specified side by 

side or as a combined function. The models obtained are presented in Table 5.7f. In 

their exponential form, the flow-based models were: 

A=6.79x10"4 PVPF 0.544 
...................... (5.54) 

A=2.02x10"3 TINF 0399 PEDF °. 614 

...................... 
(5.55) 

where A is the estimated 3-year frequency of pedestrian accidents at T -junctions and 
PVPF -a combined vehicle and pedestrian exposure function (=TINFxPEDF) 

Table 5.7f. Models for Pedestrian Accidents at T-junctions 
Total number of accidents = 63; number of sites=57) 
Model Description Model Estimated Standard t-statistic Freeman- Log- 

Terms* Error of Likelihood 
ratio 

Coefficient Estimate Tukey R2 z 

1. Null model Lk 0.100 0.180 0.555 - LL(0) 
Dispersion parameter K 1.053 0.492 2.140 -166.0** 

2. Flow-based models 
(a) Lk -7.295 1.965 -3.712 0.78 0.078 

LPVPF 0.544 0.143 3.804 
Dispersion parameter K 2.611 2.027 1.288 

(b) Lk -6.204 2.853 -2.175 0.82 0.080 
LTINF 0.399 0.310 1.287 
LPEDF 0.614 0.194 3.165 

Dispersion parameter K 2.639 2.054 1.285 

3. Full models 
(a) Lk -8.409 2.088 -4.027 0.92 0.090 

LPVPF 0.607 0.147 4.129 
STL(2) 0.470 0.324 1.451 

Dispersion parameter K 2.847 2.287 1.245 

(b) Lk -8.498 3.317 -2.561 0.92 0.090 
LTINF 0.618 0.351 1.761 
LPEDF 0.603 0.195 3.092 
STL(2) 0.475 0.353 1.346 

Dispersion parameter K 2.846 2.286 1.245 
* The prefix "L" indicates the natural logarithmic form of the variable, i. e. LPVPF a Log (PVPF). 
**LL(O) is the log-likelihood value of the null model 
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Like the corresponding models for X -junctions, these models predicted a very large 

proportion of the systematic variation in the frequency of pedestrian accidents. This 

would reinforce the point made earlier to the effect that pedestrian accident frequency 

was more dependent on traffic exposure function than other road or traffic variables. 

Consistent with this observation, most additional variables tested for the full models 

produced insignificant parameter estimates and very small contributions to the 

reduction in model scaled deviance. 

The only variable of any consequence was the one representing the status of street 

lighting at the junction (STL). Although the parameter estimate was just short of the 

value required for significance at the 5 per cent level, it still produced the single largest 

reduction in scaled deviance. For this reason, the variable was accepted into the model 

to enhance its plausibility. The two alternative full models (see Table 5.70 had very 

similar characteristics, except that the model based on the combined pedestrian and 

vehicle exposure function used one less degree of freedom. This model was: 

A=2.23x10"3 PVPF 0.607 e 0.47OST 2) (5.56) ................... 
where STL(2) is a factor representing the absence of street lighting at the junction 

and other variables are as previously defined. 

The absence of street lighting at T -junctions (STL(2)) was estimated by the model to be 

associated with an increase in pedestrian accident frequency at T -junctions by a factor 

of 1.6. A similar effect was identified in the models for pedestrian accidents at X- 

junctions. 

5.6 Conclusion 

Prediction models have been developed relating the 3-year accident frequency at 

unsignalised T- and X -junctions to various road and traffic variables. The models were 

of two types, the first (flow-based) based solely on the traffic exposure function, whilst 

the second (full models) were extensions of the best exposure functions to include other 

significant road and traffic variables. Models were developed separately for all 

accidents, injury accidents and other accident types categorised by the defining collision 

types involved, namely, head-on, rear-end, sides-wipe and right-angle collisions and 

pedestrian accidents. 
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Generally, traffic exposure functions such as the cross products of flow (XPDF) and the 

sum of encounter flow products (ENCP) produced much better fit to the accident data 

than simpler flow functions like the total traffic inflow (TINF). Two goodness-of-fit 

measures were mainly used to assess the overall quality of the models. The Freeman- 

Tukey R2 presented the proportion of systematic variation in the dependent variable 

explained by the models, whilst the Log-likelihood ratio statistic (p2) was used to 

determine how much more explanatory power the fitted model had over the model with 

only the constant term. In isolated cases, where the accident data were under-dispersed 
(for some selected accident types), the latter type of model evaluation was carried out 

using the x2 test. 

On average, flow-based models for T -junctions had about one-and-a-half times more 
"proportion explained" than those obtained for X -junctions. It would appear, therefore, 

that the exposure variables were much more influential determinants of accident 
frequency at T -junctions than at X -junctions. Fewer additional variables made it into 

the full models for T -junctions than for X -junctions, leading to a reversal of the trend in 

the proportion of systematic variation explained in the full models. Within each junction 

group (i. e. X- or T -junctions), flow-based models for the various types of accident 

defined by the primary collision also produced higher "proportion explained" than the 

corresponding models for all accidents or injury accidents. This trend was largely 

attributed to the fact that, at the more disaggregate level, it was easier to identify the 

more appropriate exposure functions relevant to the particular collision type. 

The three most consistent additional variables that featured in the extended accident 

models for X-junctions were street lighting and dedicated left-turning lanes, as well as 

the average standard deviation of approach spot speeds of vehicles on the major road. 
Those for T -junctions were level of traffic control, average width of the median on the 

major road and the average standard deviation of vehicle approach spot speeds on the 

major road. The absence of street lighting and dedicated left-turning lanes and the 

average standard deviation of vehicle approach spot speeds were all positively 

correlated with accident frequency. 

Interestingly, whilst the average width of the median on the major road was associated 

with an increase in accident frequency at X -junctions, it had the opposite effect at T- 
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junctions. Also, the accident potential of T -junctions that had YIELD or no control was 

adjudged to be much lower than sites controlled by STOP control. This apparently 

confirmed the earlier finding, in Section 4.3.2.4, regarding the relative accident 

potential of junctions with the different levels of control. 

For the individual accident types defined by the primary collisions, the additional 

variables captured in the respective full models differed in type as well as their nature 

of influence on accident frequency. For example, whereas the absence of a dedicated 

left- turning storage lane on the major road was most influential in increasing the 

frequency of side-swipe accidents at X -junctions, the most influential additional 

variable for side- swipes at T -junctions was the triangular island on the minor road. The 

absence of the triangular island on the minor road reduced the incidence of side-swipes 

at T -junctions by a factor of 0.62, whilst at the same time increasing right-angle 

collisions by 2.33 times. The absence of left-turn storage lanes on the major road also 

increased the frequency of rear-end collisions at X -junctions two-fold. 

Given the large variety of variables tested in the model estimation process, the quality 

of the models obtained and the consistency of the additional variables, it can be 

concluded that the full models developed represented causal rather than associative 

relationships. The models can be used subsequently, therefore, for the reliable 

prediction of accident frequency associated with the junction types and features 

described. In the ensuing chapter, the estimated models are used to obtain more refined 

estimates of site-specific accident potential, as part of a new procedure for safety 

appraisal and accident "blackspot" identification and ranking. 
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CHAPTER 6 

EMPIRICAL BAYESIAN ESTIMATION 

OF ACCIDENT POTENTIAL AND 

DEVELOPMENT OF REVISED "BLACKSPOT" DECISION CRITERIA 

6.1 Introduction 

In the preceding chapters, the accident records for selected junctions in a case study 

were analysed. As a result of this analysis, some key traffic and road features associated 

with the incidence of accidents were identified and subsequently tested, as part of a 

wide range of explanatory variables to develop accident prediction models for two 

families of junctions, namely T- and X -junctions. Thus, apart from the observed 

accident counts for each specific junction, the model predictions provided yet another, 

even more useful, indicator of accident potential. In this chapter, it is argued that the 

two types of indicators of accident potential have both advantages and disadvantages 

that make them potentially unsuitable to be used individually, although they both 

contain important clues to obtaining the best estimate of site-specific accident potential. 

The Empirical Bayesian (EB) method has been outlined, by which the two kinds of 

clues are combined to produce more refined estimates of the accident potential for 

specific sites. On the basis of these refined (EB) estimates, new improved criteria for 

accident "blackspot" identification and ranking have also been outlined. 

6.2 Empirical Bayesian (EB) Estimation of Accident Potential 

6.2.1 The General Principle 

The accident potential, or "unsafety", of any site is defined as the long-term average 

number of accidents at the site, if the design, traffic flows, road environment and all 

other features of the site were to remain constant over a long period of time (Kulmala, 

1995; Hauer, 1992). Knowledge of the accident potential at any road location would 
facilitate important decisions that are taken regularly by the road authorities. These 

decisions relate to determining whether a particular site is unsafe enough to require 
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some remedial action and, where some intervention has been implemented, to know by 
how much, if any, the level of safety has been improved. The level of improvement can 
then help in the identification of which measures are effective and which amount to a 

relative waste of resources. 

However, since it is practically impossible to keep all site conditions constant over the 

short-term, let alone the long-term, it means that accident potential (unsafety) remains 

an expectation that has to be estimated. Thus, use of the observed accident frequency to 

represent the accident potential, as is often done, is erroneous and amounts to 

oversimplification, not least because accident counts are subject to both random 

variation and the regression-to-mean phenomenon. Hauer (1992) suggested that the 

accident history of a site could be seen as only one of two important clues, which can be 

used for a more realistic and accurate estimation of accident potential. The accident 
frequency has the important attribute that it reflects conditions that may be specific to 

the site under investigation and which are likely to affect safety in an unknown manner. 

The second clue that contains information about the accident potential of a site is what 
Hauer (1992) described as "the traits". These are key characteristics of the site that 

connect it with others in a family or reference population. For a road location, such as a 
junction, these could be the layout, other geometric variables, traffic volumes etc. They 

enable reasonable estimates (inference) of the accident potential of the given location to 
be made if the unsafety of other junctions with similar traits were to be known. The 

accuracy of such estimates would however depend on the level of definition of the 

reference population that shares the given traits and that, in turn, depends on the 

availability of data and the inevitably subjective judgement about which traits are 
important and which are not. 

The most common basis for such inference is usually the average accident counts or 

accident rates across the reference population. However, it has been observed (e. g. 
Mountain et al, 1996) that, when well-fitting prediction models are used to estimate the 

expected accidents, the quality of the estimates tend to be much better than using 

accident counts or accident rate. But even the prediction models would be associated 

with some degree of unexplained site-to-site variations, since it is not possible that all 

the factors that influence accidents at each site would be included in the model. As a 
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consequence, sites with similar explanatory variables or traits would still have different 

underlying mean accident frequency (Mountain et al, 1996). 

It is apparent therefore that the best estimate of unsafety of the location would be one 

that combines the two key clues of "traits" and accident history. The theoretical 

framework for doing this is the Empirical Bayesian (EB) procedure, which has been 

described by a number of authors (e. g. Abbess et al, 1981; Hauer and Persaud, 1987; 

Hauer, 1992), as follows: 

Let x be the number of accidents recorded for a junction in the given time period (eg. 3 

years) for which we want to estimate its accident potential. Let also A be the junction's 

accident potential (unsafety) and E(A) and Var(A) the mean and variance respectively, 

of the As of junctions in the same family or reference population as the junction of 

interest. Following this, if x follows the Poisson distribution and the As in the reference 

population can be described by a Gamma probability density function, then the best 

estimator (Empirical Bayes estimate) of A for the specific junction is given by: 

EB = aE(A) + (1-0 .................. (6.1) 

where a= E(el)/[E(A)+ Var(A)J = 1/ [1+(E(A)/K)] 
.................. 

(6.2) 

x is the overdispersion parameter estimated from the model fitting process 

In deriving the above relationships, Hauer (1992) observed that the following equalities 

were assumed; E(x)=E(A) and, 

Var(x) =E(A)+Var(A). 

Thus, the EB estimate is a weighted combination of the observed accident counts (x) 

and what is known about the average unsafety across the family of junctions to which 

the given junction belongs (E(A)). The weight a is always between 0 and 1 and, 

naturally, depends on the accident record and how different the unsafety of the junction 

is from the family average. When Var(A)» E(A), a approaches zero and EB = x, i. e. 

the family of junctions is so diverse that what is known about the average exerts little 

influence on the junction-specific estimate. Conversely, when Var(A) «E(A), a 

approaches unity and EB = E(A), and the family is said to be homogenous enough for 

each junction's unsafety to be inferred from the average, hence little weight is put on 
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the individual junction accident history. Generally, the period for which the accident 

record is available should be the same to which Var(A) and E(A) pertain. In the context 

of this thesis, this period is 3 years. The EB estimate is recommended because it 

increases the precision of the estimate of site-specific accident potential beyond what is 

normally possible when only the accident records are used. In addition, the EB estimate 

automatically accounts for the regression-to-mean (Hauer, 1992). 

The most widely used method for estimating E(A) and Var(A) is described as the 

"method of sample moments". It derives its name from the use of the calculated sample 

mean and variance to represent E(A) and Var(A) respectively. A detailed discussion of 

the method is outside the scope of this thesis but may be found in Hauer (1992) and 

Hauer and Persaud (1987). Suffice it to say, however, that the authors identified three 

main drawbacks to this method. First, it requires rather large samples to produce good 

estimates. Secondly, with the large samples, the range of traits describing the entities 

also widens and it becomes difficult to identify adequate reference populations. Thirdly, 

the method deals best with traits that are discrete in nature but is unable to account 

properly for continuous variables. 

The other method, which remains largely unexplored by practising engineers in road 

safety, but which is highly recommended by Hauer and Persaud (1987) and Mountain et 

al (1996), is the option of estimating E(A) and Var(A) from multivariate regression 

models. In fact, E(A) is precisely the sort of parameter that the accident prediction 

models in the preceding chapter of this thesis are estimating. The variable Var(A) can 

also be estimated by the squared residuals obtained from the model fits. Alternatively, 

Hauer and Persaud (1987) provide the following relationship for calculating it: 

Yar(d) = [E(el)]''/ K ................ (6.3) 

The variance of the EB estimate is also given by: 

))] x (K+x) =(1-a) EB 
................ (6.4) Var(EB) = [E(A)/(x+E(J1 '" 

The main advantages in using this method are that the multivariate regression models 

provide estimates of the reference population mean accident potential and variance that 
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exactly match many traits, whilst at the same time dealing comfortably with traits of a 

continuous nature. The other point is that this method does not require a large reference 

population for any combination of traits (Hauer 1992). 

Despite these advantages, the integration of accident prediction model estimates with 

the Empirical Bayesian procedure to produce refined estimates of site-specific accident 

potential is still uncommon. A major hindrance has often been the absence of good 

prediction models. Having developed the models in Chapter 5.0, a key objective of this 

study has been to demonstrate how the EB method could be applied to produce refined 

estimates of accident potential for the junctions in the case-study and, following that, 

outline a new procedure for accident blackspot identification and ranking. 

6.2.2 Worked Examples 

(a) Using all Accident Model for X-junctions 

Consider a typical X -junction of type X-1 (see Appendix 311) located in an urban area, 

with average daily traffic inflow of 2,200 from the major road and 1,793 from the 

minor. In three consecutive years, the junction recorded a total of 8 accidents. 

Assuming that 6.5 per cent of the total junction traffic are heavy goods vehicles, whilst 

the average standard deviation of vehicle approach spot speeds on the major road is 

11km/h. What will be the EB refined estimate of the junction's accident potential, if the 

measured average width of the minor road at the neck of the junction, is 13.9m? 

Assume also, that the junction area has no street lighting. 

The question is answered in the following steps: 

Sten1: Calculate the average accident potential for junctions of this kind (E(A)). 

This is done, by making use of the accident prediction model (full model) estimated in 

Chapter 5.0. Thus, using the full model for X -junctions (see Equation 5.12) the estimate 

is given by: 

E(A) = 8.1 2x1O s XPDF 0.370 e(0. S80STL(2)+0.661LFT(2)+0.190XGV+0.134JNEC+O. IOOSSD) 

where XPDF = MAJFxMINF = 2,200x1,793 vehicles/day, 
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STL(2) = 1, i. e. no street lighting; LFT(2) = 1, i. e. left turn lanes on major road, 
HGV=6.5%, JNEC = 13.9m and SSD =1 lkm/h. Hence, 

E(A) = 8.12x10"5 (2200x1793)0.37 e (0.58x1+0.661x1+0.19x6.5+0.134x13.9+0.1x11) 

=5.15accidents/3yrs 

Step 2: Calculate the "weight" ((x) 

The weight is needed to combine the observed accident count of 8 in 3years with the 

estimated average of 5.15 for this kind of junction. It is done, by using Equation (6.2). 

Thus, a= 1/[ 1+(5.15/4.65)] = 0.474. Note that the overdispersion parameter (K) is 

4.65 for the given accident model (see Table 5.4a). 

Step 3: Calculate the EB Refined value of Accident Potential 

The EB refined estimate of the expected accidents (accident potential) at the junction is 

calculated, using Equation (6.1) as follows: 

EB = aE(A) + (1-a x=0.474x5.15+0.526x8 = 6.65 accidents/3years 

That EB estimate (6.65accidents/3years) is between the average for similar sites 

(5. l5accidents/3years) and the observed accident count for this junction (8.0) 

underscores the significance of the mechanism for combining the two estimates. The 

EB procedure "pulls" the accident count towards the average and, by so doing, accounts 
for the regression-to-mean bias. The standard deviation of the refined estimate is given 
by: 

0EB = '�{((1-a) EB) =±'/(0.526x6.65) _ ±1.87 accidents in 3years. 

Therefore, the junction's accident potential after the EB refinement is 6.65± 1.87 

accidents in 3years. 

(b) Using all Accident Model for T-junctions 

Suppose the junction, whose refined accident potential is required, has the features of 
junction type T-5 (see Appendix 311). If this junction recorded 11 accidents in three 

consecutive years and the daily major and minor road traffic inflow are 8095 and 1225 

respectively, what will be the refined estimate of the accident potential for the period? 
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Assume that the minor road is STOP-controlled, whilst the average width of the median 

on the major road is 3.5m and the average standard deviation of vehicle spot speeds on 

the major road is 8.5km/h. 

Stepl: Calculate the average accident potential for junctions of this kind (E(A)). 

The relevant prediction model is as in Equation (5.37): 

E(A)= I. OIXIO-g XPDF 0.514 e(0.0694SSD-0.465TCON(2)-0.952TCON(j)-0.151MED6V) 

In this case, XPDF = MAJFxMINF; SSD = 8.5km/h; MEDW = 3.5m; since the traffic 

control on the minor road is STOP (i. e TCON(l)), it means that TCON(2)= 0; 

TCON(3)= 0; 

The overdispersion parameter for the model (x) is 2.996 (see Table 5.6a) 

Therefore, 

E(A) = 1.01X l O-3 XPDF 0.514 e(0.0694SSD-0.465TCON(2)-0.9S2TCON(3)-O. 
1 S! MEDW) 

= 1.01x10-3 (8095x1225) 0.514 e(0.0694x8.5 - 0.151x3.5) 

=1.01x10-3 x3945.71 x1.063 = 4.24 accidents/3years 

Step 2: Calculate the "weight" (a) 

a= 1/[1+(4.24/2.996)] = 0.414 

Step 3: Calculate the EB Refined value of Accident Potential 

EB = 0.414x4.24+0.586xl 1=8.20 accidents/3years 

The standard deviation for the estimate is aEB = I(0.586x8.20) = 2.19 accidents/3years. 

Therefore, precisely speaking, the EB refined accident potential of the junction is 

8.20±2.19 accidents/3years. 

Apart from simply providing the best estimate of the accident potential of a given site, 

the Empirical Bayesian refinement also presents an important opportunity to improve 

the quality of "before and after" studies. In typical "before and after" studies, inferences 

are made about the effectiveness of accident remedial measures on the basis of 

comparison of accidents observed at the sites in question in equivalent periods before 

and after implementation. Such simple comparisons have been shown to be misplaced 
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and resulting in erroneous, often inflated, conclusions about the effectiveness of 

measures. The valid comparison requires that accidents after implementation are 

compared with accidents that "would have occurred, had the measure not been 

implemented "(Hauer and Lovell, 1986). 

The reason is that sites selected for remedial treatment are often selected because of 

their high accident numbers and therefore subject to the regression-to-mean 

phenomenon. The Empirical Bayesian procedure enables the unbiased estimation of the 

accidents that would have occurred had the measure not been implemented by 

satisfactorily accounting for the regression-to-mean effect. Thus, to be able to make 

more credible inferences about the effectiveness of measures, it is suggested that the 

accident count after implementation is compared with the Empirical Bayesian estimate 

of the expected before accidents in an equivalent period. 

6.3 Bayesian Methodology for Identification of "Blackspots" 

The general rationale for seeking to identify accident blackspots lies in the 

understanding that if the unsafety record of any site is "unusually bad" then there must 

be an underlying cause. By identifying such sites, the road agencies can diagnose the 

problem and carry out the most cost-effective remedial action. The identification 

process is, therefore, an important diagnostic tool that needs to be handled well to 

deliver the right results. To this end, a radically different technique for identifying and 

ranking accident blackspots, which is more accurate and reliable than current methods, 

is presented in this section of the thesis. 

As previously discussed under the section on review of the relevant literature, accident- 

prone locations ("blackspots") in the road network in Ghana are currently determined 

solely on account of the total number of accidents recorded during a1 to 3 year period. 

With this approach, a list of road locations is periodically compiled in a ranked order 

and the site with the highest number of recorded accidents in the given period is 

assumed to be the one in most urgent need of attention. The method is simple to use but 

has significant disadvantages. It tends to be biased and arbitrary, because there is often 

no reference "norm" against which the accident numbers for various sites are compared. 
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As a result, the list of accident-prone locations can usually be almost as long as there 

are sites with any accident records and therefore unmanageable. It also does not account 

for any measure of exposure or site-specific conditions and tends to be biased towards 

the selection of sites with high vehicle flows. The approach is akin to the use of annual 

accident total (AAT) by many local authorities in the United Kingdom, as reported by 

Maher and Mountain (1988). 

Another commonly used technique, which is clearly an improvement on the use of 

accident counts, is the "rate and number" method (Hauer and Persaud, 1983). In this 

case, the criterion of accident-proneness is the average accident rate (per million 

vehicles and/or vehicle-kilometres). Thus, a site is considered hazardous when the 

accident rate over some given period of time exceeds a "norm" (e. g. the mean accident 

rate over all sites in an area) plus a multiple of the related standard deviation. The 

multiple used would depend on the desired degree of confidence (e. g. 2 standard 

deviations for 95 per cent confidence interval). This technique at least accounts for 

exposure and uses confidence limits, thereby conceding some element of uncertainty 

with the rates used. 

However, this method has the tendency to select sites with low flows and in cases 

where accidents are weighted according to their severity, the method tends also to give 

undue prominence to relatively more random and rare high severity accidents. The 

predominant use of "regional" or "area" accident characteristics by this technique, as a 

reference level for determining "above-average" accident history, can also be improved 

if the site of interest is compared instead with others sharing similar underlying 

characteristics (traits). 

Due to the now well-known tendency of accident counts to fluctuate randomly in 

successive periods, irrespective of site conditions, none of the techniques of blackspot 

identification mentioned above can be trusted to deliver truly deviant sites, in terms of 

their unsafety. The accident counts by themselves are likely to reflect significant 

random and fleeting effects that may not necessarily be related to the underlying 

unsafety or accident potential of the site. The more appropriate criterion of deviancy 

must, therefore, be the expected accident count, which is the long-term average of 

observed accidents at the site. 
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On the other hand, this random variable can be estimated only within some limits of 

precision and that is where the Empirical Bayesian (EB) techniques, introduced in the 

previous section, become useful. Apart from providing a coherent and more logical 

framework for combining important "clues" to produce the best estimate of unsafety, 

the EB procedure also provides the opportunity to identify hazardous sites, on the basis 

of a probability that the accident potential or unsafety exceeds a given norm. Such 

probabilistic identification methods differ qualitatively and quantitatively from the 

confidence-based methods currently used (Higle and Witkowski, 1988). 

The EB technique proposed, here, followed the original work of Higle and Witkowski 

(1988) but differed in three important respects. The procedure used by Higle and 

Witkowski (1988) involved three steps. In the first step, they aggregated the accident 

histories across a number of sites within a defined region, to produce a gross estimate of 

the probability distribution of accident rates across the region. They then used the 

regional distribution and the accident history, at individual sites, to obtain a refined 

estimation of the probability distribution associated with the accident rate at each 

particular site. With this collection of refined distributions, it was then possible to 

assess the probability that any given site is hazardous. 

A similar procedure was applied here but, instead of aggregating sites by a defined area, 

the sites in this study were combined according to their shared characteristics. And, 

since like was mixed with like in these defined "families" of junctions, the first 

difference from the Higle and Witkowski (1988) approach is that better and more 

consistent estimates would be obtained than using the regional or area groupings. 

Secondly, instead of accident rates, the estimated expected accidents from prediction 

models were used here. In this way, apart from including exposure to accidents, other 

significant accident-dependent variables were accounted for. The third difference is that 

the distribution parameters for expected accidents within the family of junctions were 

calculated from the model estimate and its variance, following the lead of Rodriguez 

and Sayed (1999), in contrast to the sample mean and variance used by Higle and 

Witkowski (1988). 

Thus, the entire procedure proposed is, as follows: 
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Step 1: Determine the probability density function of expected accidents across the 

family of junctions (i. e. T- or X -junctions). This is the prior distribution i. e. the 

assumed distribution before the site-specific accident data become available. It is 

known that this will generally follow the Gamma distribution of the form: 

fP2 (A) -ýa 
a) ............ (6.5) 

where fpR(A) is the probability density function of expected accidents across 

across the family of junctions, a and ,8 are the parameters of the distribution 

Thus, the first step essentially involves estimating the parameters a and ß to define the 

distribution. This is done, using the estimates of mean expected accidents (E(A)) and 

the variance Var(A) from the appropriate GLIM full model for all accidents, as follows: 

Q= E(A)/Yar(d) = r. /E(A) and a=6x E(A) = is ......................... (6.6) 

where K is the overdispersion parameter from the Negative Binomial model fit 

Step 2: Determine the posterior distribution. This is the site-specific probability density 

function resulting from combining the observed accidents for each site (a, ) with the 

gross estimate of the probability distribution across the family of junctions (fPR(2)). 

These density functions (f (Al a) are obtained, using Bayes' theorem, as: 

fýýý a; ) acf(arIA)fPR(A) .................. (6.7) 

They also follow the Gamma distribution but are defined by new parameters calculated 

from the EB refined estimates of unsafety and its variance (see Equations (6.1) and 

(6.4)), as follows: 

ßý=EB/Var(EB)=x/E(A)+1 and al= /'xEB=K+a 

where a is the observed number of accidents at the given site. 
.............. (6.8) 

Thus, the overall probability density function of the posterior distribution is: 

[x / E(A) + 1](K+a) ýK+a-I 

e-[KIE(n)+qx Los (ý) = r(ic + a) 
................... (6.9) 
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Step 3: Using the collection of posterior density functions, test if a given site is a 

blackspot. Given an upper limit on the "acceptable" expected accidents of XCR, the site 

is deemed to be a blackspot if there is a significant probability that X; exceeds XCR, in 

other words: 

P(Ai >XCR I a; ) >S.............. ... (6.10) 

where 8 is a predetermined tolerance level (usually 0.95). 

Alternatively, this can be expressed as: 

ll _ 

P50 I E(A) + 1}(Kta) A(Kta-1)e-(KJE(A)tl)Z 

I'(K + a) J 
0 

........... (6.11) 

In this context, the 50-th percentile (P50) value of the expected accidents across the 

family of junctions was proposed as the XCR. This represents the maximum level of 

expected accidents at 50 per cent of junctions and it appeared to make sense, therefore, 

to investigate those junctions whose accident potential is above it. Thus, a. CR was 

calculated as P50 from the prior distribution, such that: 

PI[ic E(n)]' A'-le-('l E(A)IA 

J aa - 0.50 ..................... (6.12) 

0 r(K) 

The equation represents an incomplete Gamma function and had to be solved by 

approximate methods of estimation, using the GAMMAINV computation in MS Excel. 

What was required was the inverse value of the cumulative distribution (% = XCR), given 

the percentile probability (0.50). Using the data from the worked example on T- 

junctions (see Section 6.2.2b), %CR was computed as 3.78 accidents/3-years. For the X- 

junction example this was 4.79 accidents/3-years. 

Thus, when the appropriate parameter values from the worked example on the T- 

junction are substituted in Equation (11) the result is, as follows: 

1_ 
3* 78 12.996/4.24 +1) (2.996+11) (2.996+11-1)e-(2.996/4.24+1)x 

aA =0.993 
I(2.996 + 11) 

0 
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This shows that the probability of the 11 accidents observed in three years at the T- 

junction exceeding the Pso value of expected accidents at the site (=3.78 

accidents/3years) is 99.3 per cent. Since this is more than the 95 per cent considered 

significant, it can be concluded that this T -junction is indeed a blackspot. 

Similarly, with x=4.65, E(A) = 5.15 accidents/3years the 8 accidents observed in 3 

years at the X -junction in the worked example exceeded the junction's P50 value (= 4.79 

accidents/3years) with a probability of 84.4 per cent. In this case, the junction could not 

be said to be a blackspot, because the probability was less than 95 per cent. 

6.4 Using Decision Curves (Nomographs) for Blackspot Identification 

The Bayesian procedure for blackspot identification described above undoubtedly 

involves some quite demanding mathematical calculations. Therefore, if it is to stand 

any chance of being applied, which is one of the goals of this research project, then the 

process needs to be made much simpler. Consequently, it was decided to translate the 

decision process typified by Equation (6.11) into nomographs, a language the average 

traffic or maintenance engineer understands very well and would be comfortable with. 

The results are presented in Figures 6.1 and 6.2. To obtain the curves, Equation (6.11) 

was solved iteratively for the observed accident frequency that produced the desired 

significance level. The GAMMADIST facility in MS Excel was used for the 

computations. 

To illustrate their use, consider aT -junction for which 15 accidents in 3 years are 

predicted, using the full model for all accidents. Then, for this particular junction, as 

shown in Figure 6.1, at least 21 accidents need to be observed in the same time period, 

for it to be considered a blackspot at the 95 per cent confidence level. At the higher (99 

per cent) confidence level, the number of observed accidents required would be 24. 

The curves are presented for the two levels of confidence for purposes of comparison. 

Normally, the 95 per cent confidence level should be statistically satisfactory for the 

decisions required. 
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Figure 6.1 Blackspot Decision Nomograph for T-junctions 
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Figure 6.2 Blackspot Decision Nomograph for X-junctions 
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6.5 Revised Criteria for Ranking Blackspots for Treatment 

It is inevitable that, even with the most rigorous procedures for identification or 

classification, the road authorities will always end up with a substantial number of 

junctions that would qualify as blackspots at any particular point in time. What a good 

identification process does is to ensure that all the sites which need attention are 

captured, whilst leaving out unworthy ones, even if these are characterised by some 

fleeting random escalations in accident frequency. After that, the next step is to decide 
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in what order to tackle the sites, since it is practically impossible to work on all of them 

at the same time, due to perennial resource limitations. Consequently, a reliable 

mechanism is required to enable the authorities to rank the list of blackspots in some 

order of priority for subsequent attention, in a way that will ensure efficient utilisation 

of resources. 

The ranking criteria most commonly used currently often depend on, or are closely 

related to, the method used in identifying the blackspots. For example, where the annual 

accident total (AAT), or some variant thereof is used for blackspot identification, the 

sites are simply listed in descending order, with the one having the highest accident 

number, or rate, being ranked first. Although this approach is still in widespread use (it 

is the current practice in Ghana and has been reported in Maher and Mountain (1988) as 

used by most UK highway authorities), it has significant undesirable attributes. It is 

usually biased in favour of high or low flow sites, depending on whether the accident 

number or rate approach is used. 

Another disadvantage is that the criterion is unable to separate random and fleeting high 

trends in accident numbers from those associated with the underlying safety of the site. 

Hence, it is highly susceptible to giving high priority ranking to sites, which would 

probably not have qualified as blackspots in the first place, if more precise procedures 

had been used. Priority lists based on this criterion, therefore, cannot be trusted, since 

they do not necessarily reflect the true scale of the underlying accident problem at the 

sites. Lastly, the use of such lists, compiled in this way, gives no indication of the 

potential benefits or the relative difficulty or ease of carrying out appropriate remedial 

intervention. 

The use of aggregate weighted accident numbers (Equivalent Accident Number (EAN)) 

is another ranking criterion based on observed accident counts. In this case, the 

observed accident total is separated by severity, typically into property damage, injury 

and fatal accidents. Each accident is then assigned a weight according to its severity 

(e. g. TRL (1991) recommend the following weights: 1 for each property damage 

accident, 3 for an injury accident and 12 for a fatal accident). The weights are each 

multiplied by the number of accidents in the relevant severity group and aggregated for 

all accidents at the blackspot. Thereafter, the sites are ranked in descending order of 
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their aggregate weighting (EAN). This method is an improvement on the use of raw 

accident totals, in particular because, through the weights attached to each accident type 

by severity, it indirectly provides an indication of the potential savings in accident costs 

that will accrue from carrying out a remedial measure. 

The drawback of this method, however, is that it still depends on accident counts and 

that makes it susceptible to regression-to-mean effects. The relatively heavy weight it 

attaches to fatal accidents, in particular, also aggravates this susceptibility to random 

and rare events that are not related to the underlying unsafety of a site. For example, a 

site with only one fatal accident, which may have occurred "by chance", will be 

considered more dangerous and ranked higher than a site with ten property damage 

accidents, which might be due to systematic underlying factors all capable of remedy. 

McGuigan (1981) proposed an alternative and improved criterion, called the Potential 

for Accident Reduction (PAR). This is calculated as the difference between the 

observed accident frequency (Y1) and the expected accidents (me) for each site (i. e. Y, - 

m; ). In the author's opinion, this difference represents the maximum number of 

accidents that any remedial intervention at the site could practically hope to reduce. The 

merit in this approach is the admission that not all accidents may be treatable and its use 

of the expected accidents as the baseline (the "norm", as it were) reduces the 

arbitrariness associated with criteria based solely on accident counts, which may be 

undergoing regression-to-mean effect. 

However, Maher and Mountain (1988) observed that the PAR method is, by no means, 

without fault. In their opinion, the part use of observed accidents (Yr) means that part of 

the PAR is still due to random variation, which no treatment can affect and there is also 

no indication as to which of the changeable characteristics at a site would need 

treatment. The other criticism of the PAR, as proposed by McGuigan (1981), is that the 

regression equations used to estimate (m; ) are rather basic, since they rely on only 

traffic flow and may not be accurate enough. 

In this study, an alternative criterion based on the general concept of the PAR but 

devoid of the latter's identified shortcomings is presented. It is proposed, therefore, to 
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call this criterion the Amended Potential Accident Reduction (APAR). This is given by 

the expression: 

APAR = (EB - m) / m; ....................... (6.13) 
where EB is the Empirical Bayes refined estimate of accident potential at the site and 

m, the expected accidents, estimated by the appropriate prediction model 

The numerator in Equation (6.13) (EB - m; ) preserves the original concept of the PAR. 

It represents the difference between what is the best estimate of the accident potential at 

the site, considering both the accident history and the traits, and gives a good indication 

of the margin of potential reduction in accidents to be achieved by the most effective 

intervention that retains the unsignalised status of the junction. Arguably, the concept of 

"most effective intervention" could also be seen in terms of the safest possible design. 

In that case potential remedial measures for the particular site may include options 

outside the scope of unsignalised junctions. 

Thus one could think of implementing a standard rotary intersection design, for 

example, in place of a stop-controlled junction with above average expected accidents. 

The focus of this study however is on low-cost remedial measures for unsignalised 

junctions, hence the use of the expected accidents for the "average" unsignalised 

junction as the baseline for computing the potential accident reduction. It is significant 

that in this case Y;, as in the PAR, is replaced by EB, which is not trivial as the use of EB 

means that the random variation associated with the PAR has been accounted for. 

The difference (EB - m; ) could, by itself, serve as a criterion for ranking. It does appear 

as a logical criterion for the potential cost-effectiveness (i. e. the maximum reduction in 

accidents/casualties for money spent) of the chosen measure and it should provide 

better results than the PAR. To improve further upon the overall quality of the estimates 

relative to PAR, m; is to be obtained from the prediction of the appropriate full model, 

as opposed to the use of flow-based model predictions in the PAR approach. Thus, other 

parameters (site characteristics) which have a causal relationship with accidents and the 

scale and type of their influence become more apparent (in the form of the full model). 

Consideration may be given to altering such variables as part of the remedial 

intervention. 
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The APAR is proposed as a ratio, relative to the expected accidents, in order to reduce 

the refined margins of all potential reductions to a common scale to facilitate a more 

even comparison (see Equation 6.13). This ratio format is consistent with the general 

mode of expression of the effectiveness of measures. Thus, the APAR value is also an 

indicator of the potential effectiveness of a remedial intervention, since it shows by 

what factor of the expected accidents at a blackspot a reduction can be achieved. By so 

doing, it reflects the general attractiveness or potential effectiveness of tackling each 

site. In Table 6.1 below, a comparison of the PAR and APAR ranking orders is 

presented for six T -junction sites in the study sample, which were identified as 
blackspots, using the criteria set in Section 6.4. 

Although the number of sites in this list may not be really sufficient (a good indication, 

perhaps, of how effective the criteria are) to enable a thorough comparison, some 

patterns are nonetheless apparent from Table 6.1 and worthy of note. It can be seen, for 

instance, that the PAR ranking-order tends to follow the order of the accident totals. 

This is easily explained by the fact that the accident totals themselves are directly used 

in the computation. The two sites in the list that recorded distinctively high accident 

numbers had the same rank orders by PAR and APAR. However, for the remaining four 

sites, which were relatively less "extreme" blackspots, particularly in terms their 

observed accidents, the rank-orders were quite different. This is where the difference 

between the two criteria manifests itself most clearly. 

Table 6.1 Rank-Order of Blackspots for T-junctions, using APAR and PAR Criteria 

Junction Name Observed 

accidents 

Predicted 

accidents 

PAR 

= (Y, -, nt, ) 

Bayesian 

estimate (EB-m; ) 

APAR = Rank number 

(Y, ) (n1; ) (EB) 
(LB-, d 

nit 
APAR PAR 

(1) Abooma/Coastal 32 6.38 25.62 23.80 17.42 2.73 1 1 

(2) Timber Gardens 13 9.18 3.82 12.05 2.87 0.31 4 5 

(3) Coastal Rd. / I" Jn. 10 6.31 3.69 8.82 2.51 0.40 3 6 

(4) Neoplan/Abrepo 18 13.48 4.52 17.19 3.71 0.28 6 3 

(5) New Road/Makro 32 17.09 14.91 29.76 12.67 0.74 2 2 

(6) Darkman/M'way 16 11.49 4.51 15.05 3.56 0.30 5 4 
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Site 3, for example, was ranked 6th by the PAR, because it had the lowest margin of 

expected reduction (3.69 accidents/3years). However, when all the potential margins of 

reduction are refined and assessed, relative to the expected accidents (as in APAR), this 

site is elevated in importance and becomes 3d in the APAR priority list. By contrast, site 

4 experiences a reduced priority rating from 3`d to 6th, when the criterion is changed 

from PAR to APAR, despite having a much larger absolute margin of potential accident 

reduction than site 3. The least that one can say about these patterns is that the two 

criteria give qualitatively different ranking outcomes. 

The advantage in using the APAR lies in the fact that it produces more reliable estimates 

of the margins of potential accident reduction and reduces these margins to a common 

baseline, to enhance even comparison of sites. As Table 6.1 would show, it appears that 

the APAR may be particularly useful for prioritising between less "extreme" blackspots. 

This should prove an important attribute, since, in practice, it is usually such "middle- 

ranking" types of blackspot that are most prevalent and also difficult to prioritise using 

observed accident numbers or PAR. 

The processes of "blackspot" identification and ranking outlined above are intended to 

produce, as efficiently and precisely as possible, a refined list of sites with accident 

problems that are "treatable". By definition, therefore, sites appear in the prioritised list 

in order of "treatability", which at this stage is judged by the magnitude of APAR or 

(EB-m; ). In order to identify the specific "treatable" accident problem it will be 

necessary to carry out detailed analysis at the individual sites. In this connection a 

clustering or dominance of specific accidents types is usually the clue to the problem 

and the solution. The intensity of the clustering or dominance of specific accident types 

would generally determine whether the site is a hard or easy to treat one. Thus, 

important as it is, the proper ranking of sites is not the solution to "blackspots" but only 

an initial step towards the diagnosis and solution. 

It is important to note that the use of Equivalent Accident Number (EAN) and APAR to 

rank sites are not necessarily mutually exclusive. Depending on the priorities of the 

local road agency, in particular if the emphasis is on casualty/injury reduction, the two 

criteria could be employed together. In that case it would be advisable that the EAN is 

computed for the accident types in clusters and not for all accidents at the site in order 
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to reduce the otherwise undue influence of the occasional high severity accident that 

has no roots in the "treatable" problem. 

6.6 Conclusion 

Until now the unsafety or accident potential of different road locations has been 

assessed usually solely from their accident history. However, since by definition this is 

an unknown variable that can only be estimated, this approach has been criticised as 

fundamentally misleading and inaccurate by many authors. In this chapter, the 

Empirical Bayesian procedure for estimation of site-specific accident potential has been 

presented as a much superior alternative that automatically accounts for the regression- 

to-mean effects inherent in observed accident data. The main inputs for such estimates 

are the observed accident counts of the particular site and the expected accidents at sites 

with similar characteristics as the one under study. A key feature of this study has been 

the demonstration of how accident prediction model estimates can be incorporated into 

the Bayesian procedure, to improve further on the quality of the estimates and extend its 

applicability to relatively smaller reference populations. 

The unique ability of the Bayesian analysis to treat the accident potential, at a particular 

site, as a random variable was also utilised to outline new and improved criteria for 

accident blackspot identification and ranking. To start with, a probability distribution of 

expected accidents across a family of junctions with shared characteristics (e. g. T- 

junctions) was estimated from the accident prediction models. This distribution was 

then used, in conjunction with the accident history at a particular site, to obtain a 

refined estimation of the probability distribution associated with the accident potential 

at that particular site. With the collection of refined distributions, it was then possible to 

assess if there was a significant probability that a site's accident potential exceeded a 

predetermined "norm" to qualify as a blackspot. To remove the computational 

difficulties associated with this process and to encourage its adoption by the traffic 

authorities in Ghana, decision curves, or nomographs, were developed for the 

determination of blackspots for both T- and X -junctions. This approach represents a 

complete revision of and improvement upon the criteria currently in use. 
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A new basis (criterion) for the ranking of accident blackspots for treatment has also 

been presented. The criterion proposed is the Amended Potential Accident Reduction 

(APAR). The main concept is an extension of the Potential Accident Reduction (PAR), 

as originally proposed by McGuigan(1981), but the computation parameters have been 

revised with the aim of producing more refined estimates and, hence, overcoming some 

of the shortcomings associated with the PAR. Unlike the PAR, the APAR was proposed 

as a ratio to reduce the refined potential accident reductions to a common baseline, to 

enable more equitable comparisons of the potential effectiveness of intervention 

measures at all blackspots. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This study was undertaken with the main intention of developing suitable accident 

prediction models as an integral part of the process of outlining a more proactive and 

efficient methodology for appraising accident potential at unsignalised urban junctions 

in Ghana. Following a thorough review of the relevant literature, field studies were 

carried out in a designated case-study area, during which a wide range of road and 

traffic data was collected. The case-study involved 57 T -junctions, comprising 6 types 

distinguished by the presence, or otherwise, of some important site features, and 34 X- 

junctions of 3 types. From the detailed analysis of the accumulated data presented in the 

preceding parts of this report, the following conclusions and recommendations appear 

to be warranted. 

7.1 Conclusions 

(i) The review of the literature showed that most studies on the evaluation of the 

accident potential at unsignalised urban junctions were of the "before and after" 

type. The reported results of comparisons of the accident potential of different 

levels of unsignalised junction control between each other and signalised control 

remain largely inconclusive and contradictory. In particular, significant 

questions have been raised about the assumed safety merits of increased level of 

junction control, as recommended by many existing safety warrants. Differences 

in the type and volume of data sets and the failure of most of the reported 

studies to account for the regression-to-mean phenomenon are some of the main 

reasons cited for the inconsistent results. 

Most reported accident prediction modelling has concentrated on the 

development of coarse, as opposed to causal or full models, for rural or urban 

signalised junctions. The few that have tackled comprehensive modelling have 

been based on data from industrialised countries and a large majority was 

pursued as an end in itself, rather than as a means to an end. 
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A total of 16,334 road traffic accidents, resulting in 10,493 casualties, were 

recorded in the case-study cities during the three-year study period 1996 to 

1998. These accidents were broadly-speaking split in their distribution evenly 

between link sections and junctions. This was not quite as expected, since 
junctions are generally perceived as more accident-prone than links, given the 

greater potential for conflict from intersecting traffic streams. Unsignalised 

junction accidents accounted for more than 60 per cent of all junction accidents 

and roughly 80 per cent of this proportion was shared between T- and X- 

junctions. Accidents at unsignalised junctions tended to have much more severe 

outcomes than those occurring at other types of junction. 

The predominant accident-types at unsignalised junctions, classified by the 

defining primary collision-type, were right-angle, rear-end and pedestrian 

accidents. Whereas the different collision-types were more evenly represented at 

T -junctions, right-angle collisions alone, which involved mostly cross traffic, 

were the most dominant at X -junctions. On the other hand, T -junctions appeared 

to have more pedestrian accidents. Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGVs) and buses 

were much more likely to be involved in accidents at unsignalised junctions than 

any other category of vehicle. Their proportional involvement in accidents was 

nearly six times their share of traffic. Significantly, about three out of four 

accident vehicle-manoeuvres were simply "going ahead" immediately prior to 

the collision. This means that most accidents took place on the immediate 

approaches to junctions or between vehicles making a straight transition from 

one arm to the opposite one as at X -junctions. 

The case-study enabled a more quantitative evaluation of unsafety or accident 

potential at a representative sample of unsignalised junctions, comprising six 

types of T -junction and three types of X -junction, classified by the presence (or 

otherwise) of some features (channelisation or divisional islands) on either arms. 

The main measure of unsafety was the accident rate per million vehicles. 

Generally, junctions without any features were 1.5 to 2.5 times more unsafe than 

those with features and this appeared to affirm the basic need for channelisation 

or divisional islands on either one or both approaches of the junction. For 

junctions on dual carriageway arterial roads, the presence of a dedicated storage 
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lane for left-turning major road vehicles appeared to enhance overall safety as 

well as traffic flow. It was, however, slightly more intriguing that the incidence 

of injury accidents on such junctions (with dual carriageway arterial roads) was 

less than at junctions without features, given the generally higher operating 

speeds on the former. The minor road's share of traffic appeared to be one of the 

most influential factors for unsafety. Using ordinary regression techniques, it 

was demonstrated that the minor road's share of traffic and accident or casualty 

rate were systematically connected. 

Due to restrictions in the study sample (i. e. nearly all X -junctions were 

controlled by stop signs), comparison of the accident potential associated with 

different types of junction control was carried out only for T -junctions. The 

general finding was that stop-controlled junctions were associated with higher 

levels of unsafety than yield-controlled junctions or junctions without any form 

of control at all. This was an important observation, if controversial, because it 

reinforces questions that have been raised in the literature regarding the safety 

merits of progressive increases in the level of control at unsignalised junctions. 

Overall, the difference between both the accident rate and accident frequency at 

T -junctions and X -junctions was not statistically significant. This implied that 

the two types of junction layout, within the limits of the case-study data, had 

similar accident potential or unsafety. 

(iv) Prediction models have been developed relating the 3-year accident frequency at 

unsignalised T- and X -junctions to various road and traffic variables. The 

models were of two types, the first (flow-based) were based solely on the traffic 

exposure function, whilst the second (full models) were extensions of the best 

exposure functions to include other significant road and traffic variables. 

Models were developed separately for all accidents, injury accidents and other 

accident types categorised by the defining collision types involved, namely, 

head-on, rear-end, side-swipe and right-angle collisions and pedestrian 

accidents. 

Generally, traffic exposure functions such as the cross products of flow (XPDF) 

and the sum of encounter flow products (ENCP) produced much better fits to the 
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accident data than simpler flow functions like the total traffic inflow (TINF). On 

average, flow-based models for T -junctions had about one-and-a-half times 

more "proportion explained" than corresponding models for X -junctions. This 

means that the exposure variables were much more influential determinants of 

accident frequency at T -junctions than at X -junctions. Fewer additional 

variables proved significant in the full models for T -junctions leading to higher 

values of proportion explained for the X -junction full models. 

Within each junction group (T- or X -junctions), flow-based models for the 

various types of accident defined by the primary collision also produced higher 

"proportion explained" than the corresponding models for all accidents or injury 

accidents. This trend was largely attributed to the fact that, at the more 

disaggregate level, it was easier to identify the more appropriate exposure 

functions relevant to the particular collision type. 

The three additional variables that featured most consistently in the extended 

accident models for X -junctions were street lighting, dedicated left-turning 

lanes and the average standard deviation of approach spot speeds of vehicles on 

the major road. Those for T -junctions were the level of traffic control, the 

average width of the median on the major road and the average standard 

deviation of vehicle approach spot speeds on the major road. The absences of 

street lighting and dedicated left-turning lanes and the average standard 

deviation of vehicle approach spot speeds were all positively correlated with 

accident frequency. For the individual accident types defined by the primary 

collisions, the additional variables captured in the corresponding full models 

differed in type, as well as the nature of their influence on accident frequency. 

Interestingly, whilst the average width of the median on the major road was 

associated with an increase in accident frequency at X -junctions, it had the 

opposite effect at T -junctions. Also, the accident potential of T -junctions that 

had YIELD or no control was adjudged to be much lower than at STOP. 

controlled sites. This apparently confirmed the earlier finding, in Section 

4.3.2.4, regarding the relative accident potential of junctions with the different 

levels of control. 
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Given the large variety of variables tested in the model estimation process, the 

quality of the obtained models and the consistency of the additional variables, it 

can be concluded that the full models developed represented causal rather than 

associative relationships. The models can subsequently, therefore, be used for 

reliable prediction of accident frequency associated with the junction types and 
features described. 

(v) Until now the unsafety, or accident potential, of road locations has been 

assessed usually solely from their accident history. But this approach has been 

criticised as fundamentally misleading and inaccurate by many authors. The 

Empirical Bayesian procedure for estimation of site-specific accident potential 
has been presented as a much superior alternative that automatically accounts 
for the regression-to-mean effects inherent in observed accident data. This 

estimate is produced from a uniquely weighted combination of the observed 

accident counts of the particular site and the expected accidents for sites with 

characteristics similar to those of the one under study. A key feature of this 

study was the demonstration of the framework for integrating accident model 

predictions with the Empirical Bayesian procedure, to improve further on the 

quality of the estimates of accident potential and to extend the applicability of 

the procedure to relatively smaller reference populations. 

The unique ability of the Bayesian analysis, to treat the accident potential at a 

particular site as a random variable, was also utilised to outline new and 
improved criteria for accident blackspot identification and ranking. These are 

probabilistic criteria, based on the evaluation of an incomplete gamma function. 

To remove the computational difficulties associated with the process and to 

encourage its adoption by the traffic authorities in Ghana, decision curves, or 

nomographs, have been developed for the determination of blackspots for both 

T- and X -junctions at specified confidence levels. This approach represents a 

radical departure from and improvement upon the criteria currently in use. 

A new basis (criterion) for the ranking of accident blackspots for treatment has 

also been presented. The criterion proposed is the Amended Potential Accident 

Reduction (APAR). The main concept was an extension of the Potential 

Accident Reduction (PAR), as originally proposed by McGuigan(1981), but the 
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computation parameters have been revised, with the aim of producing more 

refined estimates, and hence overcoming some of the shortcomings associated 

with the PAR. Unlike the PAR, the APAR is proposed as a ratio to reduce the 

refined potential accident reductions to a common baseline, so as to enable more 

equitable comparisons of the potential effectiveness of intervention measures at 

all blackspots. 

On the whole, the use of the Empirical Bayesian procedures to produce refined 

estimates of accident potential at unsignalised junctions, using inputs from the 

full accident prediction models and the accident counts represents a unique 

approach that should lead to more accurate and efficient safety evaluation. The 

extension of this methodology to produce revised criteria for accident blackspot 

identification and ranking, is also bound to improve the scientific basis and cost- 

effectiveness of remedial interventions. 

7.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

(i) The new procedures outlined in this study, insofar as they represent an improved 

basis for appraising and quantifying of accident potential and its determining 

variables, require urgent adoption. This could give an important boost to the 

overall national accident reduction effort. The accident prediction models 
developed, when used either by themselves, or as part of the Empirical Bayesian 

procedure, will be useful in a variety of important ways, including: 

" assessing the unsafety implications of individual junction features, since the 

magnitude and direction of their impact on accident frequency has now been 

quantified; 

" auditing and making a comparison of design/safety schemes before detailed 

design is done; 

" monitoring and evaluation of accident remedial schemes, or the safety 

effects of traffic management measures; and 

" accident prediction to facilitate decisions based on COBA. 
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(ii) In order to continue to improve upon the methodology and sustain its use into 

the future, some further work is recommended, as follows: 

" to computerise the accident prediction models and estimation procedures to 

facilitate their use; 

" to carry out a similar but more extensive study involving a larger database, 

with improved quality and broader range of independent variables. This 

should either confirm or reject the effects of individual junction features in 

the various prediction models and would give a useful indication as to how 

the size of the data-base is likely to affect the accuracy or reliability of 

prediction models. A much larger database should also enable the use and 

verification of the zero-inflated approach to the modelling of accident data 

with a preponderance of zero counts; 

" to review or validate the prediction models periodically, since they cannot 

be valid for all time; and 

" to develop separate prediction models for other types of road locations, such 

as link sections on urban roads and trunk roads. 

" to explore the possibility of developing prediction models based on vehicle 

manoeuvre or by separate junction arms, if the data permits. Although this 

approach has been reported in parts of the literature as giving a better picture 

of the unsafety situation at junctions than models based on initial impact or 

collision type, it was not possible to pursue it in this study due to data 

limitations. 

It is hoped that carrying out the above recommendations would consolidate and 

entrench the use of this new methodology of unsafety appraisal, as part of standard 

practice by the road authorities, and contribute significantly to bringing about a much- 

needed reduction in the incidence of road traffic accidents in Ghana and elsewhere. 
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APPENDIX 31 

Sample of Accident Report Form 
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APPENDIX 31 (Continued) 
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APPENDIX 311 

T-JUNCTIONS 

TYPOLOGY OF JUNCTIONS 

Major road Minor Road 

T-1 No features No features 

-l F- 
T-2 ("Bennett Junction") No features Island, with two-way traffic on 

both sides of island 

nr T-3 

- 

ior 

T-4 

1T 

Kerbed medians, Island, with one-way traffic on 
with two lanes in either side of island 
each direction 

Kerbed median strip, No features, left turn not possible 
left turn not possible 
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T-5 Major Road Minor Road 

I 

T-6 

ý 
ýý- 

i 

Kerbed medians, two No features 
approach lanes, left turn 
to and from minor road 
possible. 

Kerbed medians, two No features 
approach lanes, left turn 
to and from minor road 
possible, dedicated storage 
lane for left-turn. 
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APPENDIX 311 (Continued) 

X-JUNCTIONS 

X1 

IL 

71 

X2 

I 

X3 

_. Wý 

ir 

Major Road Minor Road 

No features No features 

Kerbed medians, two No features 
approach lanes 

Kerbed medians, two No features 
approach lanes, at least 
one dedicated left-turn 
storage lane 
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APPENDIX 411 

Procedure for Statistical Comparison of Mean 

Accident Frequencies and Rates of Different Junction Types 

The tool that was used to compare the sample mean accident frequencies and rates of 

the different junction-types was the MS Excel analysis tool for "t-Test: Two-Sample 

Assuming Unequal Variances". This t-test form assumes that the variances of both 

ranges of data (i. e. any two sets of junctions to be compared) are unequal. For this 

reason, it is referred to as a heteroscedastic t-test. It is most appropriate for determining 

whether two sample means are equal and usually applied on small samples (n<30) as is 

the case under consideration. 

The test statistic value t is determined as follows: 

c= 

! 

x-y-Do 

S2 S2 1+2 

mn 

where X, y are the respective mean values being tested, 

00 - the hypothesised difference between the means (= 0), and 
Sj, S2 and m and n- the respective sample standard deviations and 

sizes. 

On the other hand, the degrees of freedom (df) is given by the equation: 

ýS 12 
z 

+S2)z 

df. =mn ! si /m `z ýz + 
S2 n lm-1n-1 

Because the result of the calculation of the degrees of freedom would usually not be an 

integer, the calculation is programmed to use the nearest integer to obtain a critical 

value from the t table. The significance level applied in all the tests was 5 per cent. All 

that is required to perform the test is to specify the range of the input variables. Below 

are tables showing the sample pairings compared and the results as well as sample 

outputs of the analysis. 

mn 



(a) Comparison of Accident Rates (see Table 4.6) 

Table 4IIA Sample pairs and results of the t-tests of mean accident rates between junction-types 

JUNCTION-TYPE JUNCTION-TYPE (Reference sample) 
(Compared sample) T-1 T-2 T-3 T-4 T-5 T-6 
T-1 ###### NS NS' NS* NS S 

T-2 NS ###### NS NS NS NS 

T-3 NS* NS ####### NS* NS NS 
T-4 NS* NS NS* ####### NS' NS 

T-5 NS NS NS NS* ######## NS 

T-6 S NS* NS* NS* NS ######## 

########## X-1 X-2 X-3 

X-1 ########## NS S 

X-2 NS ########### S 

X-3 S S ########## 

LEGEND: NS - difference not significant, S- significant, NS* -just short of one-tail significance 

Sample output from MS Excel 

T-5 vs. T-6 (Comparison of Mean Accident Rates) 
t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Unequal Variances 

Variable 1 Variable 2 
Mean 0.481111 0.27875 
Variance 0.164686 0.066155 
Observations 9 8 
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 
Df 14 
T Stat 1.241505 
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.117409 
T Critical one-tail 1.761309 
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.234818 
T Critical two-tail 2.144789 

X-1 vs. X-3 (Comparison of Mean Accident Rates) 
t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Unequal Variances 

Variable I Variable 2 
Mean 0.536428571 0.223333 
Variance 0.223147802 0.046325 
Observations 14 9 
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 
Df 19 
T Stat 2.156133996 
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.022050184 
T Critical one-tail 1.729131327 
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.044100368 
T Critical two-tail 2.093024705 
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X vs. T (Comparison of Mean Accident Rates Overall ) 
t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Unequal Variances 

Variable 1 Variable 2 
Mean 0.434117647 0.478246 
Variance 0.166788592 0.354904 
Observations 34 57 
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 
Df 87 
T Stat -0.418242949 
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.338400044 
T Critical one-tail 1.662556315 
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.676800087 
T Critical two-tail 1.987609721 

(b) Comparison of Accident Frequencies (see Table 4.6) 

Table 411B Sample pairs and results of the t-tests of mean accident 
frequencies between junction-types 

JUNCTION-TYPE JUNCTION-TYPE (Reference sample) 
(Compared sample) T-1 T-2 T-3 T-4 T-5 T-6 

T-1 ###### NS NS NS NS NS 

T-2 NS ###### NS NS NS NS 

T-3 NS NS ####### NS NS NS 

T-4 NS NS NS ####### NS NS 

T-5 NS NS NS NS ######## 

T-6 NS NS NS NS NS ######## 

########## X-1 X-2 X-3 

X-1 ########## NS NS 

X-2 NS ########### S 

X-3 NS S ########## 

LEGEND: NS - difference not significant, S- significant 

Sample output from BMS Excel 

T-1 vs. T-4 (Comparison of mean accident frequencies) 
t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Unequal Variances 

Variable I Variable 2 
Mean 2.032380952 1.555 
Variance 5.213129048 5.05215 
Observations 21 6 
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 
Df 8 
t Stat 0.457191562 
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.329846363 
t Critical one-tail 1.85954832 
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.659692727 
t Critical two-tail 2.306005626 
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X-1 vs. X-2 (Comparison of mean accident frequencies) 
t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Unequal Variances 

Mean 
Variance 
Observations 
Hypothesized Mean Difference 
Df 
t Stat 
P(T<=t) one-tail 
t Critical one-tail 
P(T<=t) two-tail 
t Critical two-tail 

Variable I Variable 2 
3.03 

8.81924 
11 

2.333571429 
6.757101648 

14 

0 
20 

-0.614506619 
0.272904325 
1.724718004 
0.54580865 

2.085962478 

X vs. T (Comparison of mean accident frequencies overall) 
t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Unequal Variances 

Variable 1 Variable 2 
Mean 2.333235294 2.070702 
Variance 6.113071034 4.55976 
Observations 34 57 
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 
Df 62 
t Stat 0.515076703 
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.304165511 
t Critical one-tail 1.669804988 
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.608331023 
t Critical two-tail 1.99896931 

(c) Testing Differences in Proportions of Injury Accidents 

To test the statistical significance of the differences between the proportions of 

accidents constituting injury accidents at the different junction-types as shown in Figure 

4.13, the following procedure was adopted after Walpole (1982): 

Step 1: State the null hypothesis: Ho: PI = P2, where, pi and p2 are the two population 

proportions of the same attribute (injury accidents) under investigation. 

Step 2: State the alternative hypothesis: H,: Alternatives are p, < p2 , pl > p2, or p, # p2 

Step 3: Choose a level of significance equal to a. 

Step 4: Then the critical region is defined as: 
z<- za for the alternative p, < p2, 
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z> za for the alternative pl > p2, 

z<-z, 2 and z> za/2 for the alternative pi V-L P2. 

Step 5: Compute Pl = xl / nj, P2 = X2 / n2 ,P= 
(x1 + x2) / (nl + n2), pis the pooled 

estimate of the proportion, and then, find z: 

P1-P2 
, 

g=1-P 
VPqýýl / n1 )+ (1 / n2)] 

Decision: Reject Ho if z falls in the critical region; otherwise, accept. 

Worked Example: 

Testing the difference in the proportions of injury accidents at junction types T-3 and T- 
1, as illustrated in Figure 4.13. 

Ho: PT -3 = Pr--i, Hi: pr--3 > pr. I, a=0.05, therefore, critical region is z>1.645 

The computations: 

XT-3 XT-1 
. 

Xr-3 + XT-I 

PT-3=n- 
n- 

'P n_ +nT- T3 TI T3 I 

17+45 
PT-3 = 0.46; PT_ý = 0.35; nT-3 = 37; nT_, = 128; P==0.37; 

37 + 128 - 

Therefore z=0.46-0.35 = 1.22 
(0.37)(0.63) [(37) 

+ (128), 

Decision: 

Since z =1.22 is < 1.645 (z critical) then the null hypothesis (Ho) cannot be rejected. 
Hence, it is concluded that the difference in the proportions of injury accidents at 
junction types T-3 and T-1 is not significant. 
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APPENDIX 4111 
Conflict Points at Unsignalised Junctions 

(A) X-junctions 

Minor Road 

Major Road 

Q Merging conflict points =8 
0 Diverging conflict points =8 
0 Crossing conflict points = 16 

(B) T-junctions 
Major Road 

p Merging conflict points =3 
® Diverging conflict points =3 

Crossing conflict points =3 

Minor Road 
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APPENDIX 5111 

Sample Output From GLIM Modelling 

(A) Null Model for all (Total) Accidents for T-junctions 

[i] ? $yvar tacc $link I $terms 1 $number theta=0 $use negbin theta $d e$ 
[w] -- model changed 
[o] scaled deviance = 68.003 (change = -244.3) at cycle 2 
[o] residual df = 56 (change =0) 
[o] 
[o] ML Estimate of THETA = 1.218 
[o] Std Error =(0.2979) 
[o] 
[o] NOTE: standard errors of fixed effects do not 
[o] take account of the estimation of THETA 
[o] 
(o] 2x Log-likelihood = 739.2 on 56 df 
[o] 2x Full Log-likelihood = -330.3 
[o] 
[o] estimate s. e. parameter 
[o] 1 1.826 0.1312 1 
[o] scale parameter 1.000 
[o] 

(B) Flow-based Model for all Accidents at T-junctions 

[i] ? $terms lmajf+lminf $number theta=0 $use negbin theta $d e$ 
[w] -- model changed 
[w] -- model changed 
[o] scaled deviance = 70.262 (change = -148.0) at cycle 2 
[o] residual df = 54 (change =0) 
[o] 
[o] ML Estimate of THETA = 2.159 
[o] Std Error =(0.6327) 
[o] 
[o] NOTE: standard errors of fixed effects do not 
[o] take account of the estimation of THETA 
[o] 
[o] 2x Log-likelihood = 760.1 on 54 df 
[o] 2x Full Log-likelihood = -309.3 
[o] 
[o] estimate s. e. parameter 
[o] 1 -7.358 1.957 1 
[o] 2 0.5010 0.1842 LMAJF 
[o] 3 0.5825 0.1405 LMINF 
[o] scale parameter 1.000 
[o] 



(C) Full Model for all Accidents at T junctions 

[i] ? $terms lmajf+lminf+ssd+tcon+medw $number theta=0 $use negbin theta $d e$ 
[w] -- model changed 
[w] -- model changed 
[o] scaled deviance =71.000 (change = -110.6) at cycle 2 
[o] residual df = 50 (change =0) 
[o] 
[o] ML Estimate of THETA = 3.008 
[o] Std Error =(0.9723) 
[o] 
[o] NOTE: standard errors of fixed effects do not 
[o] take account of the estimation of THETA 
[o] 
[o] 2x Log-likelihood = 771.0 on 50 df 
[o] 2x Full Log-likelihood = -298.5 
[o] 
[o] estimate s. e. parameter 
[o] 1 -7.158 1.881 1 
[o] 2 0.5729 0.1981 LMAJF 
[o] 3 0.4801 0.1319 LMINF 
[o] 4 0.06908 0.03603 SSD 
[o] 5 -0.4795 0.2244 TCON(2) 
[o] 6 -0.9526 0.3377 TCON(3) 
[o] 7 -0.1657 0.08204 MEDW 
[o] scale parameter 1.000 
[o] 
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